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The Aim of this document is to:1. Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful to The Original Greek for reasoning/enquiring minds.
2. Introduce The World back to “1st Century Christianity” as first taught by Jesus and is yet never taught today.
3. Show specifically where “Christianity” of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us.
4. Explain to the lowest detail explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates.
5. Give an analytical translation to The World that can be trusted to become “The Disclosing Truth” for study.
6. Become The One-Stop Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere.
7. To discover what The Almighty God, Yahweh, is really teaching Mankind, and thus, repudiates “Religion”.
8. To entirely remove all “mystique and mystery” within which Religious Leaders wallow for “People Control”.
9. To cause vociferous debate and thus, bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject!
The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this most faithful translation.
The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being “wise and
sophisticated” supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era. Sadly, we all need this guidance, even more so today!
The “Brown Font” is for my Electronic “Concordance of Topics” located at the Section Headers and given to assist the
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content, thereby making it so very different to all other worldly “master”
religious documents. No world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives
“The Knowledge” offered a quantum jump from anything that this world can offer!
Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another.
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle.
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect.
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs.
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction.
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy.
Warning = injurious to the health/wellbeing of a human.
Note: A couple of examples termed “prophecies” are more like “words of advice to yield a result” but given to keep the
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter.
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 14 “allegories” to the 15 stated or that a “reasoning” should be
classified as an “instruction” (and likewise with the other headings) – but they have been given to expose the many
examples buried within the text, enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth
of material given for our consideration!
Furthermore, I include “one liners” as “parables” under the strict definition of parable (as “a comparison”) because
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by worldly Christian leaders,
The Thrust of “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity” is twofold, firstly it is directed to elect/select 144000
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,
requiring “The Early Adopters” to become The Future World Leaders. This is a special grouping of people (1Pet.2v9,
Isa.66v8) proven to have precisely imitated Jesus Christ (to the very best of their ability) during the following Gospel
Age, that only God/Yahweh knows how long it shall be, Matt.24v36 because of Matt.20v23. Secondly, “The Real
Gospel” teaches The World in fine detail of the future “New World Order” of The Millennium and how all resurrected
people of the last some 6000 years can be personally successful as “The Late Adopters” within its “new operating
procedures”. This “New System” cannot occur now but will only occur when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected
individuals from out of The Gospel Age. Presently, religious leaders who were/are false to this duty were/are those
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees prior to JC’s ministry and the worldly Christian Leaders after JC’s
ministry. The Religious Leaders are instructed to set “The Correct Example” (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s
ministry/lifestyle) that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow, except the religious leaders
imitate them, by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires! People spiritually inhabiting The World
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards are completely ignored by Yahweh, they form no active part in
bringing forth The Millennium that finishes “The 2nd Part” of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation” (to
complete “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”, Luke.4v19 – see glossary). Thus, the vast majority of allegories and
prophecies in The Bible have no relevance to worldly people of today – being true on both sides of the equation!
The allegories and prophecies of today are only specifically related to “Christians” who claim to represent Yahweh by
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word. Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do “their own (worldly)
thing”, and thus, personally make themselves “unelectable” for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus, renege on their
personal “Contract” with Yahweh, which is “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained” by means of Anointing!
People outside the 144000 “Early Adopters” will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age, of which very many are being fulfilled now at The Gospel Age close,
because “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” of 144000 TCs is almost complete, for “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6).
It is crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out “The Early Adopters” and gives future options for everyone else.
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text:
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,
JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension!
HS = Holy Spirit (Spirit of/to/the Holy)
TC = True Christian.
CA = Copyist’s Addition
{...} = one Greek word
.../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word
1st 2nd C = “The 1st time of JC’s 2nd Coming” = “The 1st Resurrection” to yield of the 144000 TCs “First Fruits”
2nd 2nd C = 3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium (Rev.19v16-21).
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)
og = Original Greek
Note: This translation is commutative, - meaning it is so precisely accurate to enable a near perfect translation back to
the original Greek including nuances. That is something that cannot be said of modern-day translations; many are
human interpretations at crucial locations and thus, loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more
accessible high level (of which these interpretations then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).
By consequence, I was forced to create the “Prime Reference Standard” for analytical study of which I now present,
together with exegesis in the inter-verse commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!
To combat the mass corruption by charlatan Christian Leaders, I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within “God’s
(named “Yahweh”) Word” to expose what was truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner:
Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour

Exact Translation is the

“Text in this font”

(Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words)
[= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions]

Paul’s epistle/letter corroborated by The Old Testament citations (and supportive instruction).

The English amplified translation is the

“= Text in this font and colour”

Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight] and (local word/phrase explanation in this Text/Font)

Thus, I have constructed an analytical translation together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”.
It will cause much “heart searching” and “consternation” within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is
teaching us – there is no escape – are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?” Luke.5v39.
Be prepared to be winnowed/audited: “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?” Matt.12v30.
Important Note Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population (furthermore, within any generation) we realise there are
1. (Few) Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).
2. There are (very many) worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).
3. There are (numerous) iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).
I will not state who is in which grouping (though obvious when personally having accurate Bible knowledge), but it is incumbent upon the reader to
personally audit their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership. Else, you have what you ultimately desire
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4, and flocks responding to the robber's voice, of John.10v1-9)!
Long overdue within this World - this website “FutureLife.Org” as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours, gives freely to
The Reader the knowledge, understanding and thus, The Tools to carry-out the most effective audit upon your Christian Leader to see if he/she
is (1) a TC, (2) a worldly Christian Leader or (3) charlatan Christian Leader!
Would you like to take up the offer? - Then please read on … … - to gain “The Tools”!
“Sons of God” is only terminology – both men/women can be “sons of God” noting upon resurrection there is no gender (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36);
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1) once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity, then The Gospel Age closes.
Please note my translation rules
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”, and I have added “(person [individual’s name])” thereby (1) keeping everything gender neutral, and
thus, more applicable today, (2) the individual’s reference/title is given as a useful pointer for the reader, else interpretation of text can be difficult.
Words (for example) “For” and “And” generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation (“og”).
Certain words (for example) “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”, etc., mean specifically as stated. I have not forced-in an interpretation!
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”, I have not forced an interpretation of an “a” into the text, I allow the reader this option.
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’) is translated as “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable, I give the local reasons as to why this is done
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you” to keep the sentences shorter, but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”.
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to retain “The Integrity” of the original Greek Understanding, thereby being wholly transparent!
To achieve this, I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative, inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation.
Finally, a translation expresses both competence and motive, I trust mine expresses “The Absolute Truth” as desired by Yahweh and to further that
desire, then I welcome all scholarly input so that we together, can bring any word within this translation ever closer to what was in the scribe’s mind.

Paul’s 2nd letter to the Thessalonians:

(Revised: 07 Jan. 2010) 2nd Rev. 05th Dec. 2013

Issue date: 02 Aug 2007

3rd Rev. 25 Aug 2015

4th Rev. 14 Feb 2021

1st Good News – Paul an exacting Apostle/TC, declares the Thessalonians are operating to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
1st Comment – Paul states, Yahweh is our (TCs’) Father and Yahweh is the Father to the Lord JC.
2nd Good News – Paul states “gift/favour/benefit” are sourced by Yahweh and (delivered) by the Lord JC [JCg].
2nd Comment – Paul states grace, also peace/prosperity/rest comes from Yahweh through the Lord JC as God’s Word.
3rd Good News – Paul states “peace/prosperity/rest” being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this world’s pain.
1st Reasoning – Because Paul makes the differentiation in his/our mind by using the present tense, then clearly there
are two separate Entities, (1) Yahweh as The Father is always assigned to be omnipotent and then (2) the lord JC of us.
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4th Good News – The gifts and favours of JCg as The Word of God operating within compliant “Early Adopters” come
from the wisdom operating within the TCs that develop the HS within TCs and brethren aiming to become TCs.
1st Instruction – Gifts/favours/benefit are (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (to spread The Gospel),
(2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim, (4) good habits, (5)
pleasing persona, (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment. All of which come together in a TC to best
promote/publicise “The Word of God” to yield the next generation of TCs (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota).
2nd Reasoning – Gifts/favours operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God”
teaches how we should think. Because we now think differently to worldly people, then we (1) freely help our neighbour
for no return and (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life. Item (1) means we have friends and (2) means we
have no enemies. This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, a goal for which to aim, good habits,
pleasing persona, extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to promote/publicise “The Word of God” to yield
more TCs. The problem is this, it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being “hypocrites”, who then hate TCs!
3rd Comment – Note there is no mention of the HS with the two reasoning Entities that strongly suggests the HS is not an
entity/personage for Paul to make any mention – because if there was, then it should be mentioned!
(I even heard today a lady Reverend pray to the HS as a personage - omitting JC and Yahweh – shows crass ignorance)!
2nd Instruction – Yahweh sourcing all good things is The Forebear/Father of JC, and of the “adopting in” TCs.
2Thes. 1v1 og (The) Paul also (the) Silvanus also (the) Timothy
2Thes. 1v1 og to the {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church (of the) Thessalonians
2Thes. 1v1 og in (to the [= within]) God (the) Father/Forebear {of/from us}
2Thes. 1v1 og also (to the [= in/with/by/on]) lord/master (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves} (to the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed:
2Thes. 1v1
= The Paul also the Silvanus also the Timothy to the ecclesia of the Thessalonians within the God (Yahweh),
our (TCs) Father also in the lord/master of the Jesus to the Christ/Anointed.

Paul also Silvanus also Timothy (these three people are demonstrable TCs because they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)
to the ecclesia of the Thessalonians within the God (Yahweh) (they think/reason/behave as Yahweh Desires, they aim to imitate JC)
The Father (Yahweh) also to/in the lord/master (controlling our minds) of the Anointed Jesus (JC, The Goal towards which we are to aim)
Paul states, Yahweh is the (Adopting) Father of TCs - also He is the Father to the lord Anointed Jesus.
Or it could be read, this ecclesia is within Yahweh, The Father, also (they are) in the lord Anointed Jesus.
Meaning, the members of the ecclesia think and reason in the one/same manner as does JC, hence with “The Word of God” (JC,
Rev.19v13) wholly controlling their mind means they are within Yahweh (by likewise having His mind, John.14v20, 17v21-26).
Therefore, to them, TCs (and the Thessalonica Brethren almost as TCs) there is no “Mystery of God”.
Taking the first line interpretation.
JC was awakened/roused (= resurrected) by Yahweh to become our lord/master JCg, where it is JC as “The Word of God” controls our minds.
The writing tells us, JC as JCg has become Paul’s Lord and has the separate Entity, Yahweh, as his Father. This verse was written here in the present
tense (some 25 years after JCg’s resurrection)!
Therefore, Paul understands the situation in the present tense – Yahweh and JCg are separate Entities, and Yahweh is The Father of JCg.
Yahweh is the (adopting) Father of the TCs and thus we can logically reason, the few TCs out of the many “Christians” (Matt.20v16, 22v14) become
of likewise brothers/sisters of JCg (Matt.12v48-50) elected/selected by Yahweh (Matt.20v23) to rule “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).
This is the continual exhortation of Paul in his letters – for us to become like him (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 2Thes.3v9, etc.).
2Thes. 1v2 og (The) Grace/{Gift/favour}/Benefit {to yourselves} also (the) peace/prosperity/rest
2Thes. 1v2 og off/away/separated/from (of the) God (the) Father/Forebear {of/from us}
2Thes. 1v2 og also (of the) lord/master (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed.
2Thes. 1v2
= The gift/favour/benefit {to yourselves}
also the peace/prosperity/rest off/from of the God (Yahweh) the Father of us (TCs, and The Brethren aiming to become TCs)
also of the lord/master (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Anointed.

The gift/favour/benefit to yourselves (being what “The Word of God” [=JCg] yields to an utterly compliant/hearkening mind)
also the peace/prosperity/rest (that “The Word of God” brings to the brethren aiming to be a TC, protection from self-induced worldly problems)
from our God (Yahweh) The Father (Yahweh as The Father, sources all intrinsically ideal/good things into The Universe)
also of (our) lord/master (of our mind,) the Anointed Jesus (where JC becomes The Goal for us to achieve, for then Yahweh to be our Father).
After these two verses – then the obvious question
How can The Trinity (myth) be correct when I quote the original Greek –
Yahweh “God the Father of us, also (the Father) of the lord JC”,
Then that makes JC “more on a level” with “us” rather than his Father!
If the contrived/invented concept of The Trinity was correct, then the text would have been written
“God also the Lord JC, the Father(s) of us” – but it does not!'
But my exposition precisely explains this proposal
JCg and “us” can only operate within the confinements of The Universe – thus “we” are on this same level (provided “we” imitate JC) .
However, Yahweh obviously being outside The Universe – because He initially created all The Universe, (and ensures His HS pervading
throughout The Universe) makes “Him” on a different level to both JCg and us!
Furthermore, within the Gospels/Epistles, when recognising what “ho theos” really means in context – then we understand JCg is “the
specific god of us” (while we are his sinful creation , Rom.3v23), and The Mystery of “god” is solved if we precisely imitate JC to
become a possible future “Son of God/Yahweh” and rule alongside JCg (as The Future “Heirs”) over “The Resurrected World” (as
“The Inheritance”)!
This explanation being logical and fits every single word/phrase within the Bible (of which I clearly show on this website within my most accurate
translation and commentary of perhaps over four million words).
However, the human created Trinity myth tries to make equal personages of some irrational contrivance not supported by any biblical scripture
when correctly translated from The Original Greek is just contradicted within these two verses (and perhaps hundreds of other places within The Bible),
including John Chapter 1 - when correctly translated, and not interpreted by worldly reasoning! Please see my approximate 70 page dissertation
entitled, “The Trinity – What is it?”
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So, I ask the reader
What should they believe?
What the Bible tells us (of no Trinity myth), or what “spiritually blind Men” (Luke.6v39) tell us (a Trinity of a mystery)?
I would prefer our Theologians to read the contents of this website to fully understand what Yahweh is really teaching us – but if they prefer to be
controversial to “Yahweh's Pure Desire being manifest within The Environment” (“HS”, Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32) then perhaps they should
expose their “wanton exegesis” by writing to this website “FutureLife.Org”. After which I can use The Bible in context to publicly straighten out
their demonstrably errant understanding (thereby enabling me to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire within The Environment - to express the HS
[noting its composite definition as given on “FutureLife.Org”])!

4th Comment – TCs are always indebted to Yahweh because He makes possible a new Creation in a compliant individual
based upon “The Word of God” sowed/watered by the hard effort of the TCs. “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest in the
environment” makes the growth possible, yielding the HS – this brings great joy to reward the sincerely motivated TCs.
3rd Reasoning – It is the accurate knowledge placed within the recipient (sowed) and then carefully explaining it
(watering – 1Cor.3v6) with the internal motivation makes this faith become “Real Faith” (yielding the HS).
5th Good News – Real Faith delivers {charity love}/agape in the freely giving of our capability to edify our neighbour.
6th Good News – Real Faith delivers the next generation of TCs who truly honour/glorify/magnify Yahweh in their mind
delivering precisely what “Yahweh Desires to be made manifest within The Environment” to bring-on The Millennium.
4th Reasoning – Real Faith comes from {accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity}, (1) having accurate knowledge,
then (2) gaining confidence by becoming assured upon this knowledge, (3) having the motivation to act with fidelity upon
this knowledge. This equates to Real Faith and missing any one of these qualities then we have blind/hypocritical faith.
3rd Instruction – Gain accurate knowledge from a trustworthy source – very difficult today because technology is
geometrically churning out much rubbish, claimed as being “The Truth, but it smothers the few specks of real Gold!
5th Reasoning – Real Faith delivers {charity love}/agape to freely (without strings attached) edify our neighbour so they
might understand why/how they too must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to yield The Perfect Environment/Society.
6th Reasoning – Real Faith delivering the {charity love}/agape that Yahweh desires to witness, will yield an increase in
the number of Brethren (Christians) “fervently working” in the vineyard of The World to bring-on more TCs in their
genuine/sincere worship to Yahweh as their offering through their self-sacrifice away from this world’s self-indulgence.
2Thes. 1v3 og (To) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness
2Thes. 1v3 og (we) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated to the God [Yahweh]
2Thes. 1v3 og {every when}/{at all times}/always concerning/about {of yourselves}, (the) brothers/{The Brethren},
2Thes. 1v3 og just/as/that/how/when {deem entitled for}/{deserving of}/{suitable for reward}/worthy (it) is because
2Thes. 1v3 og (it) {increases above the ordinary degree}/{grows exceedingly}
2Thes. 1v3 og the faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} {of yourselves},
2Thes. 1v3 og also (it) {does/makes}/{becomes more}/superabounds/abundantly/{makes to increase}/multiplies
2Thes. 1v3 og the agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love one/singularly (of the) each/any/every (person)
2Thes. 1v3 og (of the) all {of yourselves} into/unto {one another}/mutual/together,
2Thes. 1v3
= We {become indebted}/ought to always {give thanks}/{express gratitude} to the God concerning yourselves Brothers,
because just/as it is deserving/worthy your faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} {grows exceedingly}/{beyond what is ordinary},
also the one/singular {charity love}/agape of {each person} of all yourselves
it {abundantly multiplies} (as demonstrated) unto {one another}.

We (TCs) become indebted to always express gratitude to the God (Yahweh) concerning yourselves (spiritual) Brothers,
(Because these brethren have truly imbued “1st Century Christianity” [that is never taught today within Christendom])

because just/as it is deserving/worthy your (real) faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) grows exceedingly,

(These brethren are reading/applying The Tanakh [Old Testament] to Paul’s Knowledge and living according to “Millennium rules”.)

also the singular agape/charity of each person of all yourselves abundantly multiplies (as demonstrated) unto one another.

Paul effectively states, it is Yahweh’s “Word of God” (being JC's presence/parousia) operating within The Brethren (yielding the HS within truly
obedient hearkening people) that has enabled them to grow in “Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) so that all humans might
understand what, why, and how they might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. This comes from having accurate knowledge and having The Motivation to
work according to that “proven accurate” knowledge.
Sadly, very few people today actually have accurate knowledge to even be in the position to know how to “please Yahweh” – because
worldly and worse, charlatan Christian leaders preach a heavily censored “knowledge” so their congregations might remain in spiritual
darkness, thereby becoming compliant (to faulty knowledge) while being “milked” to fulfil their leaders’ worldly indulgences.
All this is an anathema to Yahweh – especially when He is desirous to draw out His future “Sons of God” to become “The Motivated Leaders”
(operating in a fully compliant manner to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) and when “The 144000 Trigger Threshold” (Rev.14v1-4) is reached, then this
enables The Millennium to occur some 3.5 years later (Dan.12v11-12).
Consequently, those people who are actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire are so pleased and shall always give thanks to
Yahweh for the recipients within JCg’s flock are actively responding by “The Real Faith” growing within them.
Furthermore, these brethren are following the example of their mentors, being the mature TCs (1Cor.4v6, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.), who are
actively developing them to be the next generation of TCs.
Thus, as we read – “The (Real) Faith” and Charity (to edify their neighbour) is rapidly growing amongst the members.
And why?
Because it is Real Faith, where The Brethren are trying to imitate the TCs and be expanding the ecclesia - where “ecclesia” means “calling out”
– being “The Calling Out” of “The Real Gospel” of Yahweh’s Solution to yield universal “Human Salvation” that JC and the apostles taught as
“1st Century Christianity” before the new “Leaders of Religion” got hold of it and turned it into “worldly Christianity” to become a subset of
“Religion” as taught from the 3rd/4th century CE unto today.
It is because our worldly Christian leaders are not 1.
Teaching the “Real Gospel” in an accurate manner. (Our religious leaders do not know what it is)!
2.
Teaching the members of the congregations to imitate them. (Of which the religious leaders cannot [correctly teach] - for several reasons)!
3.
Explaining what the “Real Gospel” is to mean at a personal level. (Because our religious leaders have no idea how to do this)!
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It is for these reasons the “church” does not grow today in worldly establishments, but rather a witnessed “falling away” (see later) from correctly
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, accelerated by certain “Professional Religious Leaders” feigning “supposedly extraordinary” events (Mark.13v21-23,
Matt.24v23-26 and elsewhere that will occur in “the last days” [last 5%] of The Gospel Age). This “falling away” occurs because the leaders are
steering their deluded devotees away from the correct direction, developing a mind to fulfil self-indulgent lusts to satisfy an animalistic/carnal mind
satisfying only “the emotional immediacy” and not considering the long-term gain of Mankind/Society as a whole!
That is why/how we know this falling away is occurring, because how can these deluded devotees state at the end of their life, they have fulfilled
Yahweh’s Desire when they do not even know in the first place what it is, let alone be encouraged to do it!
Just for The Record “The Real Gospel” is simply 1.
For Yahweh to firstly gain His 144000 TCs (Matt.20v23, Rev.14v1-4), thereby enabling the end The Gospel Age (Matt.24v14, 36).
2.
The TCs teach by both word/deportment of Yahweh’s Kingdom of The Millennium (being of what The Prophets, JC and the apostles taught).
Importantly how it is to operate, and how we are to be come personally successful within it.
As we are told later in this epistle There will be a falling off in “The Real Faith” at “The End Times”, where “The Real Faith” {has been}/{and is further being}
supplemented with apostasy of which we now witness throughout The World at “The Close of The Gospel Age”.
This is precisely what Revelations chapter 8 explains by prophetic analogy – as I thoroughly delineate in my local commentaries.
Hence “The Calling Out” of this website “FutureLife.Org” to be “Calling out in the (parched/waterless) Wilderness” “The Word of God”
correctly explained for our edification to yield “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology. This is what John the Baptist did by teaching
repentance of our former life, just prior to The 1st Advent of JC as “The Word of God” to change our life, likewise now (2015/21 CE) “just prior” to
“The 2nd Advent of JCg” (as “The 1st Resurrection” for 144000 TCs, Early Adopters, that shall occur near to the middle of the 21st Century CE).
This is the crunch point to be made If we cannot bring to Yahweh, people who imitate JC now, then how can we do it in The Millennium?
That is why we must prove ourselves now (to “the watching/judging World” now) that we are personally worthy to rule over “The Resurrected
World” to do nothing different to what we are supposed to be doing now, which shall then be to bring “The Late Adopters” to Yahweh who imitate JC.

5th Comment – TCs will joyfully state to other members of The Ecclesia how wonderful it is to witness the growth of new
people in “The Real Faith” – it is personally pleasing to place a “lamp of illumination” within a person and witness the
metaphoric “lights switching on” within the spiritual mind of the recipient as “The Knowledge” becomes understood.
1st Warning – Having Real Faith expressed within our life means we become a victim of persecution from those people
feeling personally threatened by a prospective loss of self-indulgence – from their hypocrisy being exposed to The World!
7th Reasoning – If having “Real Faith” then we will not be a victim from the secular community, because we are a
model citizen, but sadly, it is the worldly religious community exposed as hypocrites who shall use secular instruments
to do their dirty work for them – see the examples in The Bible and throughout history. This occurs because the worldly
religious people do not have “Real Faith” – else they would embrace a TC because of “The Understanding” given!
4th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs must demonstrate their “Real Faith” by imitating JC’s
ministry/lifestyle that brings affliction upon them – but it is this refining process that draws them closer to Yahweh.
8th Reasoning – The refining process brings humility/contriteness of spirit/personality/desires/traits and careful
consideration of Yahweh’s Word that draws the enduring TC ever-closer to The Adopting Father (Yahweh).
7th Good News – This patient endurance while constantly accurately teaching/preaching in the ministry work becomes an
7ndication that Yahweh's Judgement upon “{specifically yourselves}” is correct to lavish reward for our hard efforts.
5th Instruction – “Righteous/Equitable Judgement” made by Yahweh means just that!
No entity (human or extra-terrestrial) can find any fault in The Judgment Yahweh makes for:1. 144000 future Sons of God – they have proved themselves worthy for this position by “The Judging World”.
2. Perhaps “a million” Christian leaders deemed as charlatans shall never be resurrected, hence annihilated all will be explained to The Resurrected World as to why they were ignored for resurrection (Luke.12v2-3).
3. All remaining Christians and all non-Christians shall be given a last opportunity to learn how to truly imitate JC.
These people will be The Inheritance of The Resurrected World and taught “Righteousness” by those of (1) above
8th Good News – TCs are “deemed entirely worthy” because they are imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle in affliction.
9th Good News – Yahweh is “The Righteous God” and ensures all people will receive a just reward for their efforts.
1st Prophecy – TCs will be “deemed entirely worthy” as “The Heirs” of “The Kingdom of God” (not to be part of the
kingdom of God as “The Inheritance”) thereby becoming Sons of God to teach “The Resurrected World” righteousness.
1st Allegory – The Kingdom of God = A society whose members mutually operate to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.
6th Comment – Would Righteous Yahweh choose to inflict pain/suffering/hurt as retaliation to the people afflicting TCs?
No instead, He will supplement the balance accordingly upon TCs in glory/honour in The Millennium as Sons of God.
2nd Warning – Beware of unrighteous Christian teaching that condemns humans without giving them an opportunity to
purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life! This unrighteous teaching is sourced by Satan to be adversarial to Yahweh!
2Thes. 1v4 og Thus/{Insomuch that} us/our/we them [= as ourselves] in {to [= within] yourselves}
2Thes. 1v4 og (to) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice
2Thes. 1v4 og in to the [= within] {callings out}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches of the God
2Thes. 1v4 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead
2Thes. 1v4 og of the patience/endurance/{patient continuance} {of yourselves}
2Thes. 1v4 og also (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} in (to the [= within]) all
2Thes. 1v4 og to the persecutions/chasings/pursuings {of yourselves}
2Thes. 1v4 og also to the [= in/with/by/on] afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions
2Thes. 1v4 og {to whom/which} (you) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer;
2Thes. 1v4
= Inasmuch that we (TCs) ourselves boast/rejoice within yourselves (The Brethren aiming to become TCs)
within the ecclesiae/{calling outs} of the God (Yahweh) {for the sake/behalf of} {of your} patience/endurance,
also of the faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} within all {of your} persecutions,
also in the afflictions/pressures/burdens {to which} yourselves {bear with}/endure/suffer;
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Inasmuch that (because you are successfully turning away from worldly methodology to become TCs by imitating JC … … )
we (TCs) ourselves boast/rejoice within yourselves (The Brethren know and are beginning to put into practice “1st Century Christianity”)
within the {calling outs}/ecclesiae of the God (Yahweh) for the sake/behalf of your patience/endurance,
also of the (real) faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)
within all your persecutions (sourced by “Professional Leaders of Religion”)
also the afflictions/burdens yourselves endure/suffer (from “Religious Leaders” when you accurately imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle).

(Just as the same worldly-minded leaders of politics and commerce ferociously retaliate – if a competent competitor makes an appearance!)

Clearly, Paul and his fellow TCs are so pleased with the expanding ecclesia/{calling out} built upon “The Real Faith” as a result of Paul’s fervent
occupational effort in accurately teaching what “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity” means at a personal level.
Consequently, because these brethren were likewise trying to imitate the TCs, then they were causing repercussions within the local community!
“The Established Religious Leaders” were clearly annoyed by “The Absolute Truth” being taught that naturally devalued “the religious self-indulgent
rubbish” (having endearing and worldly soundbites as lures) spoken earlier by them. “Professional Leaders of Religion” naturally operating then
(and now) according to “worldly methodology”, retaliated by using “persecution” showing towards whom is their real allegiance!
“Persecution” has been witnessed throughout The Gospel Age because those leaders with religious power (of whatever) do not like their
“hypocrisy” exposed by “The Absolute Truth” operating within The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs (obviously the established
religious leaders are motivated through fear of losing “worldly returns” - of whatever, John.11v47-53).
Therefore, as we are told (elsewhere, and in the next verse) “religious persecution” must only come from “The Accurate Teaching” effort, –
retaliation must never come from being meddlesome in worldly matters (as we read later) – so we are only known in The World for “persecution
through the accurate teaching of God’s Word” by both word and deportment, – nothing else! Because we must publicly uphold ourselves as “shining
model secular citizens” of how successful people shall be in The Millennium (hence fulfilling Luke.17v21 now)!
Thus, TCs are always absolutely neutral in all matters pertaining to The World (of which itself is to be ultimately destroyed by the present leaders of
The World [within politics, religion, and commerce] – through implosion). While by contrast, because the TCs remained completely spotless and “not
part of the World”, they shall not have anything attributed to themselves when this implosion occurs (because they were demonstrably neutral) and
were/are only known for demonstrating their canvassing for The Millennium that is soon to occur.
2Thes. 1v5 og (the) indication/token/evidence/display of the equitable/innocent/righteous
2Thes. 1v5 og (of the) {decision (either for or against)}/tribunal/justice/judgement of the God,
2Thes. 1v5 og into/unto the (one) (to be) {deemed entirely worthy}/{counted intensely worthy}

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

1v5 og
1v5 og
1v5 og
1v5

{specifically yourselves} of the kingdom/reign/realm/domain of the God,
over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead {of whom/which}
also (you) {experience/feel (usually pain)}/passion/vex/suffer.

= (being) the indication/display of the equitable/innocent/righteous decision/judgement of the God (Yahweh)
unto {specifically yourselves} {deemed entirely worthy}/{counted intensely worthy} of The Kingdom/Realm of the God (Yahweh),
{for the sake/behalf of} {of which} also you (brethren actively aiming to become TCs) {experience pain}/suffer.

(The suffering/persecution that you brethren receive from “Professional Leaders of Religion” [because you only imitate JC] is … … )

the indication of the equitable/righteous judgement of the God (Yahweh identifying your integrity of exactly copying JC's ministry/lifestyle)
(How so? Because, Yahweh has found them entirely worthy to rule “The Resurrected World”, as they presently demonstrate … … )

unto specifically yourselves deemed entirely worthy of the Kingdom of The God (being its future leaders of The Millennium, alongside JCg)
(Why? Because they have JC’s parousia operating within their mind driving them to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle, Luke.17v21)

for the sake/behalf of which also you (brethren, like us TCs) suffer (affliction/persecution from “Professional Leaders of Religion”).
(Why? Because their output exposes by counter, the hypocritical output of “Professional Leaders of Religion” [who then retaliate])

A very interesting verse.
1.
Firstly, it answers the previous verse and supports other verses elsewhere, the TCs must only be known for being persecuted on behalf of
God’s Word and for nothing else. Thus, if The Brethren (Christians) are accurately teaching “The Word of God” and then experience
“persecution” – as we are told here, this persecution becomes a “token/display” upon which Yahweh can make an “equitable/righteous
decision” of innocence (hence “pure/holy”) against al l worldly charges delivering this persecution.
2.
We are told, Yahweh is making a judgement now upon “Christians” (James.3v1 - no reference to non-Christians) and these specific
Christians are “deemed entirely worthy”, thus indicating there will be (many) Christians who are worldly, and not “deemed entirely
worthy” for “The Kingdom of God” as an inheritance. This Judgement is known in The Bible as “The Specific/Greater (1st) Judgement”
that is only made by Yahweh upon “Christians” (Matt.20v23), to see if they are “deemed entirely worthy” as “The Heirs” for/over “The
Inheritance” (being “The Promise” delivered to them and ultimately to The World [as “the means” to become purified]).
3.
These Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs by imitating TCs (imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) have “The Vista” of “The
Inheritance” based upon accurate knowledge of The Gospel by having “The Kingdom of God” operating within their mind are thus
internally motivated to fulfil The Gospel (of “1st Century Christianity”) within them. The proof of the TCs’ desire/motivation to accurately
publicise/teach “The Word of God” is shown in the received religious persecution/suffering for the sake of making “The Kingdom of God”
a future reality (of The Millennium). These TCs thereby personally fulfil “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” of 144000 TCs elected
from out of The Christian Nation [= “The 2nd Epoch Israel”] during The Gospel Age).
4.
Obviously, those people not having either “The Accurate Knowledge”, and/or, “The Motivation” (and thus not having any one of the
required three aspects of “Real Faith”, cannot and do not, have “The Vista” within their mind to be motivated to accurately teach “The
Word of God” during the persecution and suffering. This retaliatory religious persecution naturally results from their “occupational
effort” (StrongsTM = 2041 “ergon” from which we obtain the English word “ergonomics”).
5.
All the above shows to The World the 144000 TCs are demonstrably worthy to rule over “The Resurrected World”, no person can find any
justifiable cause to state “This person should not be Son of God ruling over me!” Therefore, there is only 1 TC in about 30,000 Christians!
I give the justification for that ratio by numerical calculation elsewhere – based entirely on The Bible information.
6.
The final inductive observation would be that if we are not receiving persecution/suffering for only accurately publicising/teaching
“The Word of God” – then clearly, we are not “deemed entirely worthy”.
Thus, Yahweh is performing the judging on Christians and electing-out those very specific people who are TCs worthy to be priests = His Sons and
thus become part of the family of God, 144000 Sons alongside with JCg (a future of which we are told in just so many places in The Bible – and yet is
never taught by our “Leaders of Religion” - because quite simply, they do not believe it!).
They demonstrably do not believe “God’s Word” deduced by critical examination of their output (Matt.15v15-18, Mark.7v17-19)!
2Thes. 1v6 og {if perhaps}/{if so be} (the) equitable/innocent/righteous/just near/beside/with/against/alongside
2Thes. 1v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) God (to) requite/recompense/render/repay to the (persons)
2Thes. 1v6 og (the) crowding/afflicting/narrowing/thronging/{giving tribulation}/troubling {specifically yourselves}
2Thes. 1v6 og (the) affliction/pressuring/burdening/persecution,
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2Thes. 1v6

= (for the previous verse occurs) {If perhaps/so be} equitable/righteous with the God (Yahweh)
to requite/recompense affliction/persecution to the people crowding/troubling {specifically yourselves} (aiming to become TCs).

(For if you brethren are proven to become “Sons of God” because you have perfected your mind then … … )

Maybe the equitable/righteous (thing [action]) with the God (Yahweh)
(is) to requite/repay affliction/persecution to the people (“Leaders of Religion” organising their henchmen. Mark.14v43, John.18v3)
crowding/troubling specifically yourselves (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs [Acts.12v3, noting “Jews” means “Religious Leaders”])
(Inasmuch their persecution of you, has proved your worthiness by remaining faithful to “The Word of God”, to their ultimate hurt!)

Paul gives an equitable/righteous solution in the ultimate “'period of time” (being a period now, and in The Millennium – v8-9), where we are to
understand that (1) charlatan Christian leaders (described as the “Antichrist” rising up in John's day (of the 1st Century) and ever since in subsequent
generations – 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.) shall be ignored when dead – and shall never be resurrected and
(2) those people refusing to reform in The Millennium – preferring the old methodology sourced by Satan [when in the 1st part of their
physical life] rather than The New Methodology sourced by Yahweh (through JCg and the 144000 TCs) in The Millennium.
However This verse is cited by worldly Christian leaders to justify their idea of everlasting torture for evil doers.
However, the reason why we have pain receptors is to protect our fleshly body – being a blessing from “God”, but Mankind chooses to spin this
“blessing” around to “curse” his neighbour unto their hurt. So why would God choose to be like the Leaders of Man in the future?
Obviously, we correctly reason our worldly Christian leaders suggesting such a thing do “not have the one/same spirit/personality/desires/traits
which is separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” (= “not having the HS”)!
But obviously they would profusely claim to the contrary!
I would like to spin the argument back and ask
“Is it equally just, to equate billions of years of torture (for this “supposedly evil person”) for several years of affliction against TCs in the
1st part of their physical life?”
The answer is Clearly not!
Yahweh is The Righteous God – thus all His edicts are to be Righteous and not disproportionate.
But “Righteous” to what?
For “Righteousness” that is to fulfil Yahweh's Desire Firstly, for Yahweh to achieve His future “Sons of God”.
Thus, at one level this verse really means
“Yahweh considers it just/equitable to allow worldly people become afflicted by other worldly people”.
Just as The Bible says
“God causes the rain and the sun to fall on both the righteous and unrighteous people” (Matt.5v45) – there is no partiality now.
Furthermore, we are told God chastens (hence painful) the children He loves (Heb.12v5-7)
However, at the other level to be extended directly to specific TCs “deemed entirely worthy” (being the reason why Paul stated this verse)
Because they are being purified by The World (inasmuch their purity of methodology is demonstrated as being truly Christlike) to become
worthy as one of “The (metaphoric) Stones” that is to be part of the 144000 stones of “The New Temple of Jerusalem” in The Millennium,
precisely as Paul teaches us at 1Cor.3v13-16 and Peter at 1Pet.2v5. They are resurrected at “The 1st/Firstfruit Resurrection” (Rev.20v6).
Secondly, now “Righteous” to what JC did for us Thus, “Righteous Yahweh” will operate righteously to all people based entirely upon what JC was able to do for his personal creation – through,
(1) The Ministry to purify the mind and
(2) the ability to enter the 2nd part of our physical life in a perfected physical body given in trust so we righteously have an opportunity to
purify our spiritual mind (within a perfected environment “Paradise/Park” in The Millennium).
However 1.
Charlatan (hence “iniquitous” [= “knowing what they do is sinful – but enjoy doing it”]) Christian leaders spinning “The Word of God”
(by self-indulging to their neighbour’s hurt for “The Worldly Returns”) have demonstrably rebelled against the purification process of their
mind to be Christlike and thus personally forfeited The Right to the 2nd part of their physical life. Hence, they are ignored at “The 2nd/Main
Resurrection” during The Millennium (perhaps occurring in stages for different people, Isa.65v20, and the allegoric “Week of Sabbaths”)
and righteously, there is no “3rd Resurrection”. (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, 1John.2v18-19, Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.).
2.
The Resurrected People rebelling against “The Word of God” accurately taught in The Millennium shall be equally termed “iniquitous”
and thus they shall be removed from society as “The Book of Revelations” tells us at Matt.13v30, Rev.20v7-15 – when they rebel on mass
against Yahweh's Authority – thus demonstrably showing their personal rejection when knowing both bad (now) and good (then) societies!
This is precisely what The Bible tells us throughout its writings - but is never taught by our worldly Christian leaders – because quite simply they
freely choose not to understand its righteous operation (because of the implications this would have on their present lifestyle)!
So, we must ask Does Yahweh really consider these leaders truly represent Him and of His interests?
Where, the answer is obviously in the negative!
Now continuing, Paul is telling us, because Yahweh is “The Epitome of Righteousness” (being “The Source” to ensure “Righteousness” ultimately
rules as supreme within His “Universe”), then instead of repaying those humans of The World with hurt and harm proportionate to what they
performed against the TCs – then, rather in His Righteousness, He will elevate those people “deemed entirely worthy” upon their resurrection when
having previously taken the last/least/lowly position in society (Luke.14v7-11, Matt.19v30, 20v16, 10v31, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, 1Cor.4v13).
This elevation shall be proportionate honour/glory/dignity according to the affliction and suffering that occurred during the 1st part of their physical
life while accurately teaching “The Word of God” – hence the 2 and 5 talent stewards proportionately taking upon themselves “according to The
Weight of Responsibility” (Matt.25v15).
In this manner Yahweh is not giving out hurt/suffering (because Yahweh only sources intrinsically good/ideal things) but rather, He is adding
superlatives upon those specific people “deemed entirely worthy” as TCs where they become “awakened/roused/resuscitated” (= resurrected) as
future “Sons of God”, who as “The Heirs” shall be shown honour/glory/dignity from “The Resurrected World” (= “The Inheritance”).
Hence the next verse in context -

7th Comment – Paul recognises the affliction sourced by the hypocrites of The World against TCs faithfully fulfilling
Yahweh's Desire through {charity love}/agape expressed for all people in edifying them to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
10th Good News – This pain and suffering is to be balanced in the future, when as TCs they shall meet JCg at the 1st 2nd C.
2nd Prophecy – Because TCs are suffering for only fulfilling Yahweh's Desire then they shall be “deemed entirely
worthy” to be future Sons of God elected by Yahweh to meet JCg the “Premier Son of God” at the 1st 2nd C in the sky.
2nd ‘Allegory’ – heaven (singular) = the immediate zone above the earth = the sky or The Authority that pertains to The
Earth. This is different to Heavens (plural) that means The Universe and thus “The Authority” belongs to Yahweh.
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(All this information is lost in our near useless [for analytical work] English bible translations, NIV is particularly bad).
3rd Prophecy – JCg will not be alone – but shall also have his assistants with him to meet the 144000 translated TCs.
4th Prophecy – JCg at his appearing will be accompanied with blazing capability to exact a return upon those leaders who
did not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to accurately deliver “The (Real) Gospel” when having The Knowledge of what it was!
3rd Warning – “Not Knowing” does not mean being ignorant of The Facts. But rather it means “not acting upon The
Facts known!” All declared “Christians” have The Facts presented in The Bible as “The Word of God”, but do they act
upon what The Bible teaches us? If we do not, then Yahweh will be vengeful upon us to varying degrees (Luke.12v46-48)
4th Warning – It must be clearly understood, Yahweh is entirely Righteous – and thus righteously, He cannot be wrathful
against people who do not know His Word! However, He is wrathful against people claiming to be “Christians” but do
not precisely imitate JC. Yahweh through JCg will be wrathful to all humans in The Millennium who refuse to imitate
JCg - because they will then have “The Word of God” and no excuse to not imitate JC within a perfected society!
3rd ‘Allegory’ – The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” – Yahweh’s “Righteous Method” to yield a
perfected society into the eternity (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life).
6th Instruction – “The Gospel” is always two part (and both are never taught by leaders of Christendom).
1. Firstly, - aim for “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters” by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield “The Late Adopters”.
The “Gospel” is not “JC died for us”, that is just The Mechanism to enable “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”!
5th Warning – The Christians with “The Responsibility” to fulfil Yahweh's Desire shall face the problems of an imploding
world lasting for about 3.5 years along with the heathen (instead of being personally saved from these problems by
escaping from this Earth with/as the TCs at JCg’s 1st 2nd C). The remaining people shall be subject to much abuse!
9th Reasoning – If people with “The Knowledge” of The Gospel, fulfilled The Gospel within themselves, then they would
be collected and saved from Mankind’s implosion. But instead, non-TCs will face (along with all remaining people) the
destruction of The World because Yahweh is only allowing The World to sink under its present methodology. In this
sense they are facing “The Wrath of God” allowing Mankind to find its own low point before He will step in through JCg
to sort everything out at JCg’s 2nd 2nd C some 3.5 years after his 1st 2nd C (when he collected his Bride of 144000 TCs).
Yahweh is not be vengeful, but only allowing “The Die-hards” have their way, to prove to them, they cannot solve
“The World's Problems” by worldly methodology, only Yahweh's Methodology can solve “The World's Problems”!
This shall occur in The Millennium under new rulers, the 144000 TCs as the kings/priests/{Sons of God}
8th Comment – Thus if we are Christians, then we are to imitate Paul’s ministry/lifestyle suffering the inevitable
persecution that comes with this from those (religious) people who feel personally threatened by our righteousness.
10th Reasoning – If by imitating Paul as he imitated JC, then perhaps Yahweh might deem us worthy for Sonship and
thus not be in the same position as those people of The World who sadly will face this calamitous end period (1) leaders
taking The World into the “singularity of chaos”, (2) The Wrath of God of 45 days (Dan.12v11-12) upon those leaders
of The World when JCg returns (Rev.19v17-21) with the 144000 TCs with infinite capability to remove all worldly
power/dominion and institute The Millennium – enabling JCg to be The King/Lord over all kings/lords (Rev.19v16).
6th Warning – While non-Christians of The World will be resurrected to learn “Righteousness” in The Millennium along
with worldly (passive) Christians; – but Iniquitous/charlatan Christian leaders facing Yahweh’s Vengeance will never
be resurrected, but face “The 2nd Death” of annihilation because these individuals are already living in the 2nd part of
their spiritual life, and then by rejecting JC’s atonement – have nothing remaining to offer to get into The Millennium.
Simply, Yahweh cannot be unrighteous to give them a resurrection, and thus logically they must remain annihilated.
11th Reasoning – Iniquitous Christian leaders (being those leaders who twist/distort/bend God’s Word to support their
deviant activities) being dearly loved by The World will “pay the price” for utterly rejecting JCg in deed, while
pretending to be Yahweh's servants because their mindset is utterly deviant (2Tim.3v5), with no intention of reform when
having “The Knowledge of Reform” – but actively work against it – to suit their own self-indulgent desires (of whatever).
4th ‘Allegory’ – Pay the price = JCg “paid the price” of redemption so the 1st part of our life has been covered, we now
enter the 2nd part of our life on what we know (= The Gospel). How we act on what we know “becomes our judgement”.
We thus “pay the price” according to what we do when we have The Knowledge – if we reject The Gospel by being utterly
self-indulgent - either now (iniquitous Christian leaders) or in The Millennium (iniquitous people) then “the price” is
the loss of our existence (end of our life [annihilation]). The two levels are directly comparable to JC’s atoning for the 1st
part of our life and the cover over the first 1000 years of the 2nd part of our life that can then end or continue forever.
7th Warning – If we are iniquitous Christian leaders, we then will not be part of any glory/honour/dignity that is due to
those people who should be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire = TCs. Iniquitous people shall ultimately be annihilated.
5th ‘Allegory’ – destruction/perish/lost = utter annihilation being what The Bible terms “The 2nd Death” (Rev.2v11, 20v6)
(Just ignore worldly Christian theologians’ thoughts of “The 2nd Death”, if any, - they demonstrate no understanding)
6th Allegory – away from the face = rejection from “The Presence/Midst of The Lord”, this is safe while in the 1st part of
our life (because of the safety net of The Millennium), but if it be in the 2nd part of our life, then it means “annihilation”.
2Thes. 1v7 og also {to yourselves} to the (persons)
2Thes. 1v7 og (being) crowded/afflicted/narrowed/thronged/{suffering tribulation}/troubled (plural)
2Thes. 1v7 og (the) relaxation/relief/eased/liberty/rest {amid/together/with (meta)} {of/from us},
2Thes. 1v7 og in to the [= within] disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation of the lord/master (of the) Jesus
2Thes. 1v7 og off/away/separated/from of the heaven/sky [singular] {amid/together/with (meta)}
2Thes. 1v7 og (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}
2Thes. 1v7 og (of the) him,
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2Thes. 1v7

= also {to yourselves} (the spiritual Brethren of Thessalonica),
to the people (the brethren) being afflicted/troubled (by “The Professional Leaders of Religion” “stirring up trouble”),
the relief/liberty/rest together/with us (TCs), (together we will gain release in the 2nd part of our physical life)
within the disclosure/appearing/manifestation of the Jesus (JCg physically coming in a heavenly/celestial physical body)
off/from of the {singular heaven}/sky together/with his {miraculously powerful}/{mightily working} messengers/angels.

Also to yourselves (particularly directed to The Elders)
to the people (Elders and brethren in the Elder’s care) being afflicted/troubled (by “Religious Leaders” “stirring up trouble” in the locality),
the relief/rest together/with us (TCs) (all together, all 144000 TCs will gain release from persecution at “The 1st Resurrection”)
within the disclosure/appearing of the Jesus (JCg physically coming at “The 1st Resurrection” to collect his bride in a heavenly/celestial body)
from of the sky (Acts.1v11, 1Thes.4v17, Rev.11v12) together/with his (JCg’s) mightily working messengers/angels (support staff).
Careful reading of this tells us, it is JCg and not Yahweh who comes to collect his faithful slaves, and thus two separate Entities (and no Trinity).
Nowhere is there any mention “God” (as Yahweh) is coming, but rather it is JCg who is exercising his authority under Yahweh’s Decree that Yahweh
Himself has completed His selection of all His 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age to become His Personal Sons.
Yahweh (Almighty God) has given JCg “The Mandate” to assume all power over The World being JCg’s personal Creation that is now (at this verse)
entering the 2nd part of its redemption phase. The 1st part was JC’s ministry/lifestyle to yield the 144000 TCs as “The Firstfruit harvest” that is being
fulfilled in this verse giving a 100% yield. This 100% yield is naturally beloved by Yahweh to become “The Mate” to JCg so “The 2nd Stage” of “The
Acceptable Year of The Lord” might occur (for the rest of The World) – being “The General Resurrection” and the 2nd part of a person’s physical life.
All resurrected people of “The Inheritance” (being about 99.9% of all people over the last 6000 years) shall be taught “Righteousness” and thereby
have an opportunity to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon “The Word of God” accurately given by “the proven perfect” 144000 TCs and
their assistants (= The Prophets) by both word and deed.
Then finally, The Individuals of “The Resurrected World” are to be judged (by JCg and the 144000 TCs [as husband/wife] over their children) upon
the whole of their 2 part (single/whole) life at the end of The Millennium (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). This shall be the time when the
Darnel weed (that initially looks so very much like “wheat” while young) will be separated from “The Wholesome Wheat” (Matt.13v24-30) and
collected into Yahweh’s Granary (to than have social interaction with Yahweh’s other creations within The Universe).
When this final assay of displayed purification has occurred, then The World shall be released by Yahweh from its present pariah status (of some 6000
+ 1000 years, which is why SETI is such a complete waste of time and money, especially when The Most Intelligent Life in The Universe has given us
The Bible and we “on mass”, refuse to read it for bilateral communication – how so bizarre, ironic and paradoxical)!
Thus as we read here, it is JCg (who has been instructed by Yahweh) coming completely unannounced “like a thief in the night” (being
The Timing of the event, Matt.24v43, Luke.12v39, 1Thes.5v1-2) to collect those specific individuals “deemed entirely worthy” (by Yahweh
in “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement” (James.3v1, Matt.20v23) carried out over some 2000 years of The Gospel Age upon only
“Christians” whose individual Judgement can go one of THREE ways - as I copiously explain elsewhere, see also “2 part life” in my
glossary).
The actual physical appearing/disclosure/manifestation of JCg cannot be assumed from this verse to be “ visible” or “invisible” to the whole world
(and thus we must look to other parts in The Bible to understand how this occasion will appear to those people not selected) – but rather it could be
assumed to be just those TCs who are watching (1Thes.5v3+) by audit of themselves to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle.
However, if this event is visible to The Whole World (of which The Bible tells us Matt.24v27, 40-44, Rev.11v11-13, etc.), then it will be too late for all
those humans not having been selected to become TCs by Yahweh – effectively “The Gate to Sonship” has been closed for an eternity (for all
remaining humans) as taught at Matt.25v1-12.
Because Phase 1 of Yahweh’s Plan is then complete at “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.2v6) for “The Firstfruit Harvest”.
Where “Phase 1” is the collection of “The Early Adopters” from out of “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel” (Jews and then Christians) to
become His Tools to extract what is to become “The 3rd Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord” (= The Inheritance of The Resurrected
World) for “The Late Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology.
This “Phase 2” is The Millennium, being “The Extraction Process” of “The Main Harvest” (Matt.13v24-30) – specifically taught by JC
during the first 3 years of his 3.5 year ministry - by expanding upon what The Tanakh teaches us (and yet never taught by our worldly
Christian leaders – because they recognise none of it). Hence JC’s study at Luke.2v45-50, and Paul’s comment to Timothy at 2Tim.3v1517, and in his defence at Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, etc.)
We must thoroughly know our subject matter to gain personal authority/competence/assurance to teach (Mark.1v22).
By contrast, worldly Christian leaders only know what “Man teaches” (by counter of Gal.1v10-12), having been taught to ignore what the
Bible really teaches as soon as they entered their seminaries (Matt.23v15) they left their “sanity and reason” at the door!
I must emphasise, The Bible does not mean it is only those TCs alive in the 21st century who are “watching”, to be the only people seeing JC, now as
JCg coming at 1st 2nd C (= “The 1st Resurrection”). Rather, it is all TCs throughout the whole some 2000 year Gospel Age who have been watching
(by self-audit) during the 1st part of their physical life and had supper with JC (Rev.3v20, 1Thes.4v13-18) - to be gaining his parousia/presence, to
be freely controlled by “The Word of God” driving their thoughts to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by moving forward His “Plan for Human Salvation”.
These are the specific individuals who have their names pre-written on “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life” (Rev.5v1-10, 3v5, 2v10, 17v8 [note But not
Rev.20v12,15 – being for “The Resurrected World” of The Millennium]) consisting of 144000 place names (to be sitting at “The Table of God”
feasting upon His Knowledge). It is through their “watching” (of the personal self-auditing of the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the 1st part of
their physical life) and thus driven by JCg’s parousia/presence (by acting upon “The Word of God”) to then see JCg parousia/come at the 1st 2nd C
upon their “awakening/rousing” (= resurrection).
This completes the whole Creation/Creature (2Cor.5v17, Gal.61v5).
The first part was The Spiritual Purification (being the conception of God’s Word within us, as the 2nd part of our spiritual life) growing as
an embryo within the 1st part of our physical life proving ourselves this new spiritual creature in us is truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.
The second part is Yahweh giving the 144000 TCs a new Physical Body commensurate to their proven perfect spiritual mind.
This occurs at “The 1st Resurrection” made possible by Yahweh (144000 TCs to be collected by JCg).
Yahweh makes the two parts “spiritual and physical” come together to become truly “Born Again” as a conscious entity
exactly like JCg, being recognised by both The Watching World (Matt.234v40-44, Rev.11v11-13) and TCs themselves.
This is what JC really means at John.3v1-15 under careful reading and digesting (and not what we are errantly taught today).
“The New Conscious Entity” is made possible by Yahweh physically placing the spirit/personality/desires/traits (= “heavenly treasure” Matt.6v1920, Luke.12v33) into an appropriate body worthy of such a New Creation/Creature (of the purified spiritual Mind [purified 2nd part of our spiritual
life] while in the 1st part of our physical life) being a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body as a future “Son of God”.
Just so obvious and simple – just so righteous/just/equitable (to Yahweh's Plan) – and yet never taught by our delinquent worldly Christian leaders!
Because quite simply, they do not believe it! – They do not believe “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC!
If they do know and yet they keep quiet, then they stand doubly accused (Eze.33v1-20) for themselves and their congregational members!
Furthermore, if they oppose/adversarial to what I am teaching – then they are demonstrably “Satanic” - “opposing” “Yahweh's Desire being made
manifest within The Environment (Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29, etc.)” when we understand what “HS” really means!
2Thes. 1v8 og in (to the [= within]) lightening/power/energy/fire (of the) {to flash}/flame/blazing/brilliance,
2Thes. 1v8 og (the) giving/bestowing/granting (the) vindication/retribution/revenge to the (persons)
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2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

1v8 og
1v8 og
1v8 og
1v8 og
1v8

not (to the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving (plural) (the) God,
also to the (persons) not (to the) {attentively hearkening}/complying/obeying/submitting (plural)
to the {good news/message}/{the gospel} of the lord/master {of/from us} (of the) Jesus
(of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed;

= within the lightening/power/energy/fire of the flashing/blazing/brilliance,
the giving the vengeance/revenge to the people not knowing/understanding the God (Yahweh),
also to the people not to the {attentively hearkening}/obeying to the gospel/{good news}
of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed;

Within the flashing/blazing power/fire, giving the revenge to the people not knowing/understanding the God (Yahweh),

(being all people not imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle - [yet if they do know, but do not imitate JC, then they are “hypocrites”!])

also (therefore, likewise, the people below shall also reap the blazing power of Yahweh's revenge)
to the people not {attentively hearkening}/obeying to The Gospel (people not obeying commands given in “1st Century Christianity”)
of our lord/master (God's Word controlling our mind [Rev.19v13]) of The Anointed Jesus (JC is “The Goal” for us to achieve/imitate).

(This is even more serious and is directly pointing to worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian Leaders in their millions – Luke.12v46-48)

We must ask ourselves What does all this mean?
To understand this verse, then the reader must thoroughly understand several things – they are 1.
Yahweh (The Almighty God) is utterly Righteous/Equitable in all His Pronouncements.
2.
The (Real) Gospel (being The Plan) – understanding precisely what it (= “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”) means.
2.1 What The Plan “righteously requires” to make it “righteous work”.
2.2 How The Plan “righteously unfolds” into its pre-planned separate sections.
Unfortunately, in the 21st Century, just about every person on this planet does not understand it (being what JC taught as “1st Century Christianity”)
– and then various sections of “Religion” yield innumerate sequences of unrighteous inventions/myths to give some feigned credibility to the leaders’
worldly position.
It was for this specific reason “FutureLife.Org” website has become live (in 2007 CE) To cut asunder through this malaise by thoroughly explaining “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC and The Apostles - to demonstrate
Yahweh’s Righteousness in the midst of the present universal pain and suffering occurring on this planet (Rom.8v22), and yet, The Worst is
to come! Thereby the contents of this website is to give each of us resilience to persevere to The Goal of The Millennium (Matt.24v14).
Firstly, we are to learn from “The 1st Epoch Israel” (= The Jews pre-JC’s ministry/lifestyle) and what JC had to say about that.
1.
“Most leaders of Israel” pretended to represent Yahweh = “The Established Professional Religious Leaders” but they did their own thing
= The Pharisees and Scribes (Matt.5v20, 16v1-12, 23v13-29, Luke.20v46-47 etc.).
2.
“Much of Israel’s populace” ignored JC – represented by Chorazin (Matt.11v21, Luke10v13) a village adjacent to Capernaum (the centre
of JC’s operations) so they obviously knew everything about JC!
We are then told to learn from The Bible for our instruction (2Tim.3v15-17).
(Please read all my commentaries at the above citations, all of which corroborate the above with detailed understanding.)
The Bible, in Yahweh’s righteousness, operates on allegories so those people who know The Bible might learn from these allegories.
Clearly the people as original participants of The Records, forming these allegories knew nothing of what they were to represent – they expressed what
came naturally, yet Yahweh ensured they would be recorded for our benefit. Likewise, the heathen people of The Gospel age not knowing The Bible
shall be judged less severely (Luke.12v46-50), when resurrected to learn “Righteousness” in The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life.
However, those people knowing The Bible and call themselves “Christians” immediately place themselves in the allegoric position of (The 1st Epoch)
“Israel” (Jews) – to be now called “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (Christians) when it comes to Yahweh’s assessment of us as individuals.
Then the two points above immediately become applicable to us individually depending upon how we are placed within “Israel” (see glossary).
Does the reader understand this? – It is utterly crucial for our wellbeing – but sadly, it is never taught!
Now understanding Yahweh is entirely “Righteous” in all His deliberation, then we can move forward in our reasoning of the next section.
Clearly as all The Gospels and Epistles teach – Yahweh is seeking a higher class of teachers/instructors (Luke.20v15-16) who are to imitate Paul
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1 and many other places) to prove themselves for The Future Role. To this end, Paul exhorts the Brethren (Christians) to become like
him – the Thessalonians were considered wonderful – and yet Paul still kept exhorting them to do more in charity love (= “{occupational
effort}/works/labours” with no strings attached to be “pulled” for self-indulgent return later [a true “gift”]).
So, what does this really teach us?
Clearly this is simply an extension (or expression) of agapao/{edifying loved} (StrongsTM = 25) already practised by Yahweh to us.
Therefore, we can reason If we ignore this requirement to edify our neighbour in real charity (having no strings attached of the worldly self-indulgence) then quite
clearly Yahweh will not “Phileo” (“attractively love as a close friend”, StrongsTM = 5368) us, because we have rejected Him!
This is true even if we might be loved by The World because of the publicly painted façade, being trained to become like a Politician
amiable to The Public for its vote, to gain “The Office” to “control people” for a worldly return).
Consequently, these leaders become like The Pharisees, and those apathetic people (or misguided) of The Christian Nation are likened to those people
of Chorazin being apathetic to what JC really means to their life (being like the people of John.6v1 onwards - who at the end of a real sermon given at
v28 onwards - then walked away v66 to just leave the twelve disciples)! Noting what JC said earlier of these type of people (John.2v24-25).
Remember JC said he only came to Israel (now “Christians” as “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) and he did not go to The Heathen (Mark.7v27) – another
most critical statement!
Logically, this verse therefore, cannot be the judgement upon the “heathen” (because JC did not come to them) – thus, it can only be a judgement
upon “Christians” – because Yahweh is righteous – He will only judge those people who know (“The Word of God”), and the majority do not!
We are also told, one disciple of The Twelve, “did not believe” John.6v64 (a critical verse – please see my local commentaries) upon whom JC gave
Judas the opportunity to leave v67 (wholly ignored by worldly Christian theologians in their ridiculous “Judas apologies” created merely to gain
“worthless worldly doctorates of divinity”)!
So where am I going with this long preamble?
I need to set the background to justify what I am about to say next!
Also, to recommend the reader to completely throw out of their mind the trash of what our “Professional Leaders of Religion” tell us, because it is
certainly not what JC taught us as “1st Century Christianity”!
The verse clearly states
“vindication/retribution/revenge”
This can only be directed towards people who know and then mangle Yahweh’s perfect Word (Rev.22v18-19) for personal self-indulgence (hence JC's
comment at Matt.21v44, Luke.20v18) – thus copying what Satan did in “The Garden of Eden” (Gen.3v1-5). Satan’s crime was “Self-indulgence”
(Eze.28v12-19) applied to The World (of JCg’s creation). This is sin (deliberate error [and not “sideslip”]) and because The World practices selfindulgence (even atheists) then all people make Satan their god irrespective of whether they acknowledge his existence, or not (when judged in “The
Greater Picture”).
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It is by becoming “The New Creation/Creature” (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15) based upon “The Word of God” accurately and actively operating within us
to reform our spirits/personality/desires/traits to become the one/same as JC’s spirit/personality/desires/traits that is the one/same with “The
Source” (Yahweh) that is separate from the world of sin. Consequently, this becomes the HS operating within us (being precisely what John.14v20,
17v21-26 tells us).
Can the reader understand this righteous logic that creates a virtuous circle?
This is not “A Gospel of Excuses” to “remain Human” as taught by “Religion”, but a complete “Mind Change” is required!
Furthermore, this is never explained correctly, and just lost in unrighteous dribble given by those “Professional Leaders of Religion” who
presumptuously claim to know, but clearly do not when subject to careful audit/analysis of their output! But they are so good at preaching “Religion”!
Therefore, this verse is speaking about charlatan Christian leaders (represented by The Pharisees) and the worldly Christians (some of whom are
leaders) who were representative of the inhabitants of Chorazin!
Yet the angry retort might be “This verse states “not knowing/understanding” and “not hearkening to the Gospel” thus it must be directed to non-Christians!”
No! This is not true (as would be falsely claimed by worldly Christians)!
However, this statement is true (as deemed by Yahweh)!
We must understand, when The Bible speaks of these terms it does not mean people who have not physically heard of JC or those people immediately
rejecting it as being worthless (only because of what they witness by people purporting to represent Christianity) - but rather those people who have
heard and claim to be part of this knowledge but “choose not to know what it really means” (“agnoeo”, StrongsTM=50), nor understand what it means
at a personal level - because they do not hearken/obey to the content within – of “The Real Gospel”. Hence, they have no “real faith”!
The reason why they behave like this is because they do not understand what “The Real Gospel” truly means in its entirety.
It was what JC did during his 3.5 year ministry started at Luke.4v16-19 and he accurately taught what it meant at a personal level by both word and
deportment – that quite simply means “imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle” (as “God’s Word part 2”) to those people around us - being “The Righteous
Answer” to “God’s Word part 1” as given in The Tanakh (The Old Testament).
I could now enter a large dissertation here to explain what “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity” truly means – but please read the rest of
this website that carefully explains “The Real Gospel” in my local inter-verse commentaries of God’s Word.
Notice how this verse follows the collection of The TCs who themselves offered acceptable oblation/{offering to God} in their personal sacrifice to
Yahweh (Dan.9v27 – of its two-level fulfilment). These special people have been taken from The World in “The 1st Resurrection” and thus we enter
Dan.12v11-12 where Yahweh is now free to allow The World for the next 3.5 years to enter utter anarchy through the mechanism of human induced
implosion (to righteously show persistent human dissenters that we need Yahweh’s Righteous operations for our ultimate survival). After the 3.5
years JCg shall come and wreak 45 days of utter mayhem to only worldly behaving leaders (throughout all of society, 2Pet.3v10) by ejecting them out
of office, principally political and the remaining religious leaders (having become rarefied after “The 1st Resurrection” because of their complete
rejection by The Populace at large).
After these 45 days “blessed are those people entering into The Millennium” (a paraphrase of Dan.12v11-12).
Those people killed during the 3.5 year implosion and the following 45 day mayhem shall be resurrected to learn “Righteousness” from the TCs then to
be ruling “Sons of God” in The Millennium and also from the nucleus/embryo of the future society that came through as “The People Blessed”.
This is “The Absolute Truth” as given by The Bible correctly explained. Amen!
Just to counter some adversarial people to what I teach – stating the first line only means non-religious people (i.e. “not knowing God”) then I would
like to use a couple of citations in The Gospel of John to show what I mean. We have JC saying the Pharisees (who should know God) as not knowing
God (John.8v19), whose (spiritual) father is Satan (John.8v38-50), and yet JC speaks of his disciples having seen and known God because they have
seen and known JC (John.14v7).
2Thes. 1v9 og who/which (the persons) (the) {(self-evident) correctness}/justice/decision/penalty
2Thes. 1v9 og (they will) {pay a price}/{be punished with}/{be penalised},
2Thes. 1v9 og (the) destroying/ruin/punishment/destruction/{the 2nd Death} (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting
2Thes. 1v9 og off/away/separated/from (of the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion

2Thes. 1v9 og
2Thes. 1v9 og
2Thes. 1v9

of the lord/master also off/away/separated/from of the glory/honour/dignity/magnificence
of the forcefulness/ability/might/power/strength (of the) him [Yahweh],

= the {decision of self-evident correctness} which they will {pay the price}/{be penalised}
the eternal/everlasting destruction/annihilation/{The 2nd Death}
away/from of the {frontal visage}/appearance of the Lord/Master (Yahweh made accessible through JCg),
also away/from the glory/honour/dignity of his forcefulness/ability/might/strength.

The decision of self-evident correctness which they will pay the price (the righteous decision for expressed “iniquity”)
of the everlasting destruction/annihilation (“The 2nd Death” of annihilation = the absolute non-existence of an entity)
away/from of the frontal visage of the Lord/Master (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”)
also away/from the glory/honour/dignity of His forcefulness/ability/might/strength (to get things done within the environment).
As it says in the correct translation of the verse “Decision of self-evident correctness” to be paid.
It cannot be “decision of self-evident correctness to be paid” upon heathen who either had no opportunity to know “The Word of God” or other
people who rejected it because of the unrighteous behaviour of those people (fraudulently) claiming to represent “The Word”!
Obviously to be righteous from “The Righteous God” – this verse can only be applied to those specific people who know of God’s Word but as I
carefully explained in the previous verse ignore “The Contents” as to be personally applied – but revert to The World in operations while still
presumptuously claiming to be a Christian! Therefore, we are only speaking about “Christians”!
Consequently, it now becomes a “Just/Righteous Payment” upon “The Decision of self-evident correctness”!
This verse is an immediate warning to “Iniquitous Christians” of whom I understand to be charlatan Christian leaders, but not worldly Christian
leaders (see glossary on definitions) – but only Yahweh makes “The Decision of distinction” between the two groupings (Matt.20v23) – I, as an
auditor, can only warn, else I am failing in my duty (Eze.33v1-12). Just as JC spoke of Judas Iscariot – I understand that if a person is judged by
Yahweh as being iniquitous/charlatan Christian Leader then this occasion at the end of The Gospel Age becomes “The 2nd Death of annihilation”
upon which there is no resurrection as I very carefully explain The Exegesis elsewhere on this website (hence JC's exhortation in Luke. Chapter 15 –
because it is so very serious).
This verse is speaking of two future occasions.
1.
The Iniquitous (as deemed by Yahweh) charlatan Christian Leaders (now living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life) shall be annihilated at
the end of The Gospel Age (as explained). Quite simply they shall never be resurrected. But also 1000 years further on 2.
Iniquitous people at the end of The Millennium who refuse to personally take upon themselves “Taught Righteousness” and thus
demonstrate a spirit/personality/desires/traits choosing to revert unto the 1st part of their physical life of self-indulgence to the hurt of one’s
neighbour – shall become as The Darnel weed - and annihilated (Matt.13v24-30) at the end of The Millennium (Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15).
Note “Iniquitous” simply means “Enjoying sin when we know what we are personally doing is wrong.”
Because this is so important then I shall repeat this – but reasoned from a different angle
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Yahweh is not vengeful against those people persecuting the TC because this is the necessary refining process of a TC (just as we are told in so many
places) that makes us (aiming to become TCs) suitable to become a Priest in The Millennium. Yahweh tells us He ensures the TCs are to be
“refined to perfection” in the 1st part of their physical life (1Cor.3v13) – as a loving father would do by chastising his son whom he loves – Heb.12v515). However, we realise Yahweh can only be “vengeful” against people attacking Him directly!
The only way people can attack “The Almighty God”, is by attacking His “Perfect Word of Truth” here on Earth by fraudulently
representing Him. Those people are the false prophets/leaders beloved by millions upon millions of Christians (Matt.24v23-26, etc.,
1John.2v18-19, 2Cor.11v13-15, John.2v18-19) who twist/distort/mince God’s Word to suit their own desires will feel the wrath of God
upon them in the future in a vengeful manner!
Quite simply stated
These leaders are paid to tell their devotees what the devotees want to hear, being they are, “Good People for believing in God”!
The whole thing is an unrighteous farce – detested by Yahweh!
It is not me contriving this paragraph, but I am only paraphrasing exactly the warnings of which The Bible keeps giving us – particularly in Hebrews!
Further in v8 we read of people “not obeying the gospel” who are clearly people who know what is in The Gospel – to then “not obey it”!
We clearly cannot be accused of not obeying The Gospel - if we do not know what it is!
Thus obviously, this verse is not speaking about non-Christians – it can only be levelled at “Christians” who are behaving in a worldly manner.
But our worldly Christian leaders are hardly likely to tell us this for our waning and hence edification – so obviously they do not agapao/love us,
irrespective of how many times they fraudulently use the word “love” in such a superficial manner within their sermons!
Note
From the last part of the verse, we read
“Eternal destruction from the Lord’s Face and from the glory of His strength” means (at two levels) 1. “Not having the HS” (= not having a spirit/desire/personality/traits that is separate from this world of sin) and thus not being
resurrected at “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6) to be part of the 144000 TCs as “The Early Adopters” (Rev.14v1-4).
2. “Not having the HS” (= not gaining the HS) when in the 2nd part of our physical life, we refuse to imbue “The Word of God” from
wonderful teachers (= the 144000 TCs and The Prophets) and become iniquitous by rebelling against “Jerusalem” – thereby placing
ourselves “outside Jerusalem” (being its authority to rule our lives, Rev.22v14-17) and thus we would be removed from Yahweh's Midst (=
annihilated). Therefore, we have refused to be part of “The Late Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology at the end of The Millennium.

9th Comment – The precise time of “The Physical Coming” of JCg is unknown to Mankind (only known to Yahweh).
Why? Because only Yahweh choses 144000 TCs (Matt.20v23) hence only He knows the time (Matt.24v36).
12th Reasoning – TCs become blameless/holy because they fulfil “Yahweh’s Requirements” specific to the individual,
according to “The Golden/Kingly Standard” as a foundation laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle.
5th Prophecy – JCg will come to collect his TCs, who shall by return, glorify JCg (as a dutiful wife to her husband).
11th Good News – When JCg does come, he will be glorified (thus an obvious entity) by the TCs who will be translated to
meet him in the sky – made possible by “Yahweh” (= “Who makes become who/what He chooses to become”).
12th Good News – This spectacle shall be so wonderful that all the TCs shall wonder/marvel at this unique occasion.
7th Instruction – TCs must give out accurate “Knowledge” to The World so the number of TCs increases to become
“The Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs” elected from out of The Gospel Age to make this utterly unique occasion occur.
13th Reasoning – It is by having this accurate “Knowledge”, and the recipients understanding why/how/what they
must do in their life that brings-on new TCs as future Sons of God – in this manner worship/glory is offered to Yahweh.
7th Allegory – The Day of the Lord = 1000 years and comprises of sunrise, morning, afternoon, evening events.
The very 1st event of the 1000 year “Day of The Lord” is for JCg to collect his future Bride, as determined by Yahweh.
8th ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = ‘the specific god’ is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The
World to become a TC; it is JCg as “the specific god” of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20), then as the person
matures in “Real Faith”, then Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God” yielding His HS for TC growth.
14th Reasoning – “ho theos” here, is Yahweh because it is referenced upon “our” = TCs, and thus look to The Father!
10th Comment – It is Yahweh who is making “The Assessment” in His “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement of Christians”.
8th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) must be fulfilling every delight of goodness/virtue in {charity love}.
9th Instruction – “Occupational effort” means “just that”! We daily work at improving our “Real Faith by the needed
three steps (1) learning The Bible, (2) rigorously assay it and then (3) operate with fidelity to this tested knowledge.
10th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) must be exercising their Real Faith to be delivering all forms of occupational
effort in “The Mighty Work” of reforming The Minds of sinful humans - that ultimately results in praise to Yahweh.
8th Warning – Beware of Christian leaders falsely/fraudulently stating “occupational effort in works” is not required
for salvation – they are liars! They ignore James.2v16-26 and express crass stupidity – when we all know “The Body
follows The Mind”. If we do not imitate JC in ministry/lifestyle then we will be refused “Sonship” by Yahweh!
Moreover, if we do not imitate JC’s deportment in The Millennium with much charity/{free works}, we face annihilation!
9th ‘Allegory’ – Mighty Work = the result delivered by “occupational effort” being the resultant of “The Word of God”
operating within recipients to fully reform their spirit/personalities/desire/traits from that of The World, to that of JCg.
All this fulfils Yahweh’s Desire, but self-indulgent “stage shows” given by charlatan Christian leaders are an anathema!
13th Good News – Personally fulfil the instructions as given by “The Word of God” to gain the name/character/authority
of JCg because quite simply we are imitating his ministry/lifestyle to become “{specifically yourselves} within him”.
15th Reasoning – By becoming the one/same with JCg (by having “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13] wholly controlling
our mind) then we shall receive the benefits from The Father Yahweh for this internal union (having truly hearkened).
9th Warning – “Mighty Works” does not mean “feigned miracles”, bewitching “stage shows” to self-indulge the
animalistic/carnal mind for “The Immediacy” of both parties, thereby showing “The Real Mighty Work” of “The Word
of God” has not transformed The Mind of any participants at these choreographed events to be: “Moving Forward
Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”. These charlatan Christian leaders orchestrating these events are operating as
“rogue traders”/“spiritual paedophiles” to gain worldly return, and like Judas (John.12v6), shall never be resurrected!
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Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (to spread The
Gospel), (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim, (4) good habits,
(5) pleasing persona, (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment. All of which come together in a TC to best
promote/publicise “The Word of God” to yield the next generation of TCs (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota).
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God”
teaches how we should think. Because we now think differently to worldly people, then we (1) freely help our neighbour
for no return and (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life. Item (1) means we have friends and (2) means we
have no enemies. This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, a goal for which to aim, good habits,
pleasing persona, extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to promote/publicise “The Word of God” to yield
more TCs. The problem is this, it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being “hypocrites”, who then hate TCs!
11th Instruction – “In the Name of Someone” means we personally make it our business to take upon ourselves
everything we know about that person and then live/breathe like that person as the one/same
spirit/personality/desires/traits so that any outsider recognises we have the same character and authority of that person!
Impersonators of famous singers (for example, Elvis Presley) take upon themselves the whole character by knowing
everything about that person to have authority over their impersonation. That is how it is to be for Christians, else they
are fraudsters unto what they claim!
10th Warning – Worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian Leaders preaching against the above instruction by insinuating
we only need to believe “JC existed”, sing the most emotional songs, say the most wonderful words, but do not precisely
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle makes us “hypocrites” and thus these leaders to be fraudsters unto what they claim!
Hence encompasses much of Christendom today – especially in the most major of Religious Institutions!
Most certainly, these people shall not be “Children of God” but could be “Grandchildren of God” in The Millennium.
2Thes. 1v10 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as} (he [JCg] may/should) accompany/appear/bring/come
2Thes. 1v10 og (to be) glorified/{made splendid} in to the [= within] blameless/{holy persons} (of the) him [JCg],
2Thes. 1v10 og also (to be) wondrous/{marvellous thing done}/{wonderful action} in (to the [= within]) all
2Thes. 1v10 og to the (persons) committing/believing/entrusting
2Thes. 1v10 og because (it was) committed/believed/entrusted the {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}
2Thes. 1v10 og {of/from us} over/upon/concerning {specifically yourselves}
2Thes. 1v10 og in to the [= within] Day/{period of time} {that (specific) one}.
2Thes. 1v10
= Whenever he (JCg) may/should appear/come (at “The 1st Resurrection”)
to be glorified/{made splendid} within his (JCg’s) blameless/{holy people}/TCs, (The Wedding between JCg and the 144000 TCs)
also to be wondered/admired/marvelled within all the committed/believing/entrusting people (“The Reformed Children”)
within that specific One Day (The Millennium). (Resurrected people reformed in The Millennium to become children of The Marriage)
because our {evidence presented}/{given testimony} concerning {specifically yourselves} was committed/believed/entrusted.
(All this was possible because during The Gospel Age 144000 TCs truly believed what The Apostles taught as “The Word of God”)

Whenever he (JCg) might appear/come (physically at “The 1st Resurrection”, Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11, etc.)
to be glorified within his blameless/holy people (at “The Marriage” between JCg and the 144000 TCs Matt.22/25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)
also to be admired/marvelled within all the committed/entrusting people (= “The 3rd Remnant from The 3rd Epoch Israel”)
(The 3rd Remnant being “The Late Adopters” as “the spiritual children” of their parents [JCg/Wife and 144000 TCs/Bride])

within that specific one day (The 1000 year Millennium 2Pet.3v8, being “the reformed children” from out “The Special Marriage” Eph.5v30-32)
because our (TCs) evidence presented (the teaching to yield next generation of TCs to make 144000 trigger threshold occur, thus JC's 2nd Advent)
concerning specifically yourselves (the brethren who are to become part of the 144000 TCs – provided they continue to precisely imitate JC)
was committed/entrusted (“1st Century Christianity” as correctly taught by mature TCs was imbued in hearkening recipients to produce new TCs).
(This cannot occur within Christendom – because “1st Century Christianity” is never taught today, so, only people who “search shall find”)
(It is specifically these type of people Yahweh wants – who sufficiently care to dedicate themselves to fulfil His Desire for their future rule.)

Let us break this down in manageable chunks
“Whenever”- tells us, Paul does not precisely know when it is to occur – but he is content to have given us the signs (see later) so that while this
future occasion shall occur (in the “time” domain), be likened to “a thief coming unannounced in the night” for “The Unprepared World”.
However, by contrast, it shall not be like this for The Brethren “watching” by actively aiming to become TCs.
Those specific people watching (by auditing their lifestyle and making the necessary changes to what The Bible instructs of us to precisely imitate JC's
ministry/lifestyle) shall have already prepared themselves as “The Wise Virgins” (Matt.25v1-12), Yahweh would have chosen them (Matt.20v23) and
JCg will come to collect them (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v1-13, etc.).
“comes to be glorified/{made splendid} within his TCs” tells us, JCg is to be glorified when he collects his faithful bride comprising of the 144000
TCs (Matt.25v1-12). This becomes publicised throughout “The Resurrected World” where its members shall then recognise “The Integrity of Real
Faith” as demonstrated by both JC (in his 1st Advent) and subsequently by the 144000 TCs (during The Gospel Age precisely imitating JC's
ministry/lifestyle in the utmost of personal duress – sourced by “Professional Leaders of Religion”)!
“wonder/admire/marvel within all the committed/believing/entrusting people” Although this could be speaking of the TCs who are resurrected and
changed alongside TCs already alive (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44) and to have been taken by Yahweh to meet JCg in the sky shall
clearly “wonder/admire/marvel” at the spectacle of what is occurring at the 1st 2nd C of JCg. Notice it will only be TCs because they are the only
people who truly believed by the correct definition of “believe” (see both “faith” and “believe” in glossary). However, I would consider this verse
can be extended to speak of “The Resurrected Humans” – who initially had no concept of Yahweh's “Plan for Human Salvation” – shall become
astounded when “The Knowledge” of Yahweh's Plan sinks into their mind during the 2nd part of their physical life.
Again, we must understand (in Biblical terms) only those people who “truly reform as children of The Union (JCg + 144000 TCs)” are “ believing”.
“because our {evidence presented} concerning {specifically yourselves} was committed/believed/entrusted.” Paul is stating that because of his hard
work (being the work of the mature TCs) accurately publicising “The Word of God” (= 1st Century Christianity”) that was now germinating in
fertile ground (Matt.13v23, Luke.8v8,15) of the Thessalonians. These repentant/hearkening Brethren (Christians) fervently working to become TCs
while they are alive in the 1st part of their physical life, shall also witness this occasion of JCg coming to collect them at his 1st 2nd C (because they too
will be part of the 144000 TCs)! And obviously this scenario rolls throughout The Gospel Age to ultimately collect all the prophesied 144000 TCs!
“into that specific ‘One Day’” Here Paul speaks of “The Day” being in this instance comprising of many parts for example sunrise, morning, noon,
afternoon, evening, etc. The Bible speaks of “The Day” as being a 1000 years – mentioned twice in the same verse “so that we should not be
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ignorant” (2Pet.3v8). We read of Paul telling The Brethren (actively aiming to become TCs), “The Vista” within The Mind given by “The Word of
God” driving our mind of the spirit/personality/desires/traits unto righteousness 1v5, will ensure they too shall become kings/priests (2Tim.4v6-8,
1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,) to teach “Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World”. Consequently, it becomes a personal fulfilment of prophesy of
“That Specific Day” when JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C (= “The 1st Resurrection”) at “The Sunrise” portion of “The Day”.
2Thes. 1v11 og Into/Unto who/which/that also (we) {toward supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result]

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

1v11 og
1v11 og
1v11 og
1v11 og
1v11 og
1v11 og
1v11 og
1v11

{every when}/{at all times}/always concerning/about {of yourselves},
that {specifically yourselves} (he/she may/should) {deem entitled}/{think good}/{count worthy}
of the invitation/calling/appointment “the specific god” {of/from us},
also (he/she may/should) {make replete}/imbue/{filled up}fulfil (the) every
(the) satisfaction/delight/kindness/{seems good}/pleasure (of the) goodness/virtue/beneficence
also (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}
in (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work},

= Unto which we also {pray with a vow (for a mutual result)} always concerning/about {of yourselves},
that our “Specific God” may {deem entitled}/{count worthy} {specifically yourselves} of the invitation/calling,
also He (Yahweh through JC as The Word of God) may/should {make replete}/fulfil every delight/kindness of the goodness/virtue,
also the {occupational effort}/labour of the faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} within the {miraculous power}/{mighty work}.

Unto which we (TCs) also pray with a vow (for a mutual result between all three parties, [1] Yahweh, [2] TCs, [3] the hearkening Brethren)
always concerning of yourselves (the hearkening brethren actively aiming to be TCs),
that our “Specific God” might deem worthy specifically yourselves of the invitation (of possibly/maybe becoming future “Sons of God”),
also He (Yahweh through JCg as “The Word of God” wholly inculcated, so that we who are hearkening, precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)
may fulfil every delight of the goodness (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle given in real agape/charity),
also the occupational effort (we continually exercise in our deportment to yield “The Wisdom of God” driven internally by the whole of God’s Word)
of the (real) faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)
within the mighty work (of what “The Word of God” can do within a previously hard/callous mind originally built upon worldly methodology).
Paul sincerely cares for these new repentant/hearkening Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs and will support them through “prayer with a
vow” and in personal answer to “the vow” give active spiritual support (of physical teaching for the guidance that “The Word of God” yields
within a hearkening/obeying mind) to help grow the Brethren (1Cor.3v4-6) thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.
Can the reader recognise the virtuous closed loop of this “Real Prayer”, rather than the hypocritical nonsense promulgated by our
“Professional Leaders of Religion” to their deluded devotees?
“The Specific God” (“ho theos”, nominative) in this instance is Yahweh.
Why?
1.
“The specific god” is referenced to the TCs (Paul) and thus points directly to Yahweh as “The Adopting Father”.
2.
Yahweh specifically makes The Judgement (“to count worthy” for Sonship) = The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement of all Christians but only
144000 Christians are successful in personally fulfilling “The Invitation”.
Yahweh is judging all Christians during The Gospel Age (during the 1st part of our physical life) for those very specific individuals “deemed entirely
worthy” for “ Sonship” - there are 144000 spaces allocated and most are now filled (at 2015/21 CE), but there are a few remaining places that need
to be filled before The Millennium can start – and therefore personally resolve to allocate one of those spaces for yourself by aiming to become a TC!
That was written from a human viewpoint operating with hindsight.
If I was writing the above from Yahweh’s viewpoint with foresight (Rom.8v29), then He is waiting for 144000 people to “validate themselves to The
Watching/Judging World” they are entirely worthy to have their name already written upon “The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life” (Rev.5v2-9).
Therefore, we should personally aim to become a TC by fulfilling what Paul states in the remainder of the verse!
The “miraculous work” is “The Word of God” operating within people to reform their spirit/personality/desires/traits away from that of The World,
to become the one/same spirit/personality/desires/traits with JC and ultimately Yahweh that yields the HS (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.).
This is precisely why Paul much uses this expression “miraculous work” within his epistles – because he personally recognised The Power
that “The Word of God” had in transforming his own mind from being a murderer (Gal.1v13) to become a “Martyr for The Cause”
(2Cor.11v24-28, etc.).
“Miraculous power” is not the “stage show” antics we see today practised by charlatan Christian leaders obviously not
having had “The Miraculous Work of The Word of God” reforming their own minds (by not imitating JC)!
I explain in very detailed exegesis specifically why Yahweh would not behave in this manner today - elsewhere on this website, and thus not repeat
the several pages here to explain precisely why the HS is absolutely not what our so very eloquent confidence tricksters tell us, done to gain control
over our mind for their own worldly gain! It is essential for us to gain a 6th sense by reading and understanding The Bible, so we are not
captured/enslaved/ensnared by “The Thrill of Unruly Emotions” (Jer.17v9) that operate within an “animalistic/carnal mind” lusting after “The
Immediacy” of “the next (drug) fix” (noting Titus.2v2-8, 1Thes.5v6-8)!
This whole verse shows to The World “the sham” of the existing worldly Christian message “soundbite” of just … …
“Believe in JC (existed) to be saved, and then we go to heaven”!
It tells us of something far more powerful is occurring than just this simple twisted phrase, and those leaders promoting it must answer before JCg and
ultimately to Yahweh ( if they are fortunate enough to be resurrected)!

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

1v12 og
1v12 og
1v12 og
1v12 og
1v12 og
1v12 og
1v12

{whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}
(he/it may/should be) glorified the name/character/authority of the lord/master {of/from us}
(of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed in {to [= within] yourselves},
also {specifically yourselves} in (to the [ = within]) him, down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)
the grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit of the God {of/from us}
also (of the) lord/master (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed.

= {So that} the name/character/authority of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/anointed
it may/should be glorified within yourselves, (the Brethren aiming to be TCs)
also {specifically yourselves} within the him, (JC as “The Word of God” operating within the Brethren aiming to become TCs)
according to the gifts/favours/benefit of our God (Yahweh, sourcing all intrinsically ideal/good things into The Universe)
also of the lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed.

So that the name/character/authority of our lord/master of the Anointed Jesus (The Goal of perfecting our mind for “The Anointing”)
might be glorified within yourselves (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle, driven solely by “The Word of God”)
according to the gift/favour/benefit of our God (Yahweh, as “The Source” of “The Word of God” that guides our mind to our benefit)
(Consequently, the resultant of our deportment [as “The Wisdom of God”] ripples out into the whole of society for its ultimate benefit)
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also of the lord/master the Anointed Jesus (JC as “The Word of God” controls The Mind of those people to gain his character/authority)

(The conclusion of the above [ultimately society’s benefit] shows the output from charlatan Christian leaders is fraudulent, sourced by Satan)

A small verse – but packs a powerful punch!
“So that the name/character/authority of our Lord the Anointed Jesus is glorified within yourselves” – what does this precisely mean?
People always speak of “name” but forget the equally important other qualities contained within the Greek word “onoma” (StrongsTM = 3686).
Being of the “character” and “authority” of “The Subject Matter” unto which we claim to have “The Name”.
It is by examining these other two aspects that we can use as analytical tools to define those people worthy, and others not so worthy, of Sonship.
For us to become into the educated position to do this, then it is important to thoroughly gain knowledge from The Bible so these analytical tools
might be effectively used upon those people claiming to “come in the name of Jesus” - but do they really share/demonstrate the same character
and authority of Jesus (Mark.1v22)?
Thus brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs must not only come in the name, but also the character and authority of JC.
In the one/same manner as was Paul able to speak and deport himself in the character and authority of JC (1Cor.4v16.11v1, 1Thes.4v1, etc.).
So, what does this mean?
Everyone can state “I come in the name of ... ... ”, and they do say this; – so we will ignore that line of questioning – it will take us nowhere!
1.
Character JC agapao/{edifying loved} people who were sincerely coming to him as “children” (immature Christians) and would
accurately explain The Gospel of “1st Century Christianity” to them. JC worked hard, day and night (just as did his TCs – 1Thes.2v9) and
was often exhausted. Furthermore, JC had nowhere to lay his head (Matt.8v20, Luke.9v58). Therefore, we should ask of other people (and
of ourselves), do they (or we) who personally claim to come in JC’s name behave with this type of character?
2.
Authority This comes from knowledge and provenance. JC at the age of 12 was already enquiring of The Scriptures and asking searching
questions (Luke.2v46-52). It clearly would not stop there – he started his ministry at the age of 30, thus he had 18 years to thoroughly learn
The Tanakh – he would know it better than “the back of his hand” - of which he showed in his immediate answers to the well prepared
“religious questions” thrown at him! The crowd stated no one has taught and acted with such authority (Matt.8v9, Mark.1v22, Luke.4v36,
John.5v27, 7v15) given to him by Yahweh. Likewise, the original apostles learnt from JC how The Tanakh linked-in with Yahweh’s “Most
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” (never spoken today). JC was teaching “This Plan” to “Israel” first (that was then to become
“The 2nd Epoch Israel”) to such an extent that The Pharisees asked of themselves regarding JC “from where, had his learning come?”
(John.7v15), as effectively they stated of the apostles (Acts.4v13). Then Paul (as Saul) knew the Tanakh almost as well as did JC
(Acts,22v3, 26v3-6) and after the incident on “The Road to Damascus”, and subsequently with the original Disciples he was able to put the
two halves of God’s Plan together (obviously under the guidance of “The Word of God” wholly imbued that yielded the HS).
By comparison with our “Professional Religious Leaders” of today claiming to come in the name of JC We might ask What Authority do they have regarding The Scriptures?
What Credibility do they have to be representing their supposed subject matter?
How well do they really know The Scriptures?
(That only needs to be “just a bit more” than of “their clientele”)
Are they competently able to accurately explain Yahweh’s Plan so those people listening become enthused to precisely imitate
JC’s ministry/lifestyle just as Paul was able to become a martyr?
How many people followed his same path during The Gospel Age by following his teaching as given in these epistles?
When we compare the above to what occurs now -They just preach garbled “Religion”.
Life and God is a “supposed mystery”.
The only authority they have is that of Man’s output that “has been rechewed” and “around the block many times”!
All useless output, patronising the Man’s vanity – but with “plenty of love thrown in”!
Quite obviously those people who claim to come in the name of JC, but demonstrably do not have the Character or Authority as we have just read
above – then they are not TCs as determined by Yahweh (Matt.20v23) – irrespective of how wonderful and convincingly engineered by “public
relation training” their persona might be expressed while given out their “worldly inspiring” sermons to excite “The feel-good emotion” of whatever!
But we must ask ourselves
What is the content of these sermons?
Does it truly “edify society” – by explaining “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan” and of its “End Goal”?
Are they exhorting us to play an active part in making Yahweh’s Plan a “Reality in The Environment” (of parts 1 and 2)?
(Where for The Record, parts 1 and 2 encompass Luke.17v21, 1The.4v13-18, Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-7, 21v1-4)?
Moreover, what do these sermons really inspire within the members of the congregations - to precisely do with their lives?
Please read this website to understand exactly what the content of these sermons should contain, and yet, do not contain!
“also {specifically yourselves} within him” tells us, those Brethren aiming to become TCs have JC’s presence/parousia operating within them
because they are endeavouring to implement “The Word of God” within them through their actions in charity work (without strings attached).
As I explain elsewhere “{specifically yourselves}” is often used by Paul to be directed towards those elders of The Ecclesia who are actively aiming to
become TCs in their own right – and would exhort those immature Christians within The Ecclesia to become like The Elders who are passionately
driving themselves to become like Paul as best they are able.
“according to the gifts/favours/benefit of our God also of the Lord JC.” Means Yahweh will be offering guidance and protection by His Word
correctly imbued and followed through with fidelity by the individual recipients. Yahweh will also express His HS to operate within The Environment
to ensure those people who truly accurately imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle will be protected while they ardently/efficiently/effectively publicise “The
Word of God” to truly, repentant/hearkening people on a mission to edify themselves and ultimately, all of society.
Finally, we can understand this is another verse out of so many that shows the separate identities of Yahweh and JC, demonstrating the Trinity myth as
preached by our worldly Christian leaders has absolutely no validity within a sane/reasoning mind guided by “The Word of God” to be yielding
Yahweh’s HS within ourselves!
Our “Professional Religious Leaders” - just, “Do not get it”!
They cannot attain the HS because their mind is too callous with worldly methodology (operating behind the painted façade of “Love”)!
This is precisely the “Hypocrisy” of which JC spoke about “The Professional Religious Leaders” of his day (all of Matthew chapter 23).
Same mindset but different names and faces – generation after generation take these slots within “Religion” - to “Control People” as “their flock”
being precisely what JC taught by warning, being “The Robbers” of John.10v1-9!

12th Instruction – lord/master means just that; we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil “The Master’s Commands/Desire”!
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires, then we are delinquent/rebellious slaves!
13th Instruction – TCs will constantly exhort The Brethren (Christians) not to be shaken away from “The Word of God”
as given by a good Bible translation sourced by TCs (and not been mangled by worldly Christian leaders)! Thus, enabling
Christians to be taught by an accurate rendering of God’s Word in how they too might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!
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16th Reasoning – Then, as we are told: If we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, then we shall have the presence of JCg.
17th Reasoning – Then, as we are told: If we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, then we shall be assembled with JCg at 1st 2nd C.
11th Warning – The above is “conditional” on “fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire” - yet most Christians have not the faintest
idea what is Yahweh’s Desire, because their leaders have no idea what it is either! Yet the Bible makes it perfectly clear.
However, our “Professional Leaders of Religion” are so very good at preaching “Religion” for mutual self-indulgence!
Allegory – repeat - The Day of the Lord = 1000 years and comprises of sunrise, morning, afternoon, evening events.
The very 1st event of the 1000 year “Day of The Lord” is for JCg to collect his future Bride, as determined by Yahweh.
10th ‘Allegory’ – Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as Kings/Priests”.
14th Instruction – “Anointed” (without “Jesus” alongside) means, “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of
Heirship” alongside JCg for 144000 kings/priests to teach “The Resurrected World”, “Righteousness”.
11th Allegory – Parousia = Presence and Coming – being different states of relationship that a TC has with JCg over time.
“Presence” as “The Word of God” purifying the spiritual mind; “Coming” as JCg collecting them in a physical body.
Thus, having a purified 2nd part of our spiritual life in the 1st part of our physical life, then Yahweh makes commensurate
incorruptible the 2nd part of our physical body at “The 1st Resurrection” – being only a one-shot event for Sonship.
18th Reasoning – TCs having JCg’s presence/parousia within them, then they shall be resurrected, to be alongside JCg
in The Millennium as “the adoring wife” (144000 TCs) to her agapao/{edifying loving} “husband” (JCg).
19th Reasoning – TCs will have JC’s parousia within them that becomes “The Physical Coming” at the 1st 2nd C of JCg
that for the TCs appears to be an instant later in consciousness – even though physically – for example, perhaps with
William Tyndale – the wait in real time, might be some 500 years later, or for The Apostle Paul some 2000 years later.
15th Instruction – TCs will constantly exhort The Brethren (Christians) not to be disturbed within their mind by:1. (Worldly) Spirit/personality/desires/traits colouring what should be done to support self-indulgent activity.
2. Words/reasoning sourced by members of The World (often to question their righteous works).
3. False written documentation purporting to come from knowledgeable TCs but really from worldly theologians.
12th Warning – This apostasy will become more prevalent as “The Day of The Lord” (The Millennium) becomes ever
closer. Satan knows his time is short (Rev.12v12) and is franticly putting-out more misinformation through his
“Professional Leaders of Religion” to confuse! And they do a “wonderful job” for both themselves and devotees!
6th Prophecy – “1st Century Christianity” shall morph into “Religion” and be called (worldly) “Christianity”. This
change was officially adopted about 260 years later and its hypocrisy has engulfed us for the last 1700 years!
13th Warning – Do not let worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders seduce us, because they will try, by virtue
they operate according to worldly methodology and need to survive/prosper within “The Present World” and norms!
7th Prophecy – Leaders will take their position over other people to beguile/seduce them with flattery. It happens both in
“The World of Politics” and “Throughout baseless Religion” built upon the quicksand of untested hearsay and myth!
14th Warning – Do not allow ourselves to be deflected from what The Bible actually teaches us if we desire to be a TC.
15th Warning – Absolute certainty is that many people will fall away from “The Real Faith” (else why the warning)?
Yet will believe themselves to be very good Christians (because of 1, 2 and 3 occurring as given in the instruction above)!
20th Reasoning – Because worldly Christians are seduced by their spiritually blind leaders then there will be this “falling
away” – because no one really reads enough of The Bible to even understand what they read! How so very depressing!
Please read this website: “FutureLife.Org” to precisely understand what we must be doing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
8th Prophecy – Christians will become apostates to “The Real Faith” – beguiled/seduced by errant religious leaders.
9th Prophecy – This “falling away” from “The Real Faith” will occur throughout The Generations of “Christians” in
their respective groupings before their sinful leaders become exposed as delinquent. However, this will peak in The
Culmination to show him/her/(it, grouping) whose pedigree is ruin/destruction to be disclosed/revealed to The World.
16th Warning – Operating at two levels, If the sinful “Man” whose pedigree is destruction is to be revealed (1) within the
grouping then this will yield disaster to the grouping (of originally good brethren), (2) In the Culmination at The Close of
The Gospel Age, then The World will be pulled further away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to be revealed at the 1st 2nd C.
16th Instruction – “The Truth” yields “The Righteous Route to achieve Mankind’s Salvation into The Eternity”.
We will be told anything other than that - by our “Professional Leaders of Religion” - showing their total ineptitude!
2Thes. 2v1 og (we) {interrogation by request}/ask/beseech/entreat And {specifically yourselves},
2Thes. 2v1 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}, over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead
2Thes. 2v1 og of the {presence (in/through a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)}
2Thes. 2v1 og of the lord/master {of/from us} (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,
2Thes. 2v1 og also {of/from us} (of the) {complete collection}/{whole assembly}/{full gathering together}
2Thes. 2v1 og over/upon/concerning (the) him [JCg].
2Thes. 2v1
= And brothers (diligently aiming to become TCs),
we (TCs) urge/beseech/entreat {specifically yourselves} (brothers/[sisters] aiming to become TCs)
{for the sake/behalf of} of the presence/coming of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed,
also of our {whole assembling}/{full gathering together} upon/concerning (belonging with) the him (JCg).

And brothers (assiduously aiming to become TCs)
we (TCs) urge/beseech specifically yourselves (brothers/sisters actively aiming to become TCs)
for the sake/behalf of the presence/parousia/coming ([1] spiritually as The Word of God in our mind, [2] physically at the 1st Resurrection)
of the lord/master the Anointed Jesus (“The Word of God” controls our mind so that we may achieve “The Goal as laid down” by JC)
also of our whole assembling (144000 TCs with JC as [1] spiritually “The Word of God”, [2] physically at “The 1st Resurrection”)
concerning (belonging/related with) him ([1] JC spiritually as “Lord controlling our mind”, and [2] JCg physically as “The Bridegroom”)
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Paul enters the next couple of verses with this exhortation plea for the parousia/presence of JCg might be upon them now in the 1st part of their physical
life to be purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life, so that in the future, they might ideally be part of the 1st 2nd C of JCg when at “The 1st
Resurrection” (Rev.20v6) JCg collects his future Bride at his parousia/coming to become their entry into the 2nd part of their physical life!
In the manner Paul had explained to them in 1Thes.4v13-18 (I make this comment because of my commentary for 1Thes.5v1 in response to the absurd
presumptions made by our “supposed learned” scholars, “learned” in all manner of worldly matters, but certainly not in Yahweh's interests)!
Notice the important linkage that “Parousia” has for the 2nd part of our spiritual/physical life, and specifically how/why it is used in the epistles.
Sadly, all this is completely incomprehensible to our leaders and theologians of “Religion”, because they absolutely do not understand what it means!
Thus, Paul makes mention of “parousia” again.
Therefore, the Brethren are to have “The Word of God” (JC) operating within them during the 1st part of their physical life, where they then enter the
2nd part of their spiritual life (while in the 1st part of their physical life) and then personally purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life by precisely
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. This is JCg’s “Presence” operating within them (Luke.17v21) – enabling a demonstrably compliant recipient to then
purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life while still in the 1st part of their physical life. Furthermore, if this person is acceptable to Yahweh as being
equivalent to JC’s ministry/lifestyle then he/she too, shall receive precisely what JCg received upon his resurrection. It is all so righteous and logical,
but this Real Gospel is never taught today by leaders of Christendom! They just preach “Religion” for mutual self-indulgence!
The TCs can see JCg, - being of his methodology consciously operating within them (= The New Creature/Creation, 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),
however The World cannot see JCg, but only of his presence operating within these TCs, being the new “clothing” (= personality/character)
worn (see glossary) by these TCs.
However, because the TCs become spiritually perfected in the 2nd part of their spiritual life by “The Word of God” correctly operating within them,
then at JCg’s 1st 2nd C, Yahweh will “make them ready” to become JCg’s bride at the Physical (metaphoric) Marriage (please see my most important
commentary to John.2v1-12). Yahweh does this by transforming the TCs from fleshly DNA bodies to a “New Incorruptible (Physical) Creation” to
match the proven to be “New Incorruptible (Spiritual) Creation” originally formed within their reformed/modified “synapse construction mapping”
that occurred during the 1st part of their physical life (1Cor.15v35-55). This is what “Begotten” truly means relative to JCg and TCs as their Goal.
This new physical creation becomes the 2nd part of a TC’s physical life as a “Son of God” (having a “synapse construction mapping” “deemed
entirely worthy” 1Thes.1v5) to inhabit a physical incorruptible heavenly/spiritual/celestial body for an eternity. These TCs are the members of “The
Bride” who “become the one/same with their husband JCg” (metaphorically Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32, by warning at 1Cor.6v16 and my commentaries
at John.2v1-12) to rule over The Earth, the 144000 TCs as “The Heirs” to teach “Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World” as “The Inheritance”.
The resurrected worldly humans are “only” resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies (given in trust) so all these people might have a righteous
opportunity to purify their synapse construction to become modified so they might become Christlike of a 1000 year period of The Millennium (Rev.20v17, please see my local commentaries that thoroughly explain what is to occur).
All this is part of “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity” that is never taught by worldly Christian leaders – who just do not
understand it – else if they do – then they become condemned by remaining silent on the very thing they should be teaching!
Thus reiterating, TCs become spiritually reformed while living in the 1st part of their physical life and therefore have JCg’s “parousia/presence”
operating within them. Those TCs who have died during The Gospel Age are resurrected and together with those TCs alive at the end of The Gospel Age
shall be changed into heavenly/spiritual/celestial bodies commensurate with their modified (hence perfected) synapse construction and are collected
by JCg at his 1st 2nd C where he now “parousia/comes” to collect his bride (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-40, 1Cor.15v35-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13,
19v6-9, 20v6, etc.).
2Thes. 2v2 og Into/Unto the (ecclesia [specifically yourselves]) not briefly/speedily/shortly/rapidly/soon/suddenly
2Thes. 2v2 og (to be) wavering/agitated/disturbed/rocking/shaken/{stirred up} {specifically yourselves}

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2 og
2v2

off/away/separated/from of the intellect/mind/understanding/thought/reasoning/opinion,
{not too/even}/neither (to be) wailing/clamouring/frightened/troubled/disturbed,
{not too/even}/neither through (reason of) (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,
{not too/even}/neither through (reason of) (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning,
{not too/even}/neither through (reason of) (of the) {written message}/epistle/letter
{in that manner}/likewise/as through (reason of) {of/from us}
{in that manner}/likewise/as because (it is) {placed on hand}/impending/present/{standing close upon}
The Day/{period of time} of the Christ/Messiah/Anointed;

= Unto {specifically yourselves} (brethren aiming to become TCs)
not to be soon/quickly wavered/agitated/shaken away/from of the (your) intellect/mind/understanding; (of the given Word of God)
neither to be wailing/clamouring/frightened/troubled, (personally understanding why The World must suffer in its “death throes”)
neither through reason of the (your) spirit/personality/desires/traits, (own reasonings and deportment will not be shaken – Matt.7v25)
neither through reason of the word/sayings/reasoning, (best to ignore what “worldly wise” political and religious leaders tell us)
neither through reason of the written message as through from us, (the false letters purporting to have come from TCs)
because {in that manner}/as is impending The Day of the Christ/Anointed.
(our only time to imitate JC is while we are alive – thus we must use all our available time – because “tomorrow” we could be dead!)
(The effectual use to make possible The Millennium and The Office of “Anointing” can only occur while we are alive now!)

Unto specifically yourselves (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs)
not to be soon wavered/shaken from of (your) intellect/understanding (do not leave “1st Century Christianity” to join worldly Christianity)
neither to be wailing/troubled (by listening to worldly Christianity that does not explain Yahweh's Plan or why The World operates as it does)

(For two reasons, - “Professional Leaders of Religion” [1] are part of The World and as such, [2] choose not to understand Yahweh's Plan)

neither through reason of your spirit/personality/desires/traits (how we choose to reason upon information coming in from the environment)
neither through reason of the word/sayings/reasoning (therefore, best ignore what our worldly-wise leaders of politics/religion tell us)
neither through reason of the written message as though from us (decipher falsehood given by worldly Christianity cloning TC identity)
because in that manner is impending the Day (The Millennium will be required to “clear the air” of rampant falsehood)
of The Anointed (These future “Sons of God” shall be given all Authority/Capability by Yahweh to do whatsoever they choose … … )
(The Authority of JCg and the 144000 anointed TCs shall clear all falsehoods put out by our worldly political/religious leaders)

This is a verse our worldly Christian theologians’ entirely “screw-up” in their reasoning when they state
Paul thought the physical Day of The Lord was imminent – inasmuch he thought JCg would physically come very soon!
Well as usual in these theological matters, they are entirely wrong! – No, he did not think that at all! See Heb.4v4 where I carefully explain this.
However, the very point Paul is making to his readers is for them to be part of (1) that physical Day and of (2)“The Anointing” then “{specifically
yourselves}” must start immediately imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle so the reform of our personal “synapse construction mapping” might equally start
in its very necessary reform (to ideally perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life).
Why?
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Because (1) there is much reform necessary within a worldly person's brain, and (2) Yahweh needs His 144000 TCs to be elected from out
of The Gospel Age, therefore let us begin immediately on “The Job” through “{occupational effort}/works/labour” (StrongsTM = 2041
“ergon”)!
Paul firstly makes “verse 1” a personal reality for all those individuals interested as “The Goal to be attained”, then in “verse 2” Paul is teaching
that we, The Brethren actively aiming for this Goal, are not to be shaken by the various contrivances (worldly political/religious doctrine) delivered
by The World to knock us away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire (that is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle given freely and simply without
strings attached Matt.6v1-6, 24, 10v8-9).
This “Doctrine” can come from innumerate sources under the general headings that Paul kindly gave to us 1.
Our mind conceiving new possibilities that are not consistent to what The Bible states (as JC warned at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26).
2.
Words/reasoning from people of The World (neighbours/strangers) that seem to have some semblance of credibility (unless scrutinised
against what The Bible specifically teaches by learning a trustworthy translated Bible through daily study – absolutely not the NIV which
is useless and inaccurate at key doctrinal positions). Obviously, these worldly-wise people could be in politics or commerce, or pundits in
the various arenas giving their worldly views about how The World can either improve or get worse (depending on what drives their mind)!
However, the very worst culprits are “Professional Leaders of Religion” fraudulently claiming to represent “The Almighty God”, when in truth, they
only represent themselves! It is “a worldly job” for which they are “paid a worldly return” (money, favours. leverage, glory, etc.).
3.
Written articles from worldly theologians purporting to represent the latest wisdom, is merely worldly wisdom dressed-up in in another
manner, often coming from a desire to attain a worldly “doctorate of divinity”, being a paper qualification that means absolutely nothing
to Yahweh (Matt.23v15, John.7v15, Acts.4v13)!
A worldly qualification that has only been attained to negatively “contest Yahweh” in the eyes of Man, rather than come to Him in a heart
of humility (of a “circumcised heart”, Rom. chapters 3 to 5)!
Thus, we understand, Paul is urging those individuals of The Brethren aiming to become TCs, not to be shaken in their present “concrete
understanding” (as taught by “1st Century Christianity”) by being alarmed through the universal “failing away” (next verse) because of people (1) dreaming up unscriptural myths/reasoning,
(2) general human intercourse yielding all manner of concepts (hence JC’s warning at Matt.12v42-45, Luke.11v24-26 in local context and of
my commentaries),
(3) silver-tongued false prophets (worldly Christian leaders/theologians) delivering enticing words of “worldly wisdom” (2Pet.2v1) but
leading to misdirection in the minds of those people foolish enough to listen!
Therefore, we aiming to be TCs, are to remain steadfast in “The Absolute Truth” as contained within The Bible accurately translated and taught
(certainly not worldly interpretations, being virtually all bibles of less than 70 years old ( ref 2021 CE) – and all worldly Christian leaders), so that
we might, perhaps/maybe (as only decided by Yahweh, Matt.20v23), become part of “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6) where JCg comes to collect the
TCs to become his future metaphoric Bride (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2,9).
I repeat, it is not religious customs (Matt.23v23) that will ultimately save us as individuals, but a repentant, penitent, humble, hearkening mind - and
that is precisely why our “Professional Leaders of Religion” cannot be TCs, because they prefer “The Religious Structure” of a “Worldly Edifice”
and not “Yahweh’s Heavenly Structure”.

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3 og
2v3

Not {some/any/certain person} {specifically yourselves}
(he/she may/should) {seduce wholly}/beguile/deceive,
down/accordingly/intensely/against (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)
(the) {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way;
because if/whenever not [= except] (it may/should) accompany/appear/bring/come
the {defection (from The Truth)}/{falling away}/apostasy/forsaking
firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly,
also (it is) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed the countenance/{human being}/man [singular]
of the sin/fault/offense,
the son of the ruin/destruction/perish/lost/annihilation/{The 2nd Death},

= Let not any person (Leaders of Religion) he/she may/should seduce/beguile/deceive {specifically yourselves},
absolutely {not even one} person (is to) {turn themselves}/{change their deportment/character}; (from what was taught by TCs)
because except the {deflection from the truth}/{falling away}/apostasy may/should appear/come first/{at the beginning},
also it is revealed/disclosed the sinful/faulty/offensive man,
the son of the ruin/destruction/perish/lost/annihilation (= The 2nd Death).

Let not any person (generally worldly Christian leaders with nonsense/unrighteous exegesis regarding “Mankind’s Salvation”)
he/she seduce/beguile/decisive specifically yourselves (actively aiming to become TCs)
absolutely not even one person (those people aiming to become TCs for “The Goal” of being Anointed by Yahweh for “Sonship” with JCg)
(is to) change the deportment/character (away from what “1st Century Christianity” taught us about what Yahweh requires for His future Sons);
because except (what must occur first) the deflection away from The Truth (being away from what “1st Century Christianity” teaches us)

(Paul taught 1st Century Christianity, but falsehood was creeping in Acts.20v29, 2Cor.11v4, 1John.2v18-19, falsehood is now everywhere.)
may come at the beginning (before “The Day of The Lord” [= The Millennium] occurs 3.5 years after “The 1st Resurrection” of the 144000 TCs),
(This prophecy was fulfilled – it began within 30 years of JC’s resurrection and became endorsed at 325 CE and preached everywhere now)
also the sinful/offensive man is revealed (specifically the charlatan Christian leaders in their own individual manner, Rom.1v31-32)
(This prophecy is being steadily fulfilled during the last 1700 years of Christendom – some leaders choosing “The 13th Tribe of annihilation”)
the (spiritual) son (of the father, Judas Iscariot being “The Head” of “The New 13th Tribe of annihilation” fulfilling Satan's desire, John.8v44)
of the ruin (The 2nd Death for charlatan Christian leaders, they shall never be resurrected - but ignored by Yahweh).
(Specifically, as JC said of “The Professional Religious Leaders” of his day [John.8v40-50], the mind is no different in those leaders of today!)
Paul pleads with The Brethren (aiming to become TCs)
“May not any person he/she deceive/seduce you” – because obviously they will – else why “The Warning” here, and in many other places!
A warning even more valid today because we are at the end times of The Gospel Age and “{the deflection from The Truth}” is endemic within
Christendom today – very, very few people intimately know The Bible to be in the position to recognise “The Deception” that almost covers
everything “Religious”!
Worldly Christian leaders, and the worst are charlatan Christian leaders who capitalise on this pandemic ignorance of The Bible and thus
become spiritual paedophiles (Luke.17v2, Matt.18v6) “milking their congregations” rather than giving them “The Solid Spiritual Food”
in agape/{charity love} upon which congregational members can build that personal solid foundation of “Real Faith” (Matt.7v24-25).
Hence JC's many warnings, examples specifically given Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.
Also, the apostles at Acts.20v29, 2Cor.11v13-15, Gal.1v6-8, 3v1 1Thes.2v3-6, 2Pet.2v1, 1John.2v18-19, and so on.
All our “Professional worldly Religious Leaders” give is a “semblance of Gospel” that is heavily “doctored/dumbed-down” (censored, Rev.22v18-19)
information that is worse than ultra-skimmed milk, just like water and not milk because so much has been taken out! And the worst - some iniquitous
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Christian leaders lace sugary poison within this white water in the form of the most “wonderful” eloquent words of delusion! As any farmer knows, a
“thinking/educated animal” is a dangerous animal to corral within the farmyard – and likewise the “Leaders of Religion” over their congregational
members – that is why they keep their members “ignorant” in what JC really taught as “1st Century Christianity” (Luke.16v19-21+).
These worldly Christian leaders (if resurrected into The Millennium – being deemed by Yahweh as not “charlatans”) are to be condemned by JCg
repeating their sermons back to them and asking this question
“Why did you personally deliver this rubbish in My Name?”
How are they going to answer? – Perhaps they should read Luke.16v1-11 and start making plans!
Because the resurrected congregations themselves are going to ask precisely the same question - and blame their religious leaders for the specific
reason why the members of the congregations “personally missed out on Sonship” (because they were not instructed correctly how to behave for
personal Sonship) – hence Matt.23v13!
I would not like to be in these leaders’ shoes when this occurs – perhaps while presently living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life (while in the 1st part
of their physical life), they think it will not occur, and perhaps personally they are correct – Yahweh will judge them according to “their belief” and
never resurrect them (being deemed as “charlatans”) – let them now beware (hence JC's impassioned warnings given in Luke chapter 15)!
It is not my decision (I cannot do anything) – but it is my duty to warn – else I likewise, stand accused before Yahweh (Eze.33v1-12)!
Paul then goes on to give a sign being a man revealed who is sinful/faulty/offensive to The World, being a person who fulfils The
Methodology of The World being that of “personal ruin/destruction/perish/lost” (whose methodology is sourced by Satan).
Most religious pundits consider this to be an individual – perhaps head of a political worldly organisation (or representative head of a grouping) who
assumes the position to save The World from its problems but acts under worldly ambition that accentuates worldly woes under “The Pretence” it is
for The World’s good, merely delivering political allegiance to support his/her position within the grouping. Thereby hypocritically practising the
same methodology of The World of self-indulgence will finally cause worldly implosion (Matt.24v21-22, Mark.13v20, Luke.21v26, Rev.6v16, etc.).
However, I understand differently, Paul is considering “The Man” as being any man/person/woman taking The Lead over any specific
congregation by replacing what JCg (as God’s Word, Rev.19v13) really means within The Mind. Ultimately, what Yahweh as The Master demands
from a TC, a mere slave whose role is to precisely imitate JC, noting what “slave” means by JC's illustration given at Luke.17v7-10 that I guarantee
has never been taught in any sermon on this planet for the last 100 years - yet it is critical understanding)!
Thus Paul is making “The Point”, these individuals (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16) will spring-up in Christendom to take centre stage and replace what “The
Word of God” really means by their own word (2Pet.2v1), being what endears the congregational members to these specific leaders (2Tim.4v3-4) and
thus have imitated Judas Iscariot by killing “The Word of God” and replaced it with their own word that is equivalent to have been sourced by Satan.
I need state no more – but I give enough for the reader who is searching (Matt.7v7) to truly find “The Solution to The Mystery of God”.
The most important thing is for us to personally imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle and in that manner, we become protected; firstly, by avoiding worldly
politics and worldly methodology that will keep us safe from being pulled into The World. Yet secondly, we may/possibly just be taken early at “The 1st
Resurrection” before the world collapses in the last 3.5 years of The Gospel Age when “the oblation has been taken away” off this Earth at the 1st 2nd C
of JCg.

17th Warning – An Entity (person/group) to self-indulge will be driven by a worldly mindset, (opposite to that of a TC),
and believing him/her/(it/organisation) to be God (using worldly power) will raise him/her/itself above other people
within the local/national/global grouping – applicable to whatever suits the desires of this person/organisation.
12th Allegory – Temple (worldly defn.) = presumed to be where “God” resides (but is a place of hypocritical piety).
13th Allegory – Temple (spiritual defn.) = a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, so we as a group, may be in
the position to worship Yahweh by imitating JC (as “The Word of God” of “The Ecclesia”) “calling out” in our lifestyle.
14th Allegory – Temple (ultimate defn.) = The 144000 TCs resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life (as “Sons of
God”) to teach “The Resurrected World” “righteousness”.
10th Prophecy – The TC is to become a “Temple of God” where people might come to worship Yahweh (1Cor.3v16), by
learning to understand and then personally applying “The Word of God” to imitate JC (hence John.17v1-2 as new Sons).
18th Warning – This Entity (person/group) will place themselves in a position of power so people might come to know
about him/her/it and thus give much time and attention (worship) to him/her/it becoming “the specific god”.
This is towards what world leaders aspire – to self-indulge for a worldly return of whatever – that is their driver!
11th Prophecy – An Entity (person/group) will assume power over The World by offering solutions to The World’s ills.
This is local through the groups/ages (being relative) – but culminates over The World at The Close of The Gospel Age.
21st Reasoning – This person/group will be assigned power (1) by the Christian groupings in their respective places in
The World throughout The Gospel Age, and finally (2) by The World because they will present plausible solution(s) to
The World’s insurmountable ills that escalate larger than before through constructive interference with shorter periods.
He/She/It will present themselves as The Saviour for Mankind – but operate under self-indulgent worldly methodology.
17th Instruction – Paul, a TC caring for the people in his charge (throughout The Gospel Age) wrote this down for (1)
hearkening people of the Christian groupings during last 2000 years, and (2) for us at The Gospel Age close.
19th Warning – This Entity (person/group) expose the self by thinking he/she/it is “god” over the local environment.
I explain everything within my exhaustive commentaries to Revelations Chapter 13 and 17.
This is applicable throughout The Ages, within various groupings – but culminates at “The Close” of The Gospel Age.
12th Prophecy – The Thing that must occur to hold back The Deception being disclosed to the deluded groupings is “The
1st Resurrection” that discloses these persons to be charlatans to what they purported to represent over their groupings.
20th Warning – The lawlessness presently working within Mankind is unknown (inasmuch accepted by everyone as The
Normal) and thus passes as not being recognised (= a mystery) as The Lawlessness that it really has (and to) become.
13th Prophecy – This Entity (person/group) will begin to reign over various Christian congregations (during the ages
within the respective groupings) – but will be implicitly spoken out against by those TCs who teach “The Word of God” to
their neighbours. Then in The Culmination, appropriate to the time The Entity of the last age shall assume power.
14th Prophecy – During the Ages and within The Groupings these leaders will be shown to be basic/worldly. But in The
Culmination this Entity (person/group) will be shown to be impotent by JCg’s interaction upon The World either (1) at
JCg’s 1st 2nd C or (2) at JCg’s 2nd 2nd C some 3.5 years later, to bring The Wrath of God upon specifically the leaders of
Mankind, to remove all the worldly institutions, replacing them with his (JCg’s) organisation to start up The Millennium.
Allegory repeat - Parousia = Presence and Coming – being different states of relationship a TC has with JCg over time.
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“Presence” as “The Word of God” purifying the spiritual mind; “Coming” as JCg collecting them in a physical body.
Thus, having a purified 2nd part of our spiritual life in the 1st part of our physical life, then Yahweh makes commensurate
incorruptible the 2nd part of our physical body at “The 1st Resurrection” – being only a one-shot event for Sonship.
Reasoning – repeat - As TCs having JCg’s presence/parousia within them, then they shall be resurrected, to be
alongside JCg in The Millennium as the adoring wife (= 144000 TCs) to her agapao/{edifying loving} husband (= JCg).
Reasoning – repeat - TCs will have JC’s parousia within them that becomes “The Physical Coming” at the 1st 2nd C of
JCg that for the TCs appears to be an instant later in consciousness – even though physically – for example, perhaps with
William Tyndale – the wait in real time, might be some 500 years later, or for The Apostle Paul some 2000 years later.
21st Warning – This Entity (person/group) will be using all manner of wonderful capability through The World (being its
technology) expressing seduction/deception to self-indulge those recipients to keep him/her/it in power.
22nd Warning – This Entity (person/group) methodology will be no different than that which has been used throughout
Mankind’s present history that will lead to destruction/lost/annihilation (unless individual/personal reform is made).
15th Prophecy – The Entity (person/group) will use all manner of wonderful signs/tokens, lying omens to achieve his/her/it
personal objectives with scant regard to people whom he/she/it hurts on the journey (standard worldly politics)!
The charlatan Christian leaders can be so persuasive to spiritual children who have little understanding of Yahweh's Plan.
23rd Warning – This Entity (person/group) will be drawing many people down with him/her/it because they chose to
believe this worldly methodology comprising of deceit/corruption/unrighteousness/injustice that is to be proved as being
the route to destruction/lost/perish/annihilation for Mankind during this present worldly system.
22nd Reasoning – Only Yahweh’s Methodology through JC as “The Word of God” expressed as agapao/{edifying love}
yielding {charity love}/agape to produce “The Wisdom of God” will ultimately save “The Human Species”!
Regrettably, virtually all people have need to witness Mankind’s implosion before they will accept Yahweh’s methodology.
23rd Reasoning – Enabling people to learn from their mistakes, Yahweh allows people to be seduced by the evil leaders to
believe their lies about Human Salvation being possible through the application of present worldly methodology.
16th Prophecy – Very many people will believe the deceptive lies given by This Entity (person/group) being he/she/it can
offer “The Salvation of Mankind” from the ever-increasing (magnitude * frequency) worldly ills befalling this planet.
Note: see earlier, this is all relative “person to group”, “organisation to The World”, throughout The Gospel Age.
24th Reasoning – These leaders detest “The Light of Truth” publicly exposing their “hypocrisy”, hence they will
repeatedly deny/blame/excuse themselves in metaphoric “Darkness” by deriding/{closing down}/suing whistle-blowers
to cover “Truth”. This is what “worldly leaders” do, on the one hand they fraudulently “extoll the freedom to speak”,
while on the other hand, will use every clandestine means to silence exposure.
TCs are the exact opposite, proving themselves to be worthy future World Leaders of The Millennium.
14th Good News – Those people of The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs will escape this mayhem if Yahweh
considers them as being “deemed entirely worthy” to be “The Oblation removed” (Dan.9v27 repeated at 12v11-12) so
they might not suffer what is to befall The World in its last days (3.5 years), before JCg comes to instate The Millennium.
17th Prophecy – “The Specific God” Yahweh, shall take His 144000 future “Sons of God” before The World implosion
occurs so He might train them for 3.5 years to become fully competent to administer The World in The Millennium.
25th Reasoning – These TCs demonstrate they have “The Real Faith” because they have a spirit/personality/desires/traits
that is the one/same as Yahweh that is separate from this world of sin = The HS. This delivers “The Absolute Truth”.
11th Comment – TCs will always be thanking Yahweh about their personal hard work accurately delivering “The Word
of God” through much affliction/persecution to bring The Fruitage of the next generation TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
18th Prophecy – The Specific God, Yahweh, will name His future 144000 “Sons of God” yielded by the work of preceding
TCs so they might obtain the one/same glory/honour/dignity/magnificence as shall JCg from “The Resurrected World”.
‘Allegory’ – repeat - The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” – Yahweh’s “Righteous Method” to yield a
perfected society into the eternity (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life).
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel” is always two part (and both are never taught by leaders of Christendom).
1. Firstly, - aim for “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters” by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield “The Late Adopters”.
The “Gospel” is not “JC died for us”, that is just The Mechanism to enable “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”!
2Thes. 2v4 og the (person) {lying opposite}/adversary/repugnant/{being contrary}/opposing, also
2Thes. 2v4 og (the) {raising oneself over}/{becoming haughty}/{exulting self}/{being exulted above measure}
2Thes. 2v4 og over/upon/concerning (the) every (thing) (the being) stated/exclaimed (the) god
2Thes. 2v4 og or/than/either/rather (the) {something adored}/{object of worship}/{subject of devotion},
2Thes. 2v4 og thus/{insomuch that} (the) him into/unto the {to dwell}/shrine/temple of the God
2Thes. 2v4 og {in that manner}/likewise/as (the) God (to) {to seat down}/settle/tarry/contemplate,
2Thes. 2v4 og (the) {showing off}/exhibiting/demonstrating/accrediting/proving/{setting forth}
2Thes. 2v4 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself] because (he) is “(the) specific god”.
2Thes. 2v4
= the person {lying opposite}/adversarial/{being contrary}, (opposing “The Word of God” being correctly taught)
also the {raising oneself above}/{exulting self} over everything, being exclaimed “the god” (by deluded devotees)
or the {something adored}/{object of worship}/{subject of devotion}, (considered a 'wonderful Christian leader' by seduced devotees)
thus he seated/settles as the God into the shrine/temple of the God, (takes the place in our minds where Yahweh should be)
because he/she {showing off}/exhibiting/{setting forth} him/herself is “the specific god”. (desiring the glory from deluded devotees)

(The spiritual son of Judas Iscariot driven by Satan's methodology, and beloved by the bewitched congregational members, is -)

The person {lying opposite}/adversarial (opposing “The Word of God” ideally firmly rooting itself within our minds to precisely imitate JC)
also the raising oneself above over everything (within that locality [supposedly “Yahweh's Altar”] of his/her congregational members)
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being exclaimed “the god” (by bewitched congregational members clamouring to be at his/her 'weekly' presence, or to the more remote leader)
or the {something adored}/{subject of devotion} (considered to be a “most wonderful” Christian leader [noting the all-important Rev.19v10]),
thus he (or now [2015 CE] “she”) seated as “the god” (taking “the praise/honour” that comes with their very worldly position)
into the shine/temple of the God (noting 1Cor.3v16-17, being unto what we should be guided, as individuals, and note the local warning)
(Note. This could be “The Temple” “spiritually and/or physically constructed by The Imposter” deeming him/her/itself as “The God”)

because he/(she) exhibiting himself, he is “the specific god” (of the local environment, being that of the bewitched congregational members).
(This is local through groups/ages (being relative) - but culminates over The World at The Close of The Gospel Age)

The first thing running through the reader's mind must be What on earth has been added (in parenthesis) at the end of the given verse's phrases!
Is it what we have been taught elsewhere in Christendom – outside “FutureLife.Org” (particularly in “The Evangelical fringe”)?
In a rational answer Obviously not!
The reasoning is this Paul is warning about the new “worldly Christianity” (2Cor.11v4) sliding into the ecclesia (2Pet.2v1) to morph “1st Century Christianity”
into something that could be “precisely as described in this verse”. Further supported by what Paul teaches at 1Cor.3v13-16 being
contaminated by this new methodology – brought about by “professional” (Matt.6v24) “Leaders of Religion” (2Cor.11v13-15,
1John.2v18-19, Acts.20v29) “self-indulging to their neighbours' (congregational members') hurt”.
Where “The Ideal Goal” has been taken away (Matt.23v13) – and thus this cannot be real agapao by not giving agape!
Paul is speaking about “The Brethren’s personal future”, and not about something that is to occur in some 2000 years’ time.
All of which is to be repeated generation after generation until Yahweh’s “Prophesied Trigger Threshold” is attained (Rev.14v1-4).
In my Christian spiritual youth of absolute naivety – some 40+ years ago made “Just so” by the Leaders of Christendom then, – I thought as do our
evangelical religious leaders might, – this verse points to a specific entity at “The End of The Gospel Age” – giving an apparent façade of knowledge
to rapturous applause!
Oh dear – it reminds me about what this verse warns!
However now in my spiritual maturity – having thoroughly imbued “The New Testament” to its lowest denominator over some 50,000+ hours of my
personal time, I can place myself inside Paul’s mind to understand precisely what Paul is teaching us.
He is warning us to carefully examine/audit our “Christian leaders” - being of their fruitage, the congregational members.
Noting Paul here is speaking to The Brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs growing upon “1st Century Christianity” - and they could slip away, sadly
our worldly Christian congregations are not in this fortunate position having had their minds poisoned by “worldly Christianity” - being simply
“Religion” that has no righteous structure to explain Mankind’s Salvation (hidden by Satan’s methodology, covering the planet today).
Therefore, we should ask of our “Christian Congregations” Do they precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle (Matt.7v16-21)?
Then we know “The Spiritual DNA” of the Tree!
Furthermore,
Do they even know what JC did, and more importantly, what he did not do?
If we know, then we can likewise copy what he did and reject what people fraudulently tell us he did, when he did not do what they claim!
Do they even know of 1Pet.20-22?
These are all important questions – to decipher and discern what is occurring in The World today at the close of The Gospel Age.
I leave the reader with something I wrote on my 1st Revision:The first thing the reader must understand is that while The Bible runs on known allegories – it is not beneficial to invent fraudulent allegories by
trying to randomly apply modern-day events.
This verse must be carefully considered in this light.
What do we know (as given by this verse) in context with Paul’s other teachings (in the other epistles)?
1.
The “Individual” as “a leader” (perhaps leading a group of people, or many “Individuals”, described as “singular” when relative to the
many individual political/religious groupings being “headed-up” by an individual “pulling the strings”) will be adversarial to what
Yahweh Desires (but is very likely to be “loved by The World”, else they would not be in that position). “These leaders” by definition of
“leader” enjoy “controlling people” for the worldly returns this brings, like to be treated as “The Saviour” having power given so they
might succeed in whatever “promise” they are able to “spin” to The World. A good worldly leader being “Political” (for secular world)
or “Religious” (for the religious world) but “both” are utterly alien to what Yahweh Desires to occur within our minds.
2.
The “Individual” as “a leader” (perhaps leading a group of people, or many “Individuals”, described as “singular” when relative the
many individual political/religious groupings) will offer all manner of salvation to those people of The World having the opportunity to vote
for this person/grouping. Perhaps it might be by necessity they dictatorially decree these things must be done, because The World is in such
a crisis (as JC warns will occur) – draconian action must be taken - and all people will agree (presented with no “viable secondary
option”). This can occur locally or nationally or globally. Perhaps in one of these scenarios – he/she will be acting as a god and be
worshipped (see glossary) = afforded “time and credibility” because of what is offered by return.
The Old Testament speaks of certain kings of Israel (and outside) considering themselves as God – before Yahweh then put them in their
place, also in The New Testament at Acts.12v21-23.
3.
Shrine or temple. Regarding allegories, this will absolutely not be physically the old Jewish Temple or any other religious temple. We
know Yahweh’s temple is The 144000 TCs being built during The Gospel Age and “The New Temple” in/controlling “Jerusalem” will be
sourced by Yahweh (Rev.21v1-4) – thus the “temple” spoken of here, is not of physical building materials (see glossary on all these terms).
However “The individual” might be replacing the official religions (as we read in Rev. Chapters 17,18) because of the faulty knowledge
they give in the “falling away” of v3 makes them obviously defunct religions to be replaced with something more relevant to save The World
from the impending mess (being a plethora of mounting worldly problems) within which this world lies, caused purely by self-indulgence of
the participating leaders!
4.
Then we have “the specific god” being used, having the context of The World, indicating correctly how this individual heading a grouping
of people considering themselves as a demigod over The World to fulfil their desires on the pretext it is to help the members who put them into
that position of power (and what is different throughout all time in whatever country of The World)! Yahweh lets them have their day
(Rom.1v16-32) to demonstrate their incompetence (to either fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and equally to show they are not able to meet their
promises made to the deluded supporters)!
Thus, we are given to understand this scenario is to occur (at its various levels and within certain groupings throughout time) – but who is to grab for
that position in The Culmination (at The Close of The Gospel Age)?
I presently do not know (but I suggest exactly who this might be within my inter-verse commentaries to The Book of Revelations of some 770,000 words)!
2Thes. 2v5 og not (you) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}

2Thes. 2v5 og
2Thes. 2v5 og
2Thes. 2v5

because yet/still/more being/have toward/nearness/{accession to} {specifically yourselves},
these (things) (I) stated/exclaimed {to yourselves}?
= Because not you remember/recollect I (Paul) stated these things {to yourselves},
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yet/still (I) being near {specifically yourselves}?

Because not you (brethren) remember I (Paul) stated these things to yourselves,
(while I was) yet being near specifically yourselves?
Paul had spoken much to certain people whom he “deemed worthy” to imbue this knowledge - obviously, The Thessalonians were ardent recipients of
this material, having imitated Paul by accurately spreading “The Real Gospel” to The World in their charity work (of personal ministry).
Paul was warning these positive/hearkening recipients to beware of those people coming in to the “1st Century Christianity” and turning it into the
“worldly Christianity” of which we have today (inasmuch the vestiges Judaism subverting what Paul taught and of new Gnostic teaching soon to come,
was at variance to what JC taught us)! These would be “The Professionals” coming into “Christianity” requiring a “worldly return” “to service
their personal desires” (note my important commentaries to “The Threshing Ox” allegory 1Cor.9v9. 1Tim.5v18).
2Thes. 2v6 og Also now/present/immediate the (thing) {holding down}/clinging/retaining/possessing/adhering
2Thes. 2v6 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive into/unto the [him]
2Thes. 2v6 og (to be) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed (the) him
2Thes. 2v6 og in to the [= within] [time] (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself] (to the) time/season/occasion.
= Also now/presently you know/understand the thing {holding down}/retaining (= holding back “the mystery")
2Thes. 2v6
into/unto the him to be revealed/disclosed within his own time/season/occasion.

Also, presently (you early Brethren having been taught “1st Century Christianity”)
you know/understand the thing {holding down}/restraining unto him (being that Yahweh first requires His 144000 TCs)
to be revealed/disclosed within his time/occasion (“The Mystery of God” must be accomplished first before all the charlatans are revealed).
A prophecy telling The Thessalonians (who become the mirror to The TCs of The Gospel Age – because Paul recognises, they are so close to being TCs
themselves to be personally solving “The Mystery of God” see below) that we are to beware – always knowing they (as possible TCs through the ages
of every generation) must wait for this “type of person” to become disclosed (within generations/groupings/time). Being his/her hypocrisy while
claiming to “save the world” (local/relative to The Impostor) from the surmounting plethora of problems (Mankind induced) that sadly shall
progressively increase through the generations to wreak havoc upon this planet, causing pain and suffering through the years (in particular at The
Closing) of The Gospel Age (a culmination at the last 3.5 years). I find it so sad that Mankind is forced to go through this pain (Rom.8v22) only
because “the die-hards” keep telling us (The World) that “Mankind can sort out its own generated mess - if given enough time!”
So naturally in Yahweh’s Righteousness (because that is the only way “Childish Mankind” will learn, is through something being
demonstrably proved), Yahweh allows Mankind “all the time (in The Present World)” to demonstrate the folly of such “worldly wisdom”!
Then Yahweh shall move-in through JCg to resolve all matters, and then herald in The Millennium, where The World is to be resurrected to learn
“Righteousness” according to Yahweh’s Methodology – thereby demonstrating Yahweh’s “Right to Rule” is better than Satan’s dominion.
All this is exactly as The Bible tells us – but is never taught by worldly Christian leaders to their utmost shame (hence Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)!
That is precisely why Yahweh works in parallel to “Leaders of Religion”, – to be outside what they preach by both word and deeds!
Being precisely what The Prophets said about the “Professional Leaders of Religion” ruling “Israel” in their day!
I explain more thoroughly elsewhere “The Mystery of God”, but briefly it means How is it possible for a member of “The Creation” become like its “Creator” (= JCg as “the specific god” of us)?
The Answer Is to precisely imitate “The Creator” (= JC's ministry/lifestyle)!
Then “Yahweh” (= “I make become who/what I choose to become”) as “The 3rd Party Assessor” with infinite capability makes the specific member
of “The Creation” “begotten” like “The Creator” (= the TC becomes begotten [to become “fully born again”, both spiritual and physical] a future
“Son of God” at “The 1st Resurrection” alongside his/her Creator, JCg, as the wife/brother/sister Rev.21v2,9, Matt.12v48-50, 20v23).
That is how the member of “The Creation” personally solves “The Mystery of God”.
Note, for humans, we must prove the conception of The Spiritual first, before we receive The Physical second, precisely as did JC show us “The Way”
(John.14v5-15) of which The Prophets looked – but could not personally achieve Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10 and hence Matt.11v11.
This is what Abraham had to do for 25 years first - before Yahweh answered by proof in the birth of Isaac (and we likewise), hence wholly different to
what is errantly taught by our charlatan Christian leaders about being “Born Again”! They really are so completely deviant to what Yahweh Desires,
hence the next verse in context!
2Thes. 2v7 og the For (the) secret/mystery {even now}/already/{by this time}
2Thes. 2v7 og (it) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily works/does} [middle voice]

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

2v7 og
2v7 og
2v7 og
2v7 og
2v7 og
2v7

of the violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness,
merely/alone/only the (person) {holding down}/clinging/retaining/possessing/adhering
{just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/presently,
until/{up to}/while {from/out of} (of the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst
(he/she/it may/should) {become to be} [middle voice].
= For the secret/mystery of violation/lawlessness already/{even now} be {fervently working}/{actively doing},

only the person {just now}/presently {holding down}/retaining, (“The Word of God” within the mind)
until he/she/it will {become to be} {from out of} of the middle/midst/amongst (them). (Throughout Christendom during Gospel Age)

For the secret/mystery (hence, not publicly recognised) of violation/lawlessness (against “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC)
already be fervently working (2Cor.11v4, 13-15, Gal.3v1, 1John.2v18-19, 2Pet.2v1, Acts.20v29, etc.),
only the person presently {holding down}/retaining (“The Word of God” within The Mind to precisely imitate JC – survives to “The Goal”),
until he/she (as the TC retaining “The Word of God”)
will personally become to be from out of the midst (of Christendom at “The 1st Resurrection” when JC comes to collect the 144000 TCs)
(Being “The Point” of what Paul has been teaching as “1st Century Christianity” unto the hearkening Brethren.)

We must ask What does this verse really mean?
Letting the reader into a secret – when I was spiritually younger, I thought this verse was speaking about the lawless person at The End Times of The
Gospel Age, and like other people, I could not really understand the linkages. However, in my spiritual maturity of personally studying The New
Testament for over 50,000+ man-hours, I realise Paul was warning these brethren of what was to come – he, and the other apostles, had seen it
occurring elsewhere. Firstly with Judas Iscariot leading a rebellion against The Word of God (JC), Peter saw it then with Ananias and Sapphira
(Acts.5v1-8) and why he had to act so quickly, then Paul saw it hence his comments at Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6 (as examples elsewhere), Acts.20v29, then
John likewise at 1John.2v18-19, etc.! He did not want this near perfect congregation going the same way as the other congregations (Corinthians and
Galatians)!
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Paul was exhorting this specific Ecclesia to maintain “The Real Faith” of “1st Century Christianity” throughout its generations until JCg
comes at “The 1st Resurrection” - because quite simply “He did not want it to fail at any time in the future!”
This is Paul's Primary Teaching (1) To get people to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle, and then (2) keep them up at that level!
However, in saying this, it becomes a warning to all Christian congregations of what is to come globally, very much as the warnings given in Rev.
chapters 2 and 3 – all by analogy, being representative of what was to come throughout The Gospel Age.
Repeating again because it is so important to understand:
“1st Century Christianity” teaches of “The Goal” being what Yahweh Desires, firstly 144000 TCs – before He can move to the next stage
of His “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. This is at the forefront of Paul's Teaching (by mouth when with them, epistles are
only to keep The Congregations “on the Line” to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle to achieve this Goal that was spoken by mouth, and The
Gospel is actually the sub-structure behind The Words in the epistles). Thus, when Paul gives no specific Name, then The Prime candidate
is JC as The Goal, and “people” are those TC actively aiming to be like JC. Antichrists are understood to be charlatan Christian leaders in
“the ascendancy” (in the 1st Century, taking full control in the 2nd Century, and politically endorsed at 325 CE at Nicea).
Paul was not specifically warning of a single adversarial person at the end of The Gospel Age – but really an adversarial leader
coming in per congregation and be spoiling the work he and fellow apostles had done to yield TCs unto Yahweh.
st
The “1 Century Christians” had been primed to understand this within The Epistles - to be on their local guard.
Yet today none of this is understood, because Yahweh's Plan (given as “1st Century Christianity”) is never taught within Christendom!
I give numerous reasons elsewhere as to why “1st Century Christianity” is never taught today by delinquent and self-indulgent “angels”!
After that important background introduction, then please let me continue with the commentary
When the Greek word for “secret/mystery” is used, then it means relative to “humans who are not given to know” (as this website explains regarding
“The Mystery” of “JCg’s creation becoming like The Creator – a Son of God” which was a “secret/mystery” to The Prophets prior to JC’s
Golden/Kingly Standard was given to The World).
Thus, this “secret/mystery of violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness” means The World does not see/recognise “this to be a problem”.
The World is not “given to know” (Matt.13v11-13) and “chooses to remain ignorant” (StrongsTM = 50) – just as by example, many people today
state (and have done over the past decades “Crime is not any worse today – it is just the subject gets more public airing and so appears to be worse!”
Worst still, the governments of various countries “keep moving the goal-posts closer together” – so the figures appear to be progressively better!
As usual, those people who give this mantra are “Not given to know” that crime is much worse today than it was 50 years ago – and it will become
incrementally worse even though governments will burden us with evermore legislation to hold the pressure cooker lid more firmly down until the whole
pot explodes (during Mankind’s implosion into the “singularity of chaos” in the last few years of The Gospel Age).
The problem is this.
The Mind within individuals of “The Collective Society” is not being reformed – but becoming further alienated from Yahweh (made
“just so” by the utterly useless teaching given by “Professional Leaders of Religion” in their shenanigans).
We realise “worldly laws” become only “a sticking plaster over the sore” – the real healing must come from within (being “The Power
of The Word of God”, yielding Yahweh’s Methodology = “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt” – as perfectly exhibited by JC, and
ultimately the 144000 elected out of The Gospel Age). Sadly, “real healing” cannot occur by self-indulging “The Individual”, like spoilt
children (Heb.12v8) as we witness within “Religion” (and the other two bastions of society [politics and commerce])!
At “The End Times” of The Gospel Age (being sometime during the middle of the 21st Century CE), as we are told in 2Tim.3v1-5, it will become
terrible within society, because the members with power to be freely exercised, choose to self-indulge to their neighbours hurt - and with this
manifestly expressed throughout all of society results in this witnessed pain and suffering.
However, that is one aspect of lawlessness being an obvious (to some people) physical manifestation in present day society operating according to
Satan’s methodology (that has become “worldly methodology”).
While I speak of the clearly visible physical aspects, we can reason, Paul is really speaking about The Spiritual Lawlessness (Matt.7v20-22) being
what drives our mind, which then in turn, leads to the physical manifestation of lawlessness within society because the correct goals are not given.
Essentially “The Real Gospel” is not correctly given – so humans are left in a lawless spiritual vacuum made manifest physically.
Where, they only become subject to “the Laws” of which they desire to impose upon themselves (a Gospel of Excuses)!
So just as it was in Paul’s day, he could see The Lawlessness/Wickedness of worldly Christianity infiltrating the “1st Century Christianity” teaching
to morph it into becoming a subset of “Religion” that we have today, then by natural extension we realise that once losing “The Goal” (of Sonship and
The Millennium) then society can only free-fall downwards – precisely as we witness The Pangs, Bursts of Pain the nearer “child-birth” comes (being
“The Physical Birth” of The 144000 TCs and The Millennium – Gal.4v19, 1Thes.5v3, 2Thes.3v8, etc.). Where, the leaders (of the three bastions) of
society have more technology to use over an ever-increasing size of people/nations!
Consequently, we realise towards “The End Times” of The Gospel Age, this lawlessness will be fervently working within society precisely as we
witness today, of some seven billion humans alive today, and the third of this population claiming to have Biblical knowledge (as “Christians”) have
virtually no working knowledge whatsoever, and are thus personally, so very spiritually blind to what Yahweh’s Desire might be for them!
This is what Revelations chapter 8 screams out to us - as shall occur towards the end of The Gospel Age hence chapter 9 explains what will
occur during the last some 100 years or so of The Gospel Age. Please read all my commentaries to those two chapters.
This occurs because worldly Christian leaders (and worst, charlatan) Christian leaders have absolutely no regard for those people in their care
(Luke.16v19-22+) or any regard for Yahweh, “people” just become “A commodity” bought and sold (Rev.18v13, as the robbers John.10v1, or
wolves Acts.20v29) – because if they had any regard (especially agapao) for “either end of their representation” – then they would not behave in
the manner they do!
If they had regard, then they would fervently publicise/teach what “The Word of God” of “1st Century Christianity” personally meant
(by both word and deportment) to every human in their congregations – and because they most certainly do not, then consequently, in no
manner do they imitate Paul (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.)!
However as always, when I make an over-generalization – I always cover it by saying there are a few Christian leaders who truly fulfil Yahweh’s
Desire in perhaps the same manner (and numbers) as during the day of JC with the Pharisee grouping (because the statistical spread of mindset will be
identical between the two groupings throughout the generations – but just be different names and faces taking those places of power!
Therefore, equally, this spiritual lawlessness will be a “secret/mystery of violation/lawlessness/transgression” because as Paul tells us, the majority
of Christians will be duped/deluded/seduced (v3, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.) by those people metaphorically parading themselves as Christs (Matt.24vv23-26,
Mark.13v21-23) performing all manner of “marvellous/wonderful signs in the name of The Lord” – but they are confidence tricksters , “rogue
traders”, “spiritual paedophiles” “lawless” (to Yahweh’s Requirements, Matt.7v20-22), gaining their huge followings to merely self-indulge their ego
(and to take tithes [under the title of “donations”] in supposedly “the name of JC”)! What an utter detestation! it is an abomination to Yahweh and
what “The Methodology of Yahweh” should mean within their lives, being “The Required Transformation” of our spirit/personality/desires/traits
that is to be separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment (the HS).
Thus “the person holding down” is a person who chooses to retain “The Word of God” in The Mind so he/she may continue to imitate
JC’s ministry/lifestyle to the close of the 1st part of their physical life and thus ideally be on target to be awakened/roused at “The 1st
Resurrection”.
Thus with “The Word of God” accurately imbued, means we are sufficiently educated to spot a charlatan Christian Leader before he/she even opens
the mouth, by only seeing the demeanour, which becomes corroborated (1) within the first sentence out of the mouth and (2) by examining their
“fruitage” (= their “deluded human followers” of the same spiritual DNA)!
Let me repeat
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Paul was speaking to this one specific grouping of people – and he has seen infiltrators coming into other groupings, thus warning the Thessalonians
about what will occur to them likewise if they lose “1st Century Christianity” from their minds. However, my point is this misadventure to any sized
grouping throughout time will occur – because it is The Nature of a leader to operate according to worldly methodology (to self-indulge upon the
proceeds) and present themselves as “god” of knowledge to supposedly make better the group’s position (of wherever and whenever). This shall
ultimately spread over The World (being now a “global village”) at “The Close of The Gospel Age” by the use of “Technology” of which we have
now seen occur.
A 4th revision addition.
All the above reminds me of The Jews and JC as The Messiah in “The Opposite sense”.
Let me explain myself.
JC explained the splendour of Solomon was easily recognised, and yet someone much greater (JC) was amongst them and they did not recognise him
(Matt.12v42, Luke./11v31). Just as John the Baptist was a foremost prophet and he was not officially recognised by “The Professional Religious
Leaders” (Matt.11v11) - only because “they choose not to” because the required personal reform would be too painful (Matt.3v7-10).
Thus, the Jews are still waiting for their Messiah, but he has been and gone – and will only see him “when it is too late” at “The 1st Resurrection”!
(As it will equally be, for virtually all Christians, of “The 2nd Epoch of Israel” – hence Matt.20v16, 22v14)!
The same in the negative sense occurs within our evangelical/charismatic fringe taking these sensationalistic aspects of The Bible for their leaders’
own aims (of behaving like “god”) are by deliberate misdirection, pointing forward for the negative equivalent of a Messiah (an antichrist), being this
evil person that shall show itself at the end of The Gospel Age. They incorrectly read/publicise (hence Rev.22v18-19) what John stated at 1John.2v1819 and 4v1-3 showing “the Antichrist” was already beginning then – just as Paul said at 2Cor.11v4, hence warnings at Act.20v29 and what JC said
at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23. The point I am making is “The Antichrist” is already with us and has been with us for the last 1700 years with
Christendom starting some 300 years after these prophecies were made - by itself teaching against “1st Century Christianity”! Hence the other
prophecies speaking of The Great Harlot (Christendom, Rev.17v2, 19v2) out of the other two harlots (Judaism and Islam) having all come through
Jerusalem (“The Great City”) having originated out of “The Mother of Harlots” (being “Babylon”) always representative of “Religion” as a
whole, ultimately sourced by Satan through his cohorts “Professional Leaders of Religion” operating according to his methodology (to self-indulge to
their neighbour’s hurt).
Because they practise Rev.20v18-19, then they make Satan their god irrespective if (like atheists) internally, they do not believe Satan exists!
A 4th revision - heavily reworked earlier revisions.
The crux of the matter is, the two principal aims of “1st Century Christianity” are “hidden from view” – hence “Anti-christ” (“Anti-anointing”).
It was JC (“God’s Word part 2”) by righteously answering The Tanakh (“God’s Word part 1”) taught “The Real Gospel” of 1.
The Goal of Sonship that Yahweh requires 144000 TCs (Early Adopters) first before He can move onto item 2 below.
2.
The Millennium out of which Yahweh (from 1 above) can righteously gain “The Late Adopters” out of “The Resurrected World”.
Those two aspects are never taught in Christendom – being the only things that JC taught for ate least 3 days to the same audience (Mark.8v2-3).
Item 1 must first occur before (2) can occur.
Item 1 requires 144000 people (Rev.14v1-4) who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/deportment personally proven to “The Watching/Judging World”.
Yet by counter, Christendom excuses all the above with a New Jesus (2Cor.11v4) being a “Gospel of Excuses” “to remain Human” (Jude.v4).
I let the reader into a little secret, made so because of Christendom’s output (of the diseased tree Matt.7v16-19) Yahweh does not want any human to exist into the Eternity – they will all be annihilated!
Yahweh only wants reformed people who “imitate JC” to live beyond The Millennium into The Eternity!
Because Christendom is a “Gospel of Excuses to remain human” then its leaders are “Antichrist” being “Anti-Anointing” for “The Goal of
Sonship” to yield “The Early Adopters” to become “The Heirs” (Sons of God [kings/priests]) over The Inheritance (The Resurrected World)!
Therefore, leaders of Christendom are actively working against Yahweh’s Desire (2Cor.11v13-15, hence Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32) to achieve
The Millennium out of which He is to righteously obtain “The Late Adopters”. The reader must strike out of their mind the first sentence to Rev.20v5,
being the most dangerous copyist addition in The Whole Bible by many orders of magnitude, unsupported by any other text in The Bible, and yet
Christendom has built its whole doctrine on “an unrighteous sentence” that it first created sometime soon after 325 CE! What an indictment!
Please see my commentary of some 17,000 words to that one verse that explains why it is a copyist addition and it must be struck out of our mind!
Can the reader understand why I am motivated to write some 4,000,000 words thoroughly explaining The New Testament over some 50,000+ hours?
I did this because I personally find this is my best way to understand “Subject Matter” and I applied this technique to The Bible – so I now have a
straightened mind over “The Word of God” and I freely give the results of my arduous work to The World. I was motivated to start this long journey,
because I recognised our “Professional Leaders of Religion” taught many opposing concepts and unrighteous nonsense - so by necessity, I bypassed
them and did “The Research” myself (Matt.7v7-8). I have now proved to my satisfaction, our millions of “Professional Leaders of Religion ” have
absolutely not the faintest idea how “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” operates! It was beneficial to me and now to The World
for me to spend more than 50,000+ hours of my own time (outside secular work and family obligations) to discover “The Absolute/Disclosing Truth”
and freely give this to The World (Matt.24v14).
I now encourage our “Professional Leaders of Religion” to read my output so they might learn something new and then personally change
their outlook upon “life”! But will they (Luke.5v37-39)?
2Thes. 2v8 og Also then/{at the time} (he/she/it will be) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed
2Thes. 2v8 og the (one [entity/methodology/organisation]) lawless/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawful,
2Thes. 2v8 og whom/which/that the lord/master [JCg] (he will) {use up}/destroy/consume
2Thes. 2v8 og to the [= in/with/by/on] spirit/personality/desires/traits
2Thes. 2v8 og of the {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face (of the) him, also
2Thes. 2v8 og (he will) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify/annul/waste/{do away}/{bring to nothing}
2Thes. 2v8 og to the [= in/with/by/on] manifestation/{memorable event}/advent/appearing/{glorious display} of the
2Thes. 2v8 og parousia/{presence (in/through a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)} (of the) him;
2Thes. 2v8
= Also then/{at the time} the lawless/{not subject to law} person/entity shall be revealed/disclosed,
whom/which the lord/master (JCg) will {use up}/destroy/consume with the spirit/personality/desires/traits of his mouth,
also he (JCg) will {render useless}/nullify with the {memorable event}/advent/{glorious display} of his presence/coming.

Also then (at “The 1st Resurrection” when the 144000 TCs are taken who have demonstrably achieved “The Goal” for Sonship to Yahweh)
the lawless person shall be revealed (because he/she has been refused the position of being a “god” [v4] by Yahweh to be alongside JCg),
whom the lord/master (JCg as “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13] as “The Authority” of “Righteousness” over “Mankind”)
will {use up}/consume (any validity these charlatan Christian leaders had within the minds of their devotees after “The 1st Resurrection”)
with the spirit/personality/desires/traits of his mouth (being “JCg's Call” to gather the 144000 TCs, Rev.10v3, 11v12, 14v7, 18v2, etc.)

(Because “The Word of God” is “The Authority” to destroy the rampant unrighteous/nonsense output from “Religion/Christendom”.)

also he (JCg) will render useless (the credibility of the charlatan Christian leaders operating at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)
with the {2nd Advent}/{glorious display} of his (JCg’s) parousia/coming (at “The 1st Resurrection” comprising only of the 144000 TCs).
An interesting verse - but can be simply broken down into segments to gain understanding.
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It must be clearly understood this verse operates at two levels 1.
Generally, throughout society in every generation during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years (plural “individual” – see verse 10).
2.
But this event culminates at the close of The Gospel Age (in the “birth pangs of travail” “immediately” before The Millennium).
Thus, we must understand our mind needs to be personally protected at two levels 1.
At the local level – not to be drawn-in by seductive speech of “rogue traders”, “spiritual paedophiles” (both political and religious)!
2.
At the Birth Pang events when major crisis occurs within The Environment – we must become utterly neutral in worldly events.
It is JC as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13) accurately imbued as a parousia/presence operating within a TC that protects “us” during these crisis
events in our life, both local and international. Thus, it is “The Power” of “The Word of God” that protects us generally – being of our mind – (by
destroying the “spiritual hold” of worldly methodology leading us into trouble). Consequently “The Word of God” keeps us away from the selfindulgent methodology taught to please “The Immediacy” of an animalistic/carnal mind - before it has been reformed upon “The Word of God” –
to give us this very necessary protection away from The World (being of its methodology ultimately sourced by Satan [Gen.3v1-5] to indulge himself
to our future hurt)!
Because we have JC as “The Word of God” operating within us as JC's spiritual parousia/presence, then we become possible (as only determined
by Yahweh) candidates to participate at JCg’s physical parousia/coming at “The 1st Resurrection” to become future “Sons of God”.
Now after understanding “The Application” of this verse being recognised at the local and international levels throughout The Gospel Age –
then we should understand what it means at The Last Pang – just before “The 1st Resurrection” (because we, of The World, are so close to
that time now at 2013/21 CE, living as “the last generation”, where Yahweh is validating His final few members to achieve His 144000 TCs)
“The Last Pang” of some years just before “The 1st Resurrection” is now to be described.
“Also then lawless/{without law}/unlawful person will be revealed/disclosed” is Paul confirming his prophecy of the earlier verse telling us the
lawless person (within any congregation) has thus been established in his seat of power driven by a desire to be “god” for self-indulgent reasons.
This does operate at two levels - (1) during the metaphoric race heats (generation after generation) for Yahweh's selection of TCs throughout The
Gospel Age (1Cor.9v23-26) provided we ran according to “The Rules” (2Tim.2v5) that are “to precisely imitate JC”. (2) more applicable to our
time (2015/21 CE) at “The Last Generation” when things “come to a head” and “The 1st Resurrection” is to occur soon (before 2067 CE), where
the TCs and charlatan Christian leaders shall be obviously physically separated in The Public's gaze – at which point “Religion” will enter a free-fall
in credibility – being recognised as “an embarrassment to a sane/reasoning mind”!
“whom the lord (JCg) will destroy/consume with the spirit/personality/desires/traits of his mouth”. We are thus told this representative lawless
person within each of the congregations (of which The Thessalonians are “The Representative Good One” – where things could turn bad) becomes
{used up}/consumed/destroyed by the lord (JCg). Not necessarily in a physical sense, but instead, the lawless person losses his/her
virility/capability/sparkle in his/her/{its (as an organisation)} present position of power.
The clue to this comes from the last word “mouth” normally means “by decree/command” however in this instance we are told it is
“spirit/personality/desires/traits” that comes from “The Mouth” inasmuch the “spirit/etc.,” drives what comes out of the mouth (James.3v5-10).
A specific instance at The End Times speaks of the Two Witnesses. We are told in Rev.11v5, two witnesses consume those people opposing/{adversarial
to} their testimony (by fire from their mouth – where “fire” just means “the power of speech” being the “strength of argument” (having authority of
“The Subject”) made possible by Yahweh’s “HS”. “Yahweh’s Desire that is separate from this world of sin made manifest within The Environment”.
Note This is not “mystical” as fraudulently given by our charlatan Christian leaders– but rather, the TC has put in the background effort of many,
many years to learn his/her subject matter so he/she has “The Authority” to speak with fire to consume their opponents’ output as was JC able
(Matt.22v46, Luke.20v40), because the TCs think/reason as does JC and Yahweh (John.14v20, 17v21-26). “Professional Religious Leaders” cannot
speak with authority/competence over “Yahweh’s Word” because they only profusely study “Man’s output” and not “The Word of God”
irrespective of what they state about their supposed capabilities and hence, they reason in the manner of Prov.3v5-8!
The witness (= “The Evidence” given in “The Power of Speech”) these “Two Witnesses” of Rev.11v5 give, is of what they have seen, being of the
major events through the last 6000 year history of Mankind – please see my commentary at Matt.16v28 where I carefully explain precisely why I
understand these two witnesses to be Elijah (as stated) but the other individual I understand not to be Moses, but rather, Enoch of 7th generation
down from Adam (Gen.5v21-25 - being “the other side of the river/flood” Dan.12v5-6).
The spirit/personality/desires/traits is what comes from “The Word of God” imbued within the recipient, but sourced by Yahweh’s
spirit/personality/desires/traits that is separate from this world of sin (HS) made manifest within The Environment.
Thus, Yahweh’s Desire is being made manifest within The Environment through the testimony of evidence given by these two witnesses speaking “The
Word of God” that we know was/is JC speaking The Gospel being Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan to yield Human Salvation” – being precisely
what these two witnesses will be teaching Mankind.
“also {render useless}/nullify with the manifestation/{memorable event}/advent of his presence/coming.” This could have fulfilment at two specific
points in the future – separated by about 3.5 years.
What do I mean?
This might be fulfilled 1.
At JCg’s 1st 2nd C to collect his 144000 TCs and in doing so, nullify this upstart/imposter’s position as being “the specific god” over the
respective congregations, because “The 1st Resurrection” has demonstrably shown these charlatan Christian leaders as then formally
rejected by Yahweh (to be “a god” alongside JCg [Matt.20v23] to judge The World [Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.])!
2.
At JCg’s 2nd 2nd C being some 3.5 years later to enact Yahweh’s Wrath upon Mankind to remove opposition and to instate The Millennium.
At this point in time, I choose not to be more specific as to which present worldly event is being prophesied in this specific verse – but being relative to
“Religion” then I move to (1), because (2) is “Political” removal. Yahweh first uses “the political world” to completely remove “Religion” during
the 3.5 years between “The 1st Resurrection” and The Millennium being put in place. This inauguration of The Millennium shall occur during the last
45 days, where all worldly leaders are removed from office – that becomes “The Great Tribulation” (specifically for them “squealing” – hence the
wording used at 2Pet.3v10)!
Very much in the same manner as Yahweh spiritually moved to The Gentiles 3.5 years after JC’s Resurrection with Cornelius’ baptism (Acts. chapter
10) and then physically/politically moved to the Gentiles in 70 CE by using The Romans to destroy the temple records of the Jew’s Lineage/Sons to
Abraham (always representative to Yahweh) because Yahweh’s Sons were to come from The Christian Nation (2nd Epoch of Israel).
I explain all this in more detail elsewhere, and just give the basic links within the reader’s mind – being “The Framework” of Yahweh’s Plan.
2Thes. 2v9 og {Of whom/which} [the lawless person] (he/she/it) is the parousia/presence/coming
2Thes. 2v9 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) (the) {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

2v9 og
2v9 og
2v9 og
2v9 og
2v9

of the Satan/Adversary/Opposer
in (to the [= within]) all (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}
also (to the) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders
also (to the) prodigies/omens/wonders (of the) falsehood/lie/untruth,

= the presence/coming {of whom} (the lawless person/entity) (firstly, anywhere in society/era – but finally one at The Close)
is according to the operation/{effectual working} of the Satan/Adversary/Opposer (having the same methodology of The World)
within all {miraculous power}/{mighty work} also signs/tokens, (façades and illusions of whatever, to bedazzle deluded admirers)
also falsehood/lying omens/wonders.
(false prophecies, speaking in tongues, pleasing oratory, etc., at the religious level.)
(But equally repeated at the levels of both politics and commerce giving the spectacle of greatness and capability.)
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The presence/coming of whom (the lawless person – taking their place over the respective congregation – and the tiers within Christendom)
(Likewise repeated at the level of both politics and commerce – operating to “Their Laws” and rejecting JC’s Laws at Mark.12v30-31.)

is according to the operation of the Satan/Adversary (charlatan Christian leaders operating according to worldly methodology)

(Repeated generation after generation – politics and commerce each taking their own slot “Over the People” - for personal worldly gain.)

with all mighty work also signs (being what we witness throughout Christendom to keep “the punters” happy “betting on everlasting life”)
(Repeated generation after generation, in religion, politics, commerce to draw “The People in” to the leaders’ way of thinking.)

also lying omens (“worldly prophecies”, “speaking in tongues” given to please “The Immediacy” having no relevance to Yahweh's Plan)

(Repeated generation after generation, in religion and politics [less likely in commerce because products must “prove themselves worthy”)

Paul confirms the reason why the lawless person(s) (plural, see next verse) was/is able to take his/her position(s) to fulfil personal ambitions at the
hurt of the neighbour progressively through time of The Ages at any place within society in its worldly groupings.
A 4th revision addition slid in at 2021 CE.
We see this in politics during the “Brexit” pain and suffering of the people and planet (of wasted resources “for the sake of politics”), likewise outside
this, the leaders of Russia and USA behaving in their own characteristic worldly manner over the people causing much death and destruction in their
wake. Then in commerce – for example social media giants destroying millions of peoples’ lives through their products because they wish to enjoy “The
Freedom” to output in “The Manner” Satan desires. All of whom shall be made accountable of what they have brought into The World.
Returning to my older revisions.
The word “Satan” is used, but it means “To Oppose” “Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within The Environment” (Matt.16v23).
Thus, any person who takes position of “authority” over others and minimises Yahweh's Plan to achieve His 144000 TCs over the approximate 2000
year Gospel Age is adversarial to Yahweh's Plan being fulfilled. Yahweh Desires His future “Sons of God” for the next stage of His Righteous Plan!
Any individual being satanic to this most important requirement to attain 144000 - is encompassed within this verse!
This has occurred throughout The Gospel Age – but with the technical advances available today enables leaders to wield more power over The
Environment – and further, bewitch their deluded supporters by manipulating environmental ambience. This occurs in politics, religion, and commerce
– pulling at the sensibilities of seduced recipients throughout The World – the leaders producing “idols” (1John.5v21) to consume our time and draw
our attention away from fulfilling Yahweh's prime objective (which is sadly, never taught today, but only satanic/opposing/adversarial “Religion”)!
“The Word of God” gives protection from “technological idols” and focuses our attention onto “The Correct Goal” for our attentions.
Obviously in The Millennium we will have much greater technology than we can conceive today – but “The Crux” is this, it will be used
objectively to edify society – rather than to personally self-indulge from the respective “Resultants” as is done today!
Noting the Mobile Phone is “The God” of most people, spending far more time in its worship than the most ardent pious religious person
would give to “the supposed God”, and having “withdrawal symptoms” if they lose their phone for more than a day!
Thus, we understand these individuals respective as “singular” to their specific grouping (in the manner that Paul was warning The Thessalonians)
desire control over people for what this position as 'god' can deliver, specifically spun to give mutual self-indulgence for “The Worldly Returns” this
brings. As always, this methodology naturally fulfils “the desire of Satan” to mislead humans away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for “Human
Salvation” (because Yahweh needs His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs” to proceed any further [Rev.14v1-4]). As I state (see Satan’s
desire in glossary) it is Satan’s continuous attempts to stop that number of 144000 TCs from occurring by completely beguiling The World from fulfilling
Yahweh’s Desire - because ultimately, it becomes his nemesis (Rev.20v1-3, 10).
In the closing generation of The Gospel Age, we will see the following occur Many people will be following ridiculous religious cults operating under the separate spirit/personality/desires/traits of their respective leaders (= the
rogue thieves John.10v1-9) and the various established mainstream religious establishments doing “their own thing” under the collective
spirit/personality/desires/traits of the “appropriate leaders” as we are told in Eph.2v2 – having “the common spirit of the air” (of worldly
methodology). This will occur because The Populace will not believe their “proven corrupted leaders” (of politics and religion) and seek advice
through “untested communication/opinion” through social media - where so much is just a mindless “waste of time” - because generally all this
“data” (barely can be stretch to be called “information”) does not edify anyone.
As we notice, society is fracturing certainly between “the haves” and “the have-nots” within and outside former communities and countries – where
humans “collectively” ever-more “look-after-Number-One”! This was especially evident during the Covid-19 outbreak across the World.
The more “off-beat” religious cults will start, being intrinsically further away from Yahweh’s Desire, and “The Established Religious” will become
ever more relics of a by-gone age (to become a “byword” Deut.28v37, 1Kings.9v7, 2Chron.7v20, Ps.44v14). We might reason these World Leaders
(of the respective congregations/cults) will command their “brave new world” (as often stated by our politicians) to save The Planet from its woes
caused by the international tension through diminishing world resources of every kind precipitated by those people with the capacity/authority to
exercise self-indulgence over/against their neighbour’s best interests.
These leaders will use whatever mighty-works and powers science can deliver accordingly to supposedly “save the world” and everyone will “run to
him/them” as their saviour so he/them might be “the specific god” of them (in a political sense).
Because as He/They will say “Put your trust in me to solve all The World’s immanent problems”.
Where “The Content” varies according to The Audience acknowledging this person's presumed authority over them.
An interesting counter argument might be made If this is being foretold (by The Bible and “FutureLife.Org”), - then it will not occur – because everyone will know and not do it!
Quite simply the answer is, humans do not listen to prophecies or advice, – they always think “they know best”, and do whatever they feel is correct
in their own eyes! That is precisely why Yahweh has stood-aside for the last 6000 years (except to implement His “Plan of Human Salvation”
operating in parallel outside worldly humans) allowing all people to collectively learn from their own mistakes – else it will always be said
“Give us enough time – we do not need “You” (Yahweh) to sort out our own affairs (operating according to worldly methodology)!”
Thus, quite simply The vast majority of The World will ignore this knowledge – just as they do with most of The Bible!
But in Yahweh’s Righteousness – He can say “I told you so - I warned you and yet you would not listen!
However presently, Yahweh is not desirous of those people of The World during The Gospel Age – Yahweh is only extracting “The Remnant” being
His 144000 future “Sons of God” from out of “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= The Christian Nation) for the final part of Human Salvation, being where
the first two Remnants (John.10v16) are then to be used in part of the redemption process to extract “The 3rd Remnant” out of “The 3rd Epoch Israel”
(being “The Resurrected World”). We are collectively told this at Isa.10v20-22 and 2Cor.12v1-3 – where Paul (and a further 143999 other TCs)
shall become The Leaders in “The 3rd Heaven/Sky/Authority” to extract “The 3rd Remnant” [= “The Late Adopters”] of Yahweh’s Methodology).
A few people will listen and turn to Yahweh before “The Wrath of God” occurs – to start the compliant embryonic society of The Millennium into
which “The General Resurrection” will occur (perhaps in manageable 100 year stages – Isa.65v20, supported by the notion of The Week of Sabbaths).
Note To be safe during this chaotic time – we are to personally avoid worldly politics like the plague – thereby become demonstrably known as
being entirely neutral in all worldly affairs – this will truly safe-guard us as individuals from the terrible troubles that are to befall The World.
Importantly, by fulfilling this requirement, together with imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle - then we will legitimately keep off “the radar screens” by
being considered as “not a threat” to political leaders (noting JC's and Paul's guidance at Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-5, Titus.3v1-3) – but more
importantly, to become Agapao, Phileo and Storge (edifying loved, attractively and family loved) by Yahweh.
We should always recognise, – it is the reader’s choice – a personal responsibility to learn from one’s own mistakes – but fortunately JCg has given
us “the safety net” of The Millennium because of his personal agapao/{edifying love} for what we could become – but that is our own choice!
We righteously cannot blame anyone else, but ourselves as individuals (hence Matt.8v12, etc.)!
A 4th Revision addition.
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One thing I must establish, while the World caves into the “singularity of chaos” through all forms of misdirection given by religion, politics, and
commerce, yet “1st Century Christianity” though having been on a back-burner for the last 1700 years, shall soon explode onto the scene at the
imminent close of The Gospel Age (Matt.24v14) as “The Real Gospel Knowledge” of “The Future Life” shall become known and understood, to be
established within The Millennium and continue through into The Eternity.
“Religion” by contrast, shall be dead and permanently buried (annihilated) as soon as we enter The Millennium.
2Thes. 2v10 og also in (to the [= within]) all (to the) delusion/deceit/deceiving/seduction
2Thes. 2v10 og of the unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness in to the ([= within] persons)
2Thes. 2v10 og (being) lost/perishing/destroyed/annihilated/{2nd Death} [middle voice, plural],
2Thes. 2v10 og (in contrast/substitution)/for {of whom/which} the agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love
2Thes. 2v10 og of the truth/verity no/not/none (they) received/accepted/taken/welcomed [middle voice]
2Thes. 2v10 og into/unto the (to be) deliverance/salvation/protection/heal/{make whole}/preserve them.
2Thes. 2v10
= also within all unrighteous/unjust/wrongful delusion/deceit/seduction (is being made/contrived)
within the people being lost/perishing/destroyed/annihilated/{2nd Death}, (over their 2 part life – charlatans never see The Millennium)
(in contrast/substitution) for {of which}
not they personally welcomed/accepted/received the truth/verity of {charity love}/agape
into/unto them to be delivered/saved/preserved.

also (these charlatan Christian leaders [and their counterparts in politics and commerce] beloved by billions of people, operate)
within all unrighteous/wrongful delusion/seduction (for the pleasure of the billions of deluded devotees of these worldly leaders)
within the people (the charlatan Christian leaders in their “possible millions” during The Gospel Age)
being lost/perished (facing “The 2nd Death” of annihilation at the end of their present existence),

(Likewise, for our leaders of Politics and Commerce – if they refuse to personally reform in the 2nd part of their physical life)
(in contrast/substitution) for of which
not they (the beloved charlatan Christian leaders) welcomed/accepted The Truth of agape/charity (to truly reform their mind)
unto them to be delivered/preserved (charlatan Christian leaders are not interested The Millennium, but only in the “here and now”).
(Likewise, for our leaders of Politics and Commerce – if they refuse to personally imitate JC’s deportment in The Millennium.)
Let me rewrite this Those leaders who are contriving unrighteous/wrongful delusion/seduction (upon which to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt) are being
lost/annihilated, for they personally refused to receive the means to be delivered/saved/{made whole}.
(“Learn God’s Word to know how to imitate JC, and then do it.” - It really is not difficult, but we do not want to do any of it!)
Simplifying further
Our worldly leaders scheming unrighteous seduction destroy themselves instead of personally receiving deliverance!
The primary thrust by The Apostles is to “The Leaders of Religion” because they should be setting “The Correct Standard” during the Gospel Age.
However, they dismally fail – as most of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us.
Then “the finger” moves onto former Leaders of Politics/Commerce throughout society, during The Millennium if repentance is not forthcoming!
What a sad indictment of our leaders over Mankind generally in its depressed and darkened state!
That is why we righteously need our two-part life enabled by “JC’s Ransom Sacrifice” given to all humans for zero cost (to us) – to experience both
sides of “the coin” so to speak, enabling us to personally make the definitive decision upon this all-important question Where would we like to be for the remaining part of our whole life?
Clearly the correct decision leads to eternal life but making the wrong decision in the 2nd part of our spiritual life means annihilation!
Reading this verse in the context of being presently at “The End of The Gospel Age”, we have this world leader (perhaps heading a group of people)
will be offering all manner of “seductive injustice” by claiming “The cause justifies the means to get there” amongst those people perishing within
The World by following this line of reasoning – to be believing this lie from “The Lawless One” (inventing their own worldly laws). Because those
people operating under The World’s present Methodology (that leads to annihilation) cannot understand that solving The World’s problems is only
possible through JC’s act of redemption and of personal hearkening in The Millennium.
Sadly, they prefer to personally take themselves to The Abyss before they realise The World cannot survive by operating under its present methodology!
People generally just close their eyes and prefer to ignore the pain and suffering done in their (districts or country’s) name; – this mentality is utterly
incredible! Yet this permeates throughout all society from the very top, to the very bottom, with a mixture of good bad in similar ratios throughout.
2Thes. 2v11 og Also through (reason of) that/this/there/here (he will) dispatch/send/bestow {to them} “the specific god”
2Thes. 2v11 og (the) {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}
2Thes. 2v11 og (of the) fraudulence/deceit/deception/delusion/error,
2Thes. 2v11 og into/unto the (to) commit/believe/entrust them to the falsehood/lie/untruth.
2Thes. 2v11
= Also through reason of this, (the leaders are so presumptuous, full of self-importance and desire to “control people”)
“the specific god” shall send/bestow {to them} the operation/{effectual working} of fraudulence/deception/delusion/error
into/unto them to commit/believe/entrust the falsehood/lie. (about what they can personally deliver to “save people” from whatever)

Also through reason of this (“Professional Leaders of Religion” are so presumptuous in what they pretend to represent, to the hurt of the devotees)
“the specific god” (of the context = “Satan” – being that it is Satan's methodology controlling their mind)
(This cannot be Yahweh or JC, because They cannot source bad things, therefore it must be “the god of this world” Satan, 1John.5v19!)

shall send/bestow to them (Leaders of Religion) the operation of fraudulence/deception (to defraud their devotees of Yahweh's “Goal”)

(This also operates in the leaders of politics and commerce, but “The Thrust” is always to those people purporting to represent Yahweh.)

into them (charlatan Christian leaders) to believe the lie (they can “supposedly give salvation” to their deluded devotees).

(As we regularly hear from leaders of politics/commerce - politics or science can solve Mankind’s ills – just vote for us or buy our products!)

I consistently maintain “Ho theos” always means “the specific god” of the context.
Over the last some 1700+ years our Ancient Greek Christian scholars/theologians have never understood this terminology, and mindlessly, just blindly
assign “Ho theos” only to “The Almighty God” that yields all forms of Bible inconsistencies - especially the Trinity myth full of unrighteous exegesis
and completely unsupported by The Bible – as I clearly demonstrate throughout my thousands of inter-verse commentaries of The New Testament!
I maintain no unrighteous hurt/harm/evil will ever be sourced by either Yahweh or JCg – because They only source intrinsically good/ideal things –
thus this sentence means The Two Entities will refrain from “stepping-in” to redirect these leaders (and followers) back from The Brink!
Deluded devotees already have The Bible and JC’s ransom sacrifice – hence they are allowed to personally place themselves in the position to follow
their own deviant path to see wherever it might take them (Rom.1v16-32), humans generally learn from personal experience.
The book of Proverbs tells us, wise people learn from the actions of other people, and foolish people cannot even learn from their mistakes!
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That is why it is essential for those people who are diligently aiming to become TCs – must remain outside worldly politics in “The Last Days” as it
goes “down the pan” into The Abyss – else we will also be drawn into it like a vortex acting upon us - if we likewise believe “The Seductive Lie from
The Leaders of The World” - both at the political and religious level!
Perhaps it might be just through this simple phrasing “This wonderful leader (= the “lawless one”) can solve all The World’s problems if he/she is given enough power by the people, through
democratic vote!” But as such - we become marked by “The Beast” (Rev.16v2) associated with this worldly power!
I only write like this to become The Luminary within our minds to see what is occurring on this planet, and how Yahweh through JC is redeeming it!
Repeating The specific god would be the present god of this world (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) relative to the people following his methodology!
2Thes. 2v12 og that (they may/should be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged (the) all (persons)
2Thes. 2v12 og the (persons) not (the having) committed/believed/entrusted to the truth/verity,
2Thes. 2v12 og but (the having) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}/{were well pleased}
2Thes. 2v12 og to the [= in/with/by/on] unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness.
2Thes. 2v12
= that they may/should be {mentally decided}/{judiciously concluded}
all those people having not committed/entrusted The Truth,
but having {thought well of}/approved unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness.

That they (charlatan Christian leaders) might be judiciously concluded (refused resurrection by Yahweh in His Greater Judgement)
all those people (charlatan Christian leaders throughout The Gospel Age) not committed (to) The Truth (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)
but having approved (hence, “doing”) unrighteousness/wrongfulness (to Yahweh's Requirement for His supposed messengers/angels).

(A pertinent warning to charlatans now to reform, but equally applicable to all worldly leaders, in their last chance during The Millennium.)

Quite simply the concluding ramifications of this presently failing worldly system (demonstrably so, by 2050 CE)
People (principally “World Leaders”) have been allowed to follow their own path leading to a World implosion caused by The Methodology
of “Self-Indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour”.
They (collectively as humanity) experience The Judgement of that failed enterprise!
While these verses are principally aimed directly at “The Route Cause”, namely “The Charlatan Christian Leaders” taking their position to lead
against what “The Word of God” really means in The Environment to yield His future 144000 “Sons of God”, where these Christian leaders take for
themselves “God's/Yahweh’s” position over their deluded flock (John.10v1) – noting both Acts.10v25-26 and Rev.19v10 of essential teaching for our
learning. Then following, a close behind these nefarious examples of what not to do, are the worldly Christian leaders to a legion of varying degrees
as The Gaussian Distribution of any normal population teaches us.
They collectively do not sufficiently believe “The Absolute Truth of God’s Word” (actions are not the same as words), and in “stiff-necked” fashion
followed their own desires that imitate Satan’s Desires and thus effectively make him their god (includes atheists following their indulgent activities).
Thus, by following their own desires, they approve of unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness (being “the falling away” from God’s Standard).
Even those people trying to be respectful to their neighbours, and charity help in a physical manner – are equally subscribing to this worldly system
because they are not actively spiritually advocating Yahweh’s New Millennium being “The Gospel” through the lifestyle/ministry of a TC.
Thus, by being apathetic Yahweh’s Millennial Call, means all these people sink back to be accepting The World as it is around them (even
though they are perhaps doing their very best at a physical level). This is not a specific condemnation of such activity – “the heart/{seat of
motivation}” is in the correct place – they are trying, but it is not “The Ideal Goal” (Acts.6v1-4)!
However, such-like people will have salvation (they will take to The Millennium like “ducks to water”) but they shall miss “The Greater Ideal” – to
become a “Son of God”. That is the point I am trying to make here - only to give guidance so we all might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for The Goal.
Though it may be painful, I am only teaching the core of “1st Century Christianity” - because that is my duty – else I too, fail Yahweh’s Desire.
2Thes. 2v13 og {we ourselves} And (we have) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought
2Thes. 2v13 og (to) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/{be thankful} to the God {every when}/{at all times}/always
2Thes. 2v13 og concerning/about {of yourselves}, (the) brothers/{The Brethren},
2Thes. 2v13 og (the having been) {loved by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao [plural]
2Thes. 2v13 og under/through/inferior/below/by (of the) lord/master,
2Thes. 2v13 og because (he has) {taken for oneself}/preferred/chosen {specifically yourselves} “the specific god”

2Thes. 2v13 og off/away/separated/from
2Thes. 2v13 og (of the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/chief/
/power/principality/rule/leaders
2Thes. 2v13 og into/unto (the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety
2Thes. 2v13 og in (to the [= within]) purification/{making holy}/sanctification (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits
2Thes. 2v13 og also (to the [in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} (of the) truth/verity;
= And we (TCs) ourselves
2Thes. 2v13

have {become indebted}/{feel obligated} to always {give thanks} to the God (Yahweh) concerning of yourselves the brothers,
the having been {loved by principle}/{edifying loved}/agapao by of the lord/master (Yahweh through JC),
because “The Specific God” (Yahweh)
He (Yahweh) has {taken for oneself}/preferred/chosen {specifically yourselves} (brethren actively aiming to become TCs)
away/from of the extremity/power/principality/rulers (of worldly methodology)
unto the rescue/deliverance/salvation (as possible “Sons of God” - having “guaranteed Salvation” into The Eternity)
within the purification/{making holy} of the spirit/personality/desires/traits (our mind has become built upon “The Word of God”)
also the faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} of the Truth.
(have gained real faith – modelling our mind on JC's ministry/lifestyle)

And we (TCs) ourselves become indebted to always give thanks to God (Yahweh)
concerning yourselves brothers (TCs are always thankful to Yahweh that their work is rewarded by hearkening brethren trying to imitate JC)
(you who are) agapao/{edifying loved} by the lord/master (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God” inculcated by these brethren)
because “The Specific God” (Yahweh, the context being “the Brethren almost as TCs”)
has taken for oneself specifically yourselves (who are actively aiming to become TCs, meaning, “to precisely imitate JC”)
away/from of the power/rule (of worldly methodology) unto the deliverance/salvation (guaranteed as future “Sons of God”)
within the purification of the spirit/personality/desires/traits (our mind is to be wholly built upon “The Word of God”)
also the (real) faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) of The Truth (that means we must read God's Word first - in a good Bible)!
Paul speaking for all TCs (throughout The Gospel Age), will sincerely give thanks to Yahweh for making their workload so rewarding.
It is very hard work in becoming specifically dedicated to be accurately imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle as freely given to The World, when there can
be so many kick-backs from antagonistic, pious religious people actively trying to stop TCs (as we read in The Acts of The Apostles).
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However, it becomes so pleasing to see that little seed (of God's Word) germinate within a receptive individual as the light starts to glow within them,
being “The Dawn of Realisation” flowing through their “synapse construction” as the paths are being rerouted by “The Word of God” actively
working within the hearkening recipient to reform their spirit/personality/desires/traits demonstrated by a reformed lifestyle that imitates JC's!
Now for clarification of the next section (that will be utterly muddled by the present useless and unrighteous Worldly Christian doctrine).
1.
It is JCg who knocks at the door (Rev.3v20) to be the personal “Word of God” entering into prospective candidates for Sonship (being
generally accepted as The Christian Nation). But most of the seed lies in stony ground and the thistles within The Christian Nation and thus
no further yield of TCs is forthcoming (Matt.13v18-22).
2.
However, where it lands upon fertile ground to yield more TCs (Matt.13v23) then these individuals become beloved by their master JCg
who was/is “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13) being “The 1st Seed of Salvation” given to Mankind.
3.
Importantly, it is “The Specific God” of them (TCs), being “Yahweh” making the choice of selection/election of these very specific
people to be accepted as TCs and thus “deemed entirely worthy” of Sonship ready for The Millennium (Matt.20v23).
We read how “The Word of God” has taken full control of the reasoning processes within these TCs now advocating Yahweh’s Methodology, therefore,
far away from operating within “The Methodology” of “The World” and thus has absolutely rescued them from “annihilation”.
Why?
Because they have been “deemed entirely worthy” by Yahweh (only, Matt.20v23), then a resurrection to “Sonship” (at “The 1st Resurrection”,
Rev.20v6) within a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body (not built upon fleshly DNA) and thus not corruptible. Consequently, this new body is not
subject to any future Death – consequently “The 2nd Death” of annihilation has no power (Rev.2v11, 20v6). Obviously, it becomes a resurrection to
guaranteed life (because any death in the future is not a resurrection to “life”) – hence they are blessed/{spoken well of}!
It has occurred because all TCs’ minds have been sincerely reformed to become entirely Christlike as deemed by Yahweh based upon “The
Golden/Kingly Standard” as the foundation laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle to become “The Real Faith” made possible by JC’s (Real) Gospel
expressed within TCs.
2Thes. 2v14 og into/unto who/which/that (he) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned
2Thes. 2v14 og {specifically yourselves} through (reason of) of the {good news/message}/{the gospel} {of/from us},
2Thes. 2v14 og into/unto (the) {acquisition (the act or thing)}/preservation/obtaining/purchase/possession/saving
2Thes. 2v14 og (of the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence of the lord/master {of/from us}
2Thes. 2v14 og (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed.
2Thes. 2v14
= unto which (being of The Goal – “Sonship”)
He (Yahweh through JC) called/assigned/named {specifically yourselves} (brethren actively aiming to become TCs)
through reason of the (Real) Gospel from us (TCs), (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)
into/unto the {acquisition of}/obtaining/possessing of glory/honour/dignity (being “The Opportunity” of gaining “Sonship”)
of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed. (Being that JC set “The Required Standard” for Sonship to be “Anointed”)

unto which (The Goal of Sonship) He (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”)
called/invited specifically yourselves (brethren to be future “Sons of God” – with the most important caveat of imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)
through reason of the (Real) Gospel (given as “1st Century Christianity”)
from us (TCs precisely imitating JC ministry/lifestyle)
unto the obtaining of the glory/honour/dignity (afforded to the 144000 successful TCs at “The 1st Resurrection”)
of our lord/master (“The Word of God” is truly controlling our mind so we entirely fulfil Mark.12v30-31 and imitate JC’s ministry/deportment)
of the Anointed Jesus (being “The Goal” of “The Anointing” laid down as being a possibility for us – provided we precisely imitate him).
This verse needs close scrutiny!
Let me tackle “The Gospel” first.
Depending upon the translation it can be read one of two ways from The Original Greek.
1.
“Through reason of The Gospel from us”.
2.
“Through reason of our Gospel”.
While the standard translation of (2) is generally accepted (and [almost] equally accurate), I choose to keep strictly true to “The Original Greek” to
enable us to consider what this verse is teaching us!
What do I mean?
The two given translations are very different in what they state!
Item (1) Context tells us The Gospel given by the TCs is “The (Real) Gospel” given by JC (being “1st Century” Christianity) that is
repeated with fidelity by the TCs.
Item (2) However tells us something very different! It tells us “The (Real) Gospel” is taken and translated within the mind of the
“Preacher” to become “the gospel” of those people calling themselves representatives of Yahweh to create what we have today as being
“worldly Christianity” (Gal.1v10-12)!
Sadly, item (2) has been pandemic throughout The Gospel Age and is worse now because it is insidiously different (2Pet.2v1) - so the listener must
intimately know The Material first (and the probability of this occurring today through our demonstrable teaching methods is just “about zero”), else
with certainty he/she shall be deceived (if “The Elect” could almost [but not quite] be deceived” Matt.24v24)!
With my knowledge of The New Testament, then I can confidently state, our worldly Christian leaders make a scriptural error in almost every second
sentence that comes out of their mouth when giving a sermon to “Their masses”! The “lack of precision” in their output is both pitiful and appalling,
which is precisely why Yahweh shall reject them from a teaching role in The Millennium as perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us!
Now for the other sections
The scholars taking a keen interest in my exegesis might be quick to quote back to me
It is Yahweh who “elects/chooses”, but JCg who “calls/assigns/names”, thus why do I state Yahweh here?
I shall immediately reply - as always in these situations of theologian confusion
Look at “The Context”! – What is it telling us?
The context tells us, Paul has already said these Thessalonians (specifically The Elders – to whom the letter is addressed) have been “deemed entirely
worthy” (The Epistle has not changed to whom it has been addressed, halfway through), and on closer inspection we have “{specifically yourselves}”
reference pointer that as I have stated elsewhere
This pointer is most often directed to The Elders of The Ecclesia (because they are the specific recipients of the letter) and these people are
in that position because they are highly motivated to imitate Paul (and given that position by the instruction Paul gave to Timothy in his two
letters on how to select these individuals) and receive the commensurate affliction/suffering. This does not occur today in certain areas –
where people are only selected by useless paper religious qualifications distributed by The World – and not by the most important
benchmark – John.7v15 since Luke.2v46-50, noting Mark.1v22. Likewise said of the apostles (Acts.4v13) in direct contrast to Christian
scholars (Matt.23v15), that is why The Bible speaks of “The Babes” recognising JC (as God’s Word) – because they do not have “The
Official Education” of The Leaders making them appear “Mature” in the eyes of The World!
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Consequently, because “He” is referenced to “{specifically yourselves}”, then like “ho theos” (“the specific god”) this pointer points to Yahweh
making the decision of Sonship upon these “{specifically yourselves}” Brethren actively aiming to become TCs. Moreover, we know this
interpretation is correct because of the final section in the verse yields a sensible conclusion “unto the {acquisition of}/obtaining/possessing of the glory/honour/dignity/magnificence of our lord the anointed Jesus”.
What does this tell us?
It tells us, we actively aiming to become TCs by pressing forward, are “unto obtaining the glory/honour/dignity of our Lord Anointed Jesus.”
So again What does this phrase really mean?
It means just as we are told – TCs accepted by Yahweh as “The Early Adopters” (previous section) shall obtain (the same) glory/honour/etc. (as)
of our Lord Anointed Jesus, because JC is truly “The Lord” of the TC, inasmuch the TC “thinks/reasons and does with fidelity” as “The Master”
(God’s Word) tells him/her!
Thus, Yahweh shall assign/name these “{specifically yourselves}” brethren (almost TCs) if they make the grade to be “Sons of God” to be
alongside JCg as his Bride (mate), to be as one metaphoric flesh (within a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body, Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32, 1Cor.6v16) as
husband and wife in The Millennium. They shall rule (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6) and teach “Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World” to
yield “The 3rd Remnant of the 3rd Epoch of Israel” as “The Children” (Late Adopters) coming from out of “The Union” between JCg and the 144000
TCs over The Millennium.

18th Instruction – For the Brethren to become TCs then they must stand firm and be steadfast against the opposition they
will receive from people feeling threatened within The World by the accurate preaching/teaching work imitating TCs.
12th Comment – Quite simply, if we are not experiencing affliction/persecution for our religious work then we are most
certainly not imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle (John.16v1-4) – irrespective of how good we might think we are!
19th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) must imbue “The Word of God” from a good source – leave those worldly
Christian leaders who feed us scraps (Luke.16v19-21) being God’s Word minced to look wonderful but has no content!
Warning – repeat - This apostasy will become more prevalent as “The Day of The Lord” (The Millennium) becomes
ever closer. Satan knows his time is short (Rev.12v12) and is franticly putting-out more misinformation through his
“Professional Leaders of Religion” to confuse! And they do a “wonderful job” for both themselves and devotees!
Prophecy – repeat - “1st Century Christianity” shall morph into “Religion” and be called (worldly) “Christianity”.
This change was officially adopted about 260 years later and its hypocrisy has engulfed us for the last 1700 years!
Warning – repeat - Do not let worldly (worse, charlatan) Christian leaders seduce us, because they will try, by virtue
they operate according to worldly methodology and need to survive/prosper within “The Present World” and norms!
Prophecy – repeat - Leaders will take their position over people to beguile/seduce them with flattery. It happens both in
“The World of Politics” and “Throughout baseless Religion” built upon the quicksand of untested hearsay and myth!
Warning – repeat - Do not allow ourselves to be deflected from what The Bible actually teaches us if we desire to be a TC.
Warning – repeat - Certainty many people will fall away from “The Real Faith” (else why the warning)? Yet will
believe themselves to be very good Christians (because of 1, 2 and 3 occurring as given in the instruction above)!
Reasoning – repeat - Because worldly Christians are seduced by their spiritually blind leaders then there will be this
“falling away” – because no one reads enough of The Bible to even understand what they read! How so very depressing!
Please read this website: “FutureLife.Org” to precisely understand what we must be doing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
Prophecy – repeat - Christians will be apostates to “The Real Faith” – beguiled/seduced by errant religious leaders.
Prophecy – repeat - This “falling away” from “The Real Faith” will occur throughout The Generations of “Christians”
in their respective groupings before their sinful leaders become exposed as delinquent. However, this will peak in The
Culmination to show him/her/(it, grouping) whose pedigree is ruin/destruction to be disclosed/revealed to The World.
2Thes. 2v15 og Therefore/Thus therefore/then, (the) brothers/{The Brethren},
2Thes. 2v15 og (you) {be stationary}/persevere/steadfast/{standing firmly,
2Thes. 2v15 og also (you) {use strength to seize/retain/obtain} the transmissions/precepts/laws/ordnances/traditions
2Thes. 2v15 og who/which/that (you were) {caused to learn}/taught/trained
2Thes. 2v15 og {if too}/whether through (reason of) (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning
2Thes. 2v15 og {if too}/whether through (reason of) (of the) {written message}/epistle/letter {of/from us}.
2Thes. 2v15
= Therefore brothers,
you {stand firm}/{be steadfast} (be resolute in [1st Century] Christianity – by implication, leave “worldly Christianity” Rev.18v4)
also you {use strength to seize/retain} the transmissions/precepts/ordnances that you were taught (by us, TCs)
whether through reason of the word/sayings/reasoning, (being of The Ministry, during “face to face” contact)
whether through reason of our {written message}/epistle. (Guidance on how to achieve “The Goal of Anointed”)

Therefore brothers (Paul's fervent exhortation for them to continue as they are, and not to be side-tracked by future charlatan Christian leaders)
yourselves be stationary/steadfast (within “1st Century Christianity” as taught by TCs [and is sadly never taught today at 2015/21 CE])
also you use strength to retain the precepts/laws (of what JC commanded of us – and is yet never taught today, but anything other)
that you were taught by us (TCs [now having become entirely unravelled by worldly Christianity of “Christendom” preaching “Religion”])
through reason of the word/sayings/reasoning (of “1st Century Christianity” as originally taught by JC and the early apostles)
whether through reason of our written message (as given in The Bible, and dismissed by our very “worldly scholars” with useless doctorates)

(Our scholars seem vainly rebellious in stating certain epistles were not divinely sourced. The Almighty God ensures His Word is inviolate!)
(That is what the word “Almighty” means – but perhaps that word is outside the vocabulary of our “worldly exemplary scholars”)
A strong exhortation by Paul for us all today!
We are to remain steadfast in “The Absolute Truth” as given to us by a TC (and absolutely not given to us by a worldly Christian leader) and then
use our fortitude to remain faithful to what The Bible teaches us from its original word (rather than the translational distortions of modern bibles to
support the now proven-to-be defunct “Christian” doctrine).
By doing this, we gain “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) upon which Yahweh shall judge each Christian during the 1st
part of his/her physical life (on how well they have purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life on “The Word of God”, being how well developed is the
new spiritual creature inside us, 1Sam.16v7, 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15) to decide if he/she is “deemed entirely worthy” to stand alongside “The Anointed
Jesus” as a future “Son of God” in The Millennium.
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Please use the material on this website “FutureLife.Org” to guide you into fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, and use the tools given within the text to protect
“specifically yourselves}” from worldly Christian leaders (being spiritually blind in what they teach us – Matt.14v15, Luke.6v39).
The very worst offenders are the charlatan Christian leaders (who are behaving as spiritual paedophiles and rogue traders mincing “The Word of
God” to our own hurt [but in such a crafted “wonderful/endearing” manner] to please our “worldly sensibilities” [when we know of no other]).

Reasoning – repeat - Because Paul makes the differentiation in the present tense then there are two separate Entities,
(1) Yahweh as The Father always assigned to be omnipotent, and (2) the lord JC of us.
Comment – repeat - Note there is no mention of the HS with the two reasoning Entities that strongly suggests the HS is
not an entity/personage for Paul to make any mention – because if there was, then it should be mentioned!
26th Reasoning – We have JCg working with his Father, where The Father agapao/phileo the TCs working through
affliction are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire as did His premier Son JC during his ministry/lifestyle (Luke.3v22, 9v35).
15th Good News – Yahweh agapao loving TCs will adopt them into His family and will give them everlasting comfort.
19th Prophecy – TCs have become adopted to The Father (Yahweh) and will receive everlasting comfort.
16th Good News – TCs have The Expectation of more {intrinsically good}/ideal gifts/favours/benefits in The Millennium.
20th Prophecy – TCs as the 144000 future “Sons of God” shall receive Yahweh's unlimited capability to express His HS
in which to teach “Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium.
20th Instruction – TCs (in their prayers) will beseech Yahweh to further motivate The Brethren aiming to become TCs to
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle and not to be wavered/swayed by the affliction/persecution metered out upon them.
21st Instruction – Likewise the Brethren (Christians) who should be imitating the TCs will pray with a vow to Yahweh, so
Yahweh might work within The Brethren who are imitating TCs to be steadfast in their ministry work.
13th Comment – I see no instruction here The Brethren (Christians) should be praying for worldly humans – but only
prayers (supported by exercised charity) to remain steadfast in the ministry work! (What occurs today? Or not!)
27th Reasoning – The ministry work is: “{specifically yourselves} in all words, also the ideal occupational effort!”
Thus, towards what else are we to be praying? Errant worldly Christian leaders have much to answer! It is clear they
have absolutely no idea about what they should be doing in “their ministry” work when much they say/do is wrong!
Again, not all Christian leaders are like this – but most are! – This is merely an audit report requesting change to occur!
2Thes. 2v16 og he And the lord/master [JCg] {of/from us} (the) Jesus (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,
2Thes. 2v16 og also “the specific god” also (the) Father/Forebear {of/from us},
2Thes. 2v16 og the (One [Yahweh]) (having) agapao/{loved by principle}/{edifying love} us/our/we
2Thes. 2v16 og also (the having) given/bestowed/granted
2Thes. 2v16 og (the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement
2Thes. 2v16 og (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting also (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence
2Thes. 2v16 og (the) {intrinsically good}/{wellbeing }/ideal in (to the [= within]) grace/{gift/favour}/benefit.
2Thes. 2v16
= And he our lord/master the Jesus the Christ/Anointed,
also “The Specific God” our (adopting) Father (Yahweh) The One having agapao/{loved by principle}/{edifying loved} us (TCs),
also the having given/granted (us, TCs) the perpetual/everlasting solace/comfort/consolation
also the {intrinsically good}/ideal anticipation/expectation within the gift/favour/benefit.

And he (JC) our lord/master (“The Word of God” truly controlling our mind – by us personally fulfilling the laws given at Mark.12v30-31)
the Anointed Jesus (JC laid down “The Golden/Kingly Standard” for “The Goal” for us to personally imitate to achieve “The Goal”)
also “The Specific God” (of the 144000 TCs) our (adopting) Father (Yahweh)
The One (Yahweh) having agapao/{edifying loved} us (the 144000 TCs [from the beginning of time, foreknowing who they would be]),

(Yahweh wrote 144000 TCs’ names on “the scroll of guaranteed life” before Mankind was created, unfurled by JC over The Gospel Age, Rev.5v2-9)

also having given the everlasting solace/comfort (that “The Word of God” delivers to an originally corrupted worldly reasoning mind)
also the intrinsically good/ideal expectation (the very best that “The Word of God” can deliver for “us” is to ideally become “Sons of God”)
within the gift/favour (that JC as “The Word of God” gave to us [1] The Ransom Sacrifice, who hearken unto [2] The Ministry to imitate JC).

An important personal question Do we feel like this?
This internal glow comes from a deep heart-felt understanding of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”, being the present and future
execution of it to yield a society to absolutely fulfil His Desire (to yield “The Kingdom of God”) in The Millennium under JCg’s rule (Rev.2v27, 12v5,
19v15 to ensure that “Righteousness” reigns supreme throughout all The Environment).
Paul speaks in acknowledgement of the TWO separate Entities in the present tense (hence no Trinity – else Why the separation), firstly to JCg who
was initially “The Intercessor” (1Tim.2v5, Gal.3v20) that brought Paul (and all other TCs) unto “The Word of God”. Furthermore, JC (as God’s
Word) has an operating presence/parousia within these hearkening TCs because these TCs emphatically try to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle
themselves (after absolutely learning “The Word of God” from a reliable source, noting, worldly Christian leaders are demonstrably NOT a
“reliable source”! It would be best to use the KJV Bible if another old translation is not available, because at least it is a sincere translation with a
couple of translational errors within it. However, you must not use modern translations – most are very unreliable interpretations [“The Rot”
began with the NIV as I discuss within my various inter-verse commentaries with numerous examples])!
Because of this, Yahweh becomes “The Specific God” of us (who are actively aiming to become TCs), because we know that He has become our (as
TCs) “adopting Father” only because we specifically choose to precisely imitate His “Premier Beloved son JC” as best we can with our DNA given
abilities - taking upon ourselves “The Weight of Personal Responsibility” (Matt.25v15-22, Luke19v14-19) to imitate JC.
We are internally driven to do this because we have a modified “spirit/personality/desires/traits that has become separate from this world of sin to
make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” (the “HS” now operating within us).
It was/is Yahweh Who foreknew who were to become His future “Sons of God” before we were born (Rom.8v29, ensuring that “The Word of God”
would reach the receptive individuals (Rev.3v20), and thus was/is able to competently write down for us the number (the 144000 Trigger Threshold –
Rev.14v1-4) who shall become His Personal Sons from “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (= The Christian Nation).
Having great understanding of what The Gospel really means, gives the TCs intense comfort/consolation (that will last for an eternity being as future
“Sons of God”) also because we imitate JC to the very best of our ability, then we know, Yahweh as our “Adopting Father” will (future tense)
shower us with intrinsically good gifts/favours/benefits commensurate to solidify our position for and during future Sonship. We know if this means
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additional refining to our character (1Cor.3v13-16, Heb.12v5-15) then we are only too pleased for this to occur because ultimately it will bring-on a
better character (= spirit/personality/desires/traits built upon “The Word of God”) within us (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).
2Thes. 2v17 og (to) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

2v17 og
2v17 og
2v17 og
2v17 og
2v17 og
2v17

{of yourselves} the hearts/{seats of motivation}
also (He [Yahweh through JC] wishes to) {set fast}/{turn resolutely}/establish/{steadfastly set}
{specifically yourselves} in (to the [= within]) every (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning
also (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed
(to the [= in/with/by/on]) {intrinsically good}/{wellbeing }/ideal

= To {call near}/exhort/beseech your hearts/{seats of motivation} (to become Christlike)
also He (Yahweh through JC) wishes to {set fast}/establish/{steadfastly set} {specifically yourselves}
within every word/sayings/reasoning (built upon “The Word of God” [JC] driving our mind)
also in the {intrinsically good}/ideal {occupational effort}/labour/work.

To {call near}/beseech your hearts/{seats of motivation} (to become like JC)
also He (Yahweh) wishes to {set fast}/establish specifically yourselves (on the correct route to become future “Sons of God”)
within every word/sayings/reasonings (being “1st Century Christianity” as originally taught by JC and the apostles [but never taught today])
also in the intrinsically good/ideal occupational effort (agape/charity driven by agapao in our mind, yielded by “The Word of God”).
Only a TC (or The Brethren aiming to become TCs) can call upon a receptive Yahweh (where a TC has been accepted as “deemed entirely worthy”)
to assist those persons around the TC who is personally “Calling Out” (= Ecclesia), because a TC knows of what to ask that will be automatically
granted by Yahweh (1John.5v14-15). We should note the converse given at James.1v6-8 and 4v2-4 for our warning.
Important note The TC will only ask on behalf of other people so they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is only to increment forward The
Millennium – and ask for nothing else (except aid to become personally more efficient in the ministry work, to be more like JC).
This is what “praying with a vow” to yield a mutual result for all three parties truly means, (1) the TC, (2) the recipient, and (3) Yahweh making
possible what a TC yearns to occur (a new TC) by opening doors in the background to a TC’s work. This is of what we read in Acts of the Apostles.
However, by contrast, the “Professional Leaders” of worldly Christian schisms will ask for all manner of things to self-indulge both themselves and
their spiritual (of the same “DNA”) followers – but as we are told in numerous places “Yahweh will close His ears” to these calls of vanity!
Again, as I mention elsewhere, standard bibles “dumb-down” the “exhortation” and replace with “comfort” which does not naturally fit in with the
context of The Verse – so again “A bad translation”! Paul is asking Yahweh to keep The Brethren actively motivated by exhortation not to backslide
into the World (and not by comfort with the world as it is) and thus Paul’s continual exhortation through words/sayings/reasoning (from the TCs) to
maintain their intrinsically good labours. See next verse in context - to directly support this understanding.
Something again that is thoroughly ignored in our very worldly Christian groupings (only because they have not been instructed by their leaders)!
It is not the fault of the congregational members – for they know no different (Rom.16v17-18) – “The Responsibility” lies directly upon the shoulders
of the worldly Christian leaders (Luke.12v46-48) – and they shall be called to account by both JCg and the congregation, when it dawns upon these
members they lost access to possible “Sonship” due solely to the delinquent and incompetent behaviour of their religious leaders not correctly
guiding them – by themselves likewise not imitating Paul!
Do our leaders of Christendom really know what they are doing – or is it more likely to be, “they just do not care”?

Instruction – repeat -- TCs (in prayer) will beseech Yahweh to further motivate The Brethren aiming to become TCs to
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle and not to be wavered/swayed by the affliction/persecution metered out upon them.
Instruction – repeat - Likewise the Brethren (Christians) who should be imitating the TCs will pray with a vow to
Yahweh, so that Yahweh might work within The Brethren who are imitating TCs to be steadfast in their ministry work.
Comment – repeat - I see no instruction here The Brethren (Christians) should be praying for worldly humans – but only
prayers (supported by exercised charity) to remain steadfast in the ministry work! (What occurs today? Or not!)
Reasoning – repeat - The ministry work is: “{specifically yourselves} in all words, also the ideal occupational effort!”
Thus, towards what else are we to be praying? Errant worldly Christian leaders have much to answer! It is clear they
have absolutely no idea about what they should be doing in “their ministry” work when much they say/do is wrong!
Again, not all Christian leaders are like this – but most are! – This is merely an audit report requesting change to occur!
22nd Instruction – Paul’s exhortation (like all TCs working to make it occur) that The Lord’s Words may have course/run
28th Reasoning – This exhortation that “The Word of God” might be accurately communicated throughout The World
so more TCs may be brought into JCg’s sheep fold to become “The Body of Christ” during The Gospel Age so Yahweh
may have His full “Trigger Threshold of 144000” before He moves to the next stage of His Plan for “Human Salvation”
29th Reasoning – “The Word of God” is to become glorious in those people who actively respond to it with fidelity,
being persons understanding what The Gospel personally means – this is not what we witness within worldly Christian
leaders, and especially charlatan Christian leaders who make Yahweh’s Word look like ‘a joke’ within reasoning minds!
23rd Instruction – TCs ask The Brethren (Christians) to pray so that the TCs and those Brethren aiming to become TCs
might be delivered from those perverted people (worldly religious leaders), harmful grievous men (religious leaders’
lackeys) – because not all leaders represent The Real Faith” (= knowledge + assurance + fidelity) (Matt.7v21-23).
24th Warning – There are wicked/hurtful people (particularly in positions of leadership within this world living
according to its methodology – to “be a leader” in its methodology) especially within “Religion” as history screams out
to us. Even the friendliest religious leader is hurtful if they hide “The Means” to achieve Yahweh’s Ideal Goal for us.
30th Reasoning – Intelligent leaders ensure they present a friendly/warm/endearing face (as does a conman) because
this makes it easier to extract what they want from their victims (money/power/glory/leverage/etc.).
This occurs in Politics and Religion - where the leaders of both need to “win people over” by guile and false promises,
by contrast, leaders of Commerce at least offer something useful that can be trusted after the transaction occurs!
25th Warning – Consequently, these “Professional Leaders of Religion” are “Not of the (Real) Faith” hence not of
“1st Century Christianity” being of 1John.2v18-19, the beginnings of what is now rampant “(worldly) Christianity”.
Now after some 2000 years with almost zero opposition, worldly Christianity covers The Planet in some 3 billion people.
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14th Comment – This has been witnessed throughout The Gospel Age and includes today! Search the Internet!
17th Good News – Yahweh is trustful/faithful/sure – He will {set fast}/establish those specific people who fulfil His Desire.
18th Good News – Yahweh is trustful/faithful/sure – He will guard those specific people who fulfil His Desire.
21st Prophecy – Yahweh will protect TCs from those hurtful/harmful/grievous people (who mince His Word)!
2Thes. 3v1 og The (things) {remaining ones}/residues/rest,
2Thes. 3v1 og (you) {toward supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result],
2Thes. 3v1 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}, concerning/about {of/from us}, that
2Thes. 3v1 og the word/sayings/topics/reasoning of the lord/master (it may/should) {hastily walk}/{have course}/run
2Thes. 3v1 og also (it may/should be) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified,
2Thes. 3v1 og just/as/that/how/when also toward/nearness/{accession to} {specifically yourselves}.
2Thes. 3v1
=The things remaining, brethren, yourselves pray with a vow (for a mutual result) concerning/about {of us},

that the Lord’s word/sayings/reasoning it may/should {have course}/run, (in our ministry for The World to win over people's minds)
also it may/should be {rendered glorious}/{highly esteemed}, just/as/when also toward/near {specifically yourselves}.

(For) The remaining things, brethren, yourselves pray with a vow (for a mutual result between all three parties TC, Recipient, Yahweh)
concerning of us (the TCs on “the front line” pushing forward into The World with “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity”),
that the Lord’s word/sayings/reasoning might run (to make our ministry successful throughout The World [Matt.24v14])
also it (God’s Word) might be rendered glorious (within sane/reasoning minds of people who are truly prepared to precisely imitate JC),
as/just also towards specifically yourselves (who learnt “The Word of God” and operated with fidelity upon it to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle).
Here we read again
Paul asking the Brethren to be {praying with vow} for us (TCs) so the Lord’s Word/Sayings/Reasoning might {have course}/run, also be
glorious/esteemed (throughout The World) within hearkening minds – as it has done within the Brethren of Thessalonica.
Thus, as this website also states throughout TCs ask for The Brethren (1st Century Christians) to pray for the effective transmission of “The Word of God” into The World “that comes
with a personal vow” - being the personal responsibility to assist where we are able at a “one-to-one” level directly with our neighbour to
make possible “The Solution” to our prayers. Hence James' teaching at James.2v16-26 – then Yahweh will intervene to assist us.
Where, in this instance, The Brethren will assist “the front-line TCs” in whatever way possible. “Supplication” works in no other manner!
Absolutely never as our worldly Christian leaders teach us “We make mention for such and such … …” and now over to you Yahweh!
This is crass hypocrisy of the highest order! “Supplication” (entreating, begging, imploring humbly) is tied alongside “supplement”,
where we “supplement” what we say to Yahweh with some personal physical effort to help the subjects of our prayer, hence agape/charity,
where we are begging Yahweh to intervene and make our physical occupational effort (agape/charity) more effective within the environment
to help “The Subject” of our prayers!
Nowhere in The Bible are we ask to pray for politicians or other members of society. Even the misquoted 1Tim2v1-2 does not state this, but
upon careful examination, asks Yahweh for protection from these worldly people! (See also next verse in context!)
Can the reader understand the insidious twisting and deception (2Pet.2v1) used by our worldly Christian leaders who have absolutely zero
understanding of “The Word of God” being that of “1st Century Christianity” - either by spoken word or by practised deportment!
The warning = audit everything we hear with Biblical scripture. There are very many false prophets/teachers/leaders out there!
These false prophets/teachers make themselves to appear so wonderful, appealing, and “loveable” and have millions of people following them!
However, an accurate audit cannot take place if it is based upon a “cut-down Bible”. Satan desires “cut-down Bibles” having been passed through
The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19, for the very reason that we cannot audit the falsehoods presented by false religious leaders against The Scriptures –
because there is not enough publicised written word (sourced by Man) to know what is “The Real Truth”!
It becomes obvious, Satan’s representatives will want to promote a “highly modified book” (either physical or what is in their minds through their
sermons) – so people cannot discover what is “The Real Truth” and thus they remain deceived and ignorant of “The Real Faith” (thereby fulfilling
“Satan’s desire”, see glossary).
2Thes. 3v2 og also that (we be) {dragged out of danger}/{rushed in}/rescued/delivered off/away/separated/from
2Thes. 3v2 og of the (persons) {out of place}/improper/noxious/amiss/harmful/injurious/unreasonable/perverted
2Thes. 3v2 og also (of the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd
2Thes. 3v2 og (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men,
2Thes. 3v2 og not for (of the) all (things/persons) the faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.
2Thes. 3v2
= also that we be rescued/delivered away/from of the people improper/amiss/perverted,
also of the hurtful/harmful/grievous men, (being leaders [of “Religion”] not having our best interests at heart!)
for not all things/people (represent) the faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. (The Real Faith as sourced by “The Word of God”)

also that we be rescued/delivered away/from (both spiritually [to protect our mind] and physically [so we do not suffer pain])
of the improper/perverted people (“Leaders of Religion” having spun “1st Century Christianity” into the “worldly Christianity” we have today)
also hurtful/harmful men (“Leaders of Religion” - when their “cover over hypocrisy” is publicly blown asunder, by “1st Century Christianity”)
for not all things/people (represent/practise)
the (real) faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) (as given by “1st Century Christianity”, noting Matt.7v20-22)
The inclusive “we” comprises of (1) The Brethren (actively aiming to become TCs) and (2) TCs to be rescued from those people with The Authority
(of whatever source) who might cause harm to us physically (to our fleshly body) or spiritually (in the form of mental attack).
Once recognising what JC has done for us, then we become beholden to run/{have course} with “The Word of God” and thus this becomes our
ministry work to aid our fellow people to come into “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) of “1st Century Christianity”.
The hassle/persecution/affliction comes from those people not having
Real Faith = Accurate Knowledge + Assurance/Competence/Authority (in that “knowledge”) + Fidelity (to that “knowledge”)
Where the people being harmful, are lacking in one of those three areas of “Real Faith” – else quite simply they would warmly embrace a TC!
It becomes obvious those leaders of “the religious fraternity” are very likely to fall into this grouping of “hurtful people” – because there are linking
but conflicting ties that if piously maintained would lead to friction (being that “piety without reason” often go together, hence not yielding the correct
spirit/personality/desires/traits means they have the wrong “knowledge” upon which to base any form of “reasoning” [if suitably motivated]).
That is precisely why the persecution comes from “pious religious people” (having the wrong knowledge upon which to build their
“spirit”) and they have closed their minds to any form of logical reason (Luke.5v36-39).
One atheist stated Christians leave their brain at the door when they walk into a church! There is much sense in that statement when we
witness the shenanigans practiced within these communities to the dishonour of Yahweh! Moreover, those Christian leaders who remain
quiet on such activities shall be condemned alongside these deviants for remaining silent on such issues (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26).
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Notice in context how the TCs are asking to be protected from “hurtful people” with the authority to exercise persecution (see 1Tim.2v12) and thus
there is no call to be praying for “worldly reasoning people” – because Yahweh has no intention of listening to these prayers.
Please would someone give me scriptural reasons as to why He might! And I could counter with very many more to the contrary!
But as we see – our worldly Christian leaders who ascribe to The World and of its principles, thus pray for this world (because they are rooted within
it) being of its interaction (methodology sourced by “the god of this world” 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) and not for promoting The Millennium through
any accurate publicising (as would a sojourner in this present evil world, publicising for new roots to be made in “The New Life” within “The New
World” of The Millennium)!
Does the reader understand this logical and righteous reasoning?
I realise this is a new way to think about things, and thus can be very difficult to understand, because sadly, “Professional Leaders of Religion” for the
last some 2000 years have had full sway to remain undisturbed sowing their seed of unrighteousness (Matt.13v25), and thus have been so successful in
spinning “Truth” (from Yahweh) into a “Lie” (from Satan) as JC told us at John.8v44 and the local context is so applicable. This was also the
constant concern of The Apostles afterwards in their writings. Then ultimately, they as “The Restrainers” departed from the scene through death;
“worldly Christianity” then quickly replaced “1st Century Christianity”, when considering, worldly Christian leaders could not make a “fleshly
living” out of “1st Century Christianity”!
Because quite simply - we are not supposed to!
We are not supposed to be a “Religious Professionals” when representing Yahweh (see my commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21).
However, people are “Religious Professionals” when representing “Religion”, to be paid by The World to deliver what The World wants to hear!
We really have no requirement for an IQ of 200 to derive that obvious conclusion!
2Thes. 3v3 og (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true And (he) is the lord/master,
2Thes. 3v3 og who/which/that (he will) {set fast}/{turn resolutely}/establish/{steadfastly set} {specifically yourselves}
2Thes. 3v3 og also (he will) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep
2Thes. 3v3 og off/away/separated/from of the (one [thing/person]) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd.
2Thes. 3v3
= And the trustful/faithful/sure he is the lord/master, (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God” guiding our mind)
who, he will {set fast}/establish/{steadfastly set} {specifically yourselves} (to stop worldly methodology having sway over our thinking)
also he will {be on guard}/keep away/from the hurtful/harmful/grievous person. (We will naturally avoid trouble + similar people)

And the lord/master is trustful/faithful/sure (JCg as “The Word of God” controlling our mind - provided we inculcate it)
who will {set fast}/establish specifically yourselves (God's Word will establish us as future Sons of God – provided we wholly obey the master)
also he (JC as “The Word of God” operated upon with perfect fidelity)
will {be on guard}/keep (you) away/from the hurtful/harmful person (we gain a 6th sense to keep out of trouble – if abiding by the above).
How is this done?
1.
It is done by firstly “JCg knocking at the door” (Rev.3v20) – using a TC, in their publicising/teaching works to introduce “The Real
Gospel” to yield “Real Faith” within us (“us” being then a “non-believer”).
Noting, a TC will never behave as a “Pious religious person” in an irrational and unreasoned manner with a closed and dismissive mind,
characteristic of people having a blind and weak faith. By contrast, a TC will behave rationally, sensibly, with kindness and concern, listen
carefully and then give detailed, cogent answers to the questioning non-believer by accurately explaining “1st Century Christianity” in the
manner as would JC and the apostles.
2.
We “open the door to JCg” through us actively allowing JCg to present this knowledge to us via the TC who is now actively teaching “The
Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) unto us – through both their words and deeds (and thus the TCs’ actions
underwrite their prayers [a most important part of prayer – else “prayer” is hypocritical – as we witness within “Christendom”]).
3.
“JCg now has supper with us” by his presence has now come within us and it is through our active study of The Bible (of at least pre 1950
CE translation) and the imbuing of this knowledge within our mind. We further transform our lifestyle to become one of these TCs. In this
manner JCg’s presence stays with us and we are gaining Yahweh’s HS that starts to be working within us to carry out a full metamorphism of
our lifestyle away from “The Old Self” (originally built upon worldly methodology, as the 1st part of our spiritual life) to our “New Self”.
4.
JCg now “establishing us and guarding us” is through this mutual symbiotic relationship where we now as a full TC, having full Biblical
knowledge, the TC has a 6th sense that can immediately spot falsehoods being spoken of in “the name of Christianity” by worldly
Christians without a second thought. Because the Biblical knowledge imprinted within the brain immediately protects us from this heavily
distorted message put out by The World. The Bible tells us “the world is in the hands of the wicked one [Satan’s methodology]” (1John.5v19)
John.12v31, 1Cor.2v12, 2Cor.4v4, James.4v4, Rev.12v9, and because JC says he is not of this world John.8v23, 17v14,16, 18v36.
5.
Finally, as mentioned in many places within The Bible - we, now actively aiming to be a TC, being active/zealous for God’s Word to make
it a reality within our lifestyle/deportment, have become a temple of God (1Cor.3v16). Ideally, to be one of the stones of the metaphoric
future Temple (1Pet.2v5, of the 144000 TCs Rev.14v1-4) within Yahweh’s Organisation being the metaphoric “New Jerusalem” (Rev.21v14, of The Millennium) where people come to speak to us, so they may be accurately taught about Yahweh and JCg by both word and deed
(see glossary on many of these terms).

24th Instruction – The Brethren are to imbue “The Word of God” within themselves so that they might be protected from
being swayed/shaken from “The Real Faith” (accurate knowledge+assurance+fidelity) (as given by a TC or The Bible)
15th Comment – Paul and TCs alike are reassured that those specific humans who have fully imbued “The Word of God”
within themselves so that a complete reform of spirit/personality/desires/traits has occurred - shall remain steadfast.
19th Good News – There are people who imbue “The Word of God” and make a complete transformation of The Mind to
become a TC to be ready for their future heavenly/spiritual/celestial body as a future son of God (1Cor.15v35-55).
20th Good News – There are people who will become TCs and thus become part of that Trigger Threshold so that Yahweh,
as prophesied in His Word, will be able to bring forth The Millennium for “The 2nd Stage of Human Salvation”.
26th Warning – By default this implies that people can be misled by worldly Christian leaders mincing The Truth and thus
become {side-tracked}/swayed/mislead through the seduction given in our very worldly and near useless ‘sermons’.
15th ‘Allegory’ – Charity = The freely giving of one’s capability/time (without strings attached) to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.
25th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs will become motivated by “The Word of God” imbued
within them to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire – that is, to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle through {charity love}/agape
which means delivering our time freely without strings attached to actively/accurately promote “The Ministry Work”.
26th Instruction – Paul deliberately uses the stronger word “wishes” in recognition to JC’s relentless active ministry to
explain “The Real Gospel” to ideally bring forth an internally driven (heartfelt) personality change expressed as “The
Wisdom of God” and provided The Ransom Sacrifice to give us a 2 part physical life.
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31st Reasoning – By imbuing “The Word of God” within us, we become patient as was JC during his active ministry work
– as equally, we imitate him – waiting for the 144000 Trigger Threshold of TCs to occur. We must not be meddlesome
busybodies by involving ourselves with worldly politics under the illusion we can make the place better – thus be patient!
32ndReasoning – By imbuing “The Word of God” within us, we become patient as was JC during his active ministry work
– as equally, we imitate him – knowing that it is difficult for people having worldly methodology engrained into their very
being, to reform away from this! By being patient now, demonstrates our competence to Rule in The Millennium –
where we must be patient teachers over “The Resurrected World” as its members must learn how to imitate JC's lifestyle.
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made by Yahweh’s Anointing as Kings/Priests.
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed” (without “Jesus” alongside) means, “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of
Heirship” alongside JCg for 144000 kings/priests to teach “The Resurrected World”, “Righteousness”.
2Thes. 3v4 og (we [TCs] are) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured And
2Thes. 3v4 og in (to the [= within]) lord/master over/upon/concerning {specifically yourselves},
2Thes. 3v4 og because who/which/that/what [things] (we) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare
2Thes. 3v4 og {to yourselves} also (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice
2Thes. 3v4 og also (you will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice.
2Thes. 3v4
= And we (TCs) are pacified/conciliated/assured within the lord/master concerning/upon {specifically yourselves},
because what (things) we (TCs) {transmit a message}/command/declare {to yourselves} also you (presently) do/yield/perform,
also you (aiming to become TCs) will do/yield/perform (continuing into the future what we TCs command/teach as The Word of God).

And we (TCs) are assured within the lord/master (JC as God's Word) concerning specifically yourselves (fulfilling The Golden Standard),
because what we (TCs) command to yourselves also you (presently) do/perform (being what Paul wants to continue – hence this epistle),
also you (aiming to become TCs) will do/perform (continuing into the future what we TCs command/teach as “The Word of God”, Matt.20v22).
These brethren becoming TCs are now doing what the Apostles commanded of them as “The Word of God” –
Is this what worldly Christians do today?
Are our leaders accurately telling us what to do? Are they - Really? Or are they not?
Are they just pleasing us, by giving us what we want to receive?
But how do we know one way or the other – if we personally do not intimately know The Bible?
I can audit them – and quickly recognise the fraudulent activity of these Christian leaders mauling God’s Word into an “Income”!
If we do not know what we should be doing, then The Bible through this most accurate translation given on “FutureLife.Org” tells us exactly what
God expects us to be doing – so we might personally be “deemed entirely worthy” by Yahweh to become a TC for the future “Expectation of The
Promise” given as “The Birthright” fulfilled within us, provided we “Grasp for it” as did Joseph from Esau (Gen.25v26, 31-34, 27v18-29).
This foreknown possibility of “Life or death” (Gen.27v41-43) is what TCs face within this present World from “Professional Leaders of Religion”
being specifically what this analogy truly represents (noting Esau repented and became friends with Jacob Gen.35v29, as will equally occur within the
Millennium [noting charlatan Christian leaders will never be resurrected to see The Millennium]).
By contrast, worldly Christians have no fear of “Professional Leaders of Religion” (being of same mind) but rather, retaliation from secular leaders,
because worldly Christians involve themselves within worldly matters (for whatever reason) while TCs remain utterly neutral in worldly matters (as
sojourners [as did Abraham by analogy]). Hence following the commands of Paul (for example, Rom.13v1-5) as instructed in this verse.
2Thes. 3v5 og the And lord/master [JCg]
2Thes. 3v5 og (he wishes to ) {accordingly/make straight}/{strengthen fully}/direct/guide {of yourselves}

2Thes. 3v5 og
2Thes. 3v5 og
2Thes. 3v5

the hearts/{seats of motivation} into/unto the agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love of the God
also into/unto the patience/endurance/{patient continuance} of the Christ/Messiah/Anointed.

= And the lord/master (JC as The Word of God) wishes (hence a dependence upon us, if we desire to respond positively)
to {strengthening fully}/direct your hearts/{seats of motivation} unto the agape/{charity love} of the God (Yahweh)
also unto the patience/endurance of the Christ/Anointed. (A quality required for that specific office of “The Anointed” Son of God)

And the lord/master (JCg as “The Word of God” controlling our mind, because we actively make this so - as a true slave to the master)
he wishes (therefore the offer is there to help us, provided we positively respond)
to direct your hearts/{seats of motivation} unto the agape/charity of the God (Yahweh)

Just as Yahweh freely gives intrinsically good/ideal things to us, then likewise we give our ministry/deportment freely to our neighbour)

also unto the patience/endurance of the Anointed (“The Office of Ruling” requires conscious time to pass before “The Authority” is given).
(David had to wait many years before he was king of all Israel, likewise JC some 2000 years, likewise the TCs till “The 1st Resurrection”)

Note the correct translation of “wishes” (check your bible translation, often it is the weak “may”). JC truly desires for us to personally change our
driver (heart condition) away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology requiring a “complete mind change”) that must be internally
driven (hence from the heart) to yield unfeigned charity. Because JC truly wishes to make this spiritual transformation occur with all of us (yet only
hearkening people respond), then JC gave us The Ministry (by explaining “The Real Gospel”) and made this uniquely possible by freely giving his
ransom sacrifice to all people (1John.2v2) without any caveats, to give all of us a 2 part life (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical).
It is the constant exhortation from Paul to The Brethren (Christians) to have “The Word of God” operating fully within them (as JC [Rev.19v13] as
a living presence/parousia within them) so they become motivated to operate with the same “charity love” (of giving out freely/simply [with no
strings attached to what we do] “The Word of God” precisely as did JC and the following Apostles). This “Wisdom of God” is expressed in real
charity of the freely publicising of “The Word of God” (for absolutely no worldly return) is expressed in “{occupational effort}/works/labour” that
must be done with The Patience/Endurance expected from those people desiderating to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for “The Office of Appointment” of
“The Anointing”.
JC as “The Word of God” delivered faithfully in works “The Wisdom of God” to become “Christ/Anointed” as a (in the case of JC leading The
Way, “The Premier”) Son of God (to The Most Holy Place – with Yahweh – Luke.23v45, please read my most important local commentary).
While the above succinctly explains this verse – I leave what I wrote in my earlier revision to this verse here Paul’s constant exhortation to be strengthening/directing our {seats of motivation}/heart!
But to do what?
The clue is in the last part of The Verse – and interestingly Is it what our Christian leaders tell us?
Let us tackle “The Patience of Christ/Anointed” first, so we might understand what “{charity love}/agape” means in our life.
Why would Paul put “The Patience of Christ” in at this point?
We know there were at least two occasions when JC had to be patient.
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1.

It occurred while JC was giving his ministry and, on several occasions, he said “Oh you of little faith”, hence he was exasperated with The
World (and specifically The Disciples at the time) appearing to be incapable of understanding what JC was teaching them.
JC required “patience” to continue steadfastly through his ministry until his prescribed murder.
2.
Now with JCg in the heavens while he awaits The Command/Instruction from Yahweh to move against The Imposter (= Satan and
henchmen [certain worldly leaders – political/religious]) on this planet (Matt.22v40) fraudulently assuming a position of saviour for all
the world’s ills (see 2v3-6).
In its finality this event has not yet occurred (2015/21 CE) and thus JCg is yet still patiently waiting until Yahweh has Personally elected
by validation His full quota of 144000 “Sons of God” before The Millennium can be instituted (only Yahweh chooses, Matt.20v23, and
hence Matt.24v36).
What is the common denominator?
JC physically teaching “The Word of God” and bringing-on Disciples to become Apostles/TCs so The Millennium might occur.
JC working within TCs (Matt.25v15-19) as “The Word of God” to bring-on more Apostles/TCs so The Millennium might occur.
In both instances JC (and JC – as The Parousia/Presence within entirely receptive/hearkening individuals having absolutely inculcated “The Word
of God” to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) is “fervently operating” to be accurately spreading “The Word of God” so The Millennium
might occur, thereby both JC and the apostles are fulfilling Yahweh's Desire.
Likewise, the TCs (“deemed entirely worthy” by) imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle (and are thus the only people assessed as being trusted with “The
Word of God”) are equally “fervently operating” to bring-on The Millennium by accurately spreading “The Word of God” without “regard to man”
(being who they might be – Matt.22v16) for absolutely no worldly return (Matt.6v1-6) – else quite simply, we have two masters (Matt.6v24).
While The Head (JC yielding “The Word of God” in his 1st Advent) and The Body (the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age, 1Cor.12v12-22) are fervently
working together (united in one/same spirit/personality/desires/traits which is separate to the world of sin = HS) they are patiently waiting for
Yahweh to consider He has enough TCs for the next stage of “The Acceptable Year of the Lord” (please see glossary to fully explain this).
Now we understand the last part of the verse – then
What does “charity love” mean with respect to what we have just analysed?
Furthermore, we must ask
What do The Gospels and Epistles teach about Charity Love (as a true “Gift”)?
Defined as being something done without strings attached (that might be pulled later for a worldly return).
We understand the following (Note Worldly Christian theologians who might disagree have my website address to express their concerns – always knowing that I will respond
most fervently, forcefully and by thoroughly quoting The Bible – so be prepared)!
We humans are to (1) Personally imbue “The Word of God” that modifies our mindset, so we become driven by agapao/{edifying love}.
Else by contrast 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v6, having the two masters controlling our mind, Matt.6v24, James.1v6-8 – and thus becoming a
hypocrite. In this state we would be of no use to Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for The Salvation of Mankind” through The Millennium!
(2) Personally, imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle though agape/{charity love} expressing our agapao/{edifying love} (changing our mind to
become entirely Christlike – thus becoming “The Wisdom of God” = “we accurately deport ourselves to The Word of God”).
(3) Personally through {charity love}/agape support other TCs/Brethren in their ministry work (it is only then we are having the HS operating
within us – because quite simply we “Truly have the one/same spirit/personality/desires/traits [John.14v20, 17v21-26] that is separate
from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” [“the HS”]).
That is all we are asked to do (no pilgrimages, no relics, no customs [except The Last Supper on Nissan 14], simply No “worldly religion”), –
except if we perchance upon someone who is in difficulty, then we are instructed to assist them in whatever manner we can within our capability
(please see Luke.10v30-38 correctly taught within my local commentary – there is more in that parable than we are taught by “You know who”)!
We are not instructed in The Bible to do any more (I invite “worldly Christian scholars” to contact me with citations if they disagree).
If someone is doing all the three things above, then they most certainly have no time for anything else – certainly no time for themselves!
The point being
There are so few people on this planet who are doing hardly one of those three – let alone all three requirements!
Thus, Yahweh is most desirous for us to work through all those three requirements above to gain Real Faith – so He might joyfully offer Sonship.
We are doing all this while we patiently await The Millennium being “The Fulfilment of The Promise” (to become “The Heirs” [“Sons of God”]
over/of “The Inheritance” [“The Resurrected World”]).
Christian leaders if they were fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, then they would precisely imitate Paul as he imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) – to be
exhorting the members of their congregations to be personally imitating Paul as he imitated JC.
Moreover, for these congregational members to be delivering “occupationally effort” by accurately teaching “The Word of God” then
they must first be taught “The Absolute Truth” by having The Gospel correctly explained at a personal level by their Christian leaders.
Clearly if Christian leaders are not doing this to their congregations, then they are not imitating Paul, not imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle and are
thus not “deemed entirely worthy” to be accepted by Yahweh as a TC themselves (hence you know the spiritual DNA of The Tree by examining the
fruitage [Matt.7v16-21]). That is why (as I understand it), the higher up the “worldly religious ladder” one climbs, then the further away from
Yahweh the individual becomes – because he/she becomes further away from the required “front-line work” and become more embroiled within
worldly politics (of whatever). However, that is their choice, and specifically why they climb up to their level of incompetence!
We must clearly understand “The Higher Position” within “The Religious Establishment”, then this becomes “The Focus/Object” of a person’s life
– but all this is to be destroyed at the point The Millennium is to be instituted (2Pet.3v11-13, Rev.19v16-21, etc., but they believe none of this)!
It is logical, - and as simple as that!
It is precisely what The Bible tells us through its pages!
Finally as I make mention elsewhere – I know when Paul drops “Jesus” and only uses “Christ/Anointed” then he is dropping a hint that if we fulfil
what is required (by precisely imitating Jesus Christ) then we too shall be “Anointed” inasmuch “anointed” by Yahweh (as was Jesus), to become
a future “Son of God” – alongside Paul (2Tim.4v6-8) and Peter (1Pet.5v4) to become the future Priests (Rev.1v6) of The Millennium.

27th Instruction – In the Name/Character/Authority of JC Paul (and TCs) instruct The Brethren (Christians) to avoid
those Christians who have a disorderly/irregular lifestyle which itself has not been learnt from The Bible (via TCs).
16th Comment – TCs who are behaving in The Name/Character/Authority are able to recognise delusion/deviancy
and thus are given to instruct The Brethren (Christians) that they are to remove themselves from delinquent activity.
27th Warning – Because Paul gives us this warning – obviously then, delusion/deviancy will occur within “Christians”.
28th Instruction – To spot delusion/deviancy then it is essential “{specifically yourselves}” intimately know The Bible.
28th Warning – There are iniquitous Christian leaders who appear most wonderful in front of their huge adoring flocks
but are utterly delinquent to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire, and thus equally are “their flocks” (Rom.16v17-18).
33rd Reasoning – Thus just because they have all the religious credentials to be a “religious leader” does not make them
“fit for purpose” (ref The Pharisees) in The Midst of Yahweh’s Special Greater Judgement. Use God’s Word as The Audit
Tool, thus intimately know God’s Word to become competent auditors – else we will certainly become utterly deceived!
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29th Instruction – Those TCs coming in The Name/Character/Authority of JC having imbued “The Word of God”, act
with fidelity upon it, will be {regimental orderly}, dependable with sane/{not intoxicated} reasoning mind able to fully
explain “The Real Gospel” to any person at any time whenever asked to do so!
30th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) actively aiming to become TCs must personally imitate/copy TCs.
34th Reasoning – TCs are sincerely trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in Charity (= no strings attached) – they have no
motivation to do any other, then imitate Paul (1Cor.4v16, 11v1), expecting to experience the same hardship (and will)
because their expectation is for The Inheritance as the fulfilment to The Promise (by being God's Son) operating under
Yahweh's Methodology rather than the transient nature of the present worldly methodology that is to soon pass away.
29th Warning – Many Christian leaders deliberately “play-down” the requirement to be orderly, to have a
sane/rational mind, because people “like to be free to be disorderly, drunk on emotion” as we see within many
charismatic congregations, where there is very little that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire, but much that fulfils the leaders’
desires to pleasure their deluded flock! That is why these devotees keep returning for “The Emotional Hype”!
These types of people (both leaders and devotees) are not fit to rule “The Resurrected World” in Righteousness!
Moreover, leaders of Christendom staying quiet on this activity are equally condemned (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26).
2Thes. 3v6 og (we) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare And {to yourselves},
2Thes. 3v6 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}, in (to the [= within]) name/character/authority of the lord/master
2Thes. 3v6 og {of/from us} (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,
2Thes. 3v6 og (to) {set fast}/repress/abstain/avoid/{withdraw-self}/{draw back} {specifically yourselves}
2Thes. 3v6 og off/away/separated/from (of the) every brother irregular/disorderly/insubordinately
2Thes. 3v6 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life}, also
2Thes. 3v6 og not down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) the transmission/precept/law/ordnance/tradition/custom
2Thes. 3v6 og whom/which/that (you) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received
2Thes. 3v6 og near/beside/with/against/alongside {of/from us} [TCs].
2Thes. 3v6
= And we (TCs) {transmit a message}/command/declare {to yourselves}, (The Brethren aiming to become TCs)
the brothers, within the name/character/authority of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed,
{specifically yourselves} (assiduously aiming to be TCs)
to {set fast}/avoid/withdraw/{draw back} away/from every brother (calling themselves “Christian” but are personally … … )
the {deporting oneself}/{occupying their life} irregularly/disorderly, (against what “The Word of God” specifically teaches us)
also not according to the transmission/precept/ordnance which you (actively aiming to be TCs)
received/{assumed an office}/learned alongside {from us} (TCs).

And we (TCs) command to yourselves, brothers (assiduously aiming to become TCs)
within the name/character/authority of our lord/master the Anointed Jesus (Jesus is “The Goal” for us to attain by imitating him)

(God's Word operating within us as a parousia yields JC's character within us, enabling us to operate with his demonstrable authority)

specifically yourselves (aiming to be TCs) to avoid/withdraw away/from every brother (calling themselves “Christians”)
(who are) deporting themselves disorderly (against what “The Word of God” specifically teaches us on how we are to behave),
also not according to the precepts/laws which you (brethren aiming to be TCs) received/learned alongside from us (TCs),

We have a problem today that begun when the 1st Century “front line” Apostles died.
Worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders sprung up (some under what we call Gnostic), but many others - including those people who “take
credit” at what we have now made worldly law in 325 CE at Nicea. This “worldly law” was instated with all its errors given merely to “dumb-down”
“The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity” to an “acceptable worldly religion” for the “The Professional Leaders of Religion” having the
same mindset to make “Personal gain”! We then entered “The Dark Ages” and never really left them! But Yahweh is progressively drawing out the
144000 TCs during the 2000 years of The Gospel Age so He might finally instruct JCg to move-in to regain The World from the present clutches of
Satan's methodology prevailing over the planet within our present “world leaders” (who self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt).
So, what is the point of this preamble?
The point, very sadly, is that we cannot trust what our Christian leaders teach us – they might be good, or they might be bad – but unless we are
proficiently competent to audit them – then we have no mechanism to employ in our determination of their competence! Where if we are in this state,
then it is much safer for us to assume they are all errant in what they teach, when based upon what The Bible tells us in so many places about our
“Professional Leaders of Religion” - and that only 144000 people out of 3 billion Christians fulfil Yahweh's Desire (Matt.20v16, 22v14, Rev.14v1-4)!
As I state elsewhere it is my opinion that in just about every-other sentence uttered by certain worldly Christian leaders will have a scriptural error
within it! But unless we personally and intimately know The Bible then we will most certainly be deluded and deceived by their professional (at a
worldly level) “sales spiel” for their worldly gain – as any “rogue trader” might use!
Now the reason for my preamble.
There are many charlatan Christian leaders who are the most charismatic of speakers, charming their mass audiences (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v2123) with all manner of indulgent speeches (2Tim.4v3-4) and wondrous signs of writhing people having “fallen over” apparently “slain in the spirit”.
Interestingly, there is absolutely nothing in The Bible that teaches this type of practice (except when possessed by a demon, – now that is a thought)!
So, do they get this from “God” (as they claim) or “their methodology” from the self-indulgent world - for the self-indulgent world?
Where all people are demonstrably operating with an animalistic/carnal mind lusting for “The Immediacy”!
I will not analyse this practice line by line here (but will if prompted by an email rebuff) – but only ask the reader to carefully reason for themselves
why this practice might be an anathema to Yahweh – please research The Bible yourself to give you The Answers!
Anything personally analysed (Matt.7v7-8) has more “resonance” within an individual than being a passive recipient of mere information!
Now continuing Thus, here we read, humans must not be disorderly (lack of control) and we are told elsewhere to be of “sane mind” (2Titus.2v2-8, 1Thes.5v6-8)
and not to be intoxicated by drugs (either externally or internally derived), therefore, none of these lines support what we witness by those people
deluded by their demonstrably very worldly leader(s)!
We are also taught; we must be honourable and thus become respected by The World as being sensible people - to sincerely reflect Yahweh’s
Character. In this manner we become people behaving “Responsibly” with our lives to show ourselves to be worthy leaders approved for esteem and
admiration. People behaving disorderly cannot subsume these qualities from external observers (as required in The Millennium) – but only through
physical domination, being alien to what Yahweh desires from His future “Sons of God”!
Thus, as Paul states “Not as you learnt from us”, being the point I make, – there is absolutely nothing in The Bible to support “delinquent activity”
– so we must not practice this “delinquent behaviour” (by taking ourselves out of places, and away from people who practice delinquent and
disorderly behaviour, sadly pandemic within many supposed Christian congregations)!
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Because quite simply Yahweh is seeking by validation/election His future rulers of “The Firstfruit Harvest” – and they must be proven demonstrably
sane/rational “To Rule” – being to rule “The Resurrected World” (as viewed by “ the present watching/judging World”).
This is “The Real Gospel” Message – and obviously, disorderly people mentally/physically (to what Yahweh Desires) shall be rejected –
precisely as The Bible consistently tells us (and yet is never taught by our “Professional Leaders of Religion” for obvious reasons)!
That is Phase 1, and Phase 2 is “The Resurrected World” (ultimately to become “The Main Harvest”) whose members shall be taught how
to imitate JC's lifestyle throughout The Millennium by copying The Lifestyle example of the 144000 future World leaders.
Thus, we realise this “disorderly behaviour” (driven by a likewise mind) as one example described above , will cause us to be rejected by Yahweh to
become a future “Son of God”. But there are many more examples of behaviour I could present here, as being utterly delinquent and thus alien to
Yahweh’s Desire - let The Internet be my witness of what occurs!
Therefore, for this to be “The Main Goal” – then we can see the comprehensive delinquent nature of our worldly Christian leaders quelling/stifling
this knowledge, that effectively stops Yahweh from achieving His Requirement. Furthermore, because the leaders themselves are adversarial/satanic
to this requirement – then they too are rejected for a position of Sonship to rule over The Resurrected World.
Moreover, those Christian leaders staying silent on the Satanic practices of their peers being “Anti-anointing” hence “Anti-Christ” are clearly “too
ashamed to speak up for The Word of God” and are likewise rejected from “Sonship” (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)!
That is why Yahweh can only find 144000 TCs in the 2000 year Gospel Age who were personally driven to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle!
Hence, we move onto the next verse in context 2Thes. 3v7 og they For (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive {in what manner}/how
2Thes. 3v7 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought (to) imitate/follow/copy/{strive to resemble} [middle voice]

2Thes. 3v7 og
2Thes. 3v7 og
2Thes. 3v7

us/our/we, because no/not/none
(we) {infringed (military) order}/{were irregular}/{behaved disorderly} in {to [= within] yourselves},

= For they, (“Professional Leaders of Religion” and the members of their flocks, all being disorderly [to Yahweh’s Desire])
yourselves know/understand how {it is necessary}/behoves to personally imitate/copy us (TCs),
because not we (TCs) {infringe (military) order}/{behave disorderly} within yourselves (brethren aiming to become TCs).

For they (disorderly “Professional Leaders of Religion” and the disorderly members of these disorderly “leaders' flocks” [not “JC’s one flock”]),
(as “The Separation” - being the point of Paul’s instruction … … )

yourselves (being brethren, taught by us, TCs) understand how it is necessary to personally imitate us (TCs),
because not we (TCs) behave disorderly within yourselves (brethren actively aiming to become TCs)
I always like to consider things differently to other people fraudulently “claiming to know” – and as such I have not followed the traditional bible
interpretations that skew the translation of “they” to “yourselves” - for which within the correct context, then could be deemed acceptable.
I understand, (contrary to traditional scholars), Paul in context, still has in his mind this deviant “disorderly” activity and is specifically mentioning
“they/them” as being outsiders thereby indicating “they” must reform before they can come back into “The Small Fold” (Luke.12v32) of JC (as
“The Word of God”). This is “The Context” of which Paul is giving his instruction.
All this is lost in our standard worldly bible translations.
By contrast, my transparent translation at least gives the reader the option to have access to both understandings – and I leave the choice with you,
now having the full information in front of you upon which to make your own choice!
It also has given me the opportunity to have a platform upon which to highlight this important separation – again naturally ignored by
worldly Christian leaders!
But the important thing in this verse is
Be imitating The Apostles.
Understand why/what/how they behaved as they did and copy them.
And on the other hand We must also not do what they did not do and thus again we copy them (by not doing what they did not do).
I realise this is “Stating the obvious” – but this reasoning takes us back to my commentary in the previous verse – where I identify this prevalent
delinquent behaviour and unruly rebellion (slid in alongside, 2Pet.2v1) to what “The Word of God” instructs of us to avoid.
Therefore We must not be distorting God’s Word by working in a “lawless lifestyle” (Matt.7v20-22) being of a disorderly manner in the midst of God
against “The Real Faith” and what this entails - being of “The Real Goal” for The Gospel Age, never correctly taught today!
A 4th revision addition.
This careful reasoning yields “The Tools” for us to use when we audit “The Fruit” of our Christian leaders – to decide the “quality” (or rather,
being the lack of “quality” as determined by Yahweh) of our “worldly professional” self-proclaimed “Christian” leaders.
The whole thing (Christendom) is an abomination to “The Requirement” Yahweh desires for “Sonship” to rule “The Resurrected World”!
However, the leaders are “having their day” to show us, “why they are to be rejected for this role” in The Millennium (Rom1v16-32) as most of
JC’s parables and illustrations clearly tell us and why our Christian leaders never correctly explain what they all mean! Please read my translation
and inter-verse commentaries to the four Gospels of some 2,000,000 words that clearly explain precisely what JC was really teaching us!
That is my “authority to teach”, by contrast, what is the authority for our Leaders of Christendom to teach with their “worthless worldly paper
doctorates”, noting what was said of JC and the apostles at John.7v15, Acts.4v13 not having passed through Matt.23v15 (religious seminaries).

31st Instruction – TCs imitating Paul have no desire to live off the people receiving “The Word of God”, but rather, TCs
will have secular occupation for daily sustenance and shall (outside their 40+ hour secular week) start their ministry
work freely given to teach their neighbours/strangers to understand why/how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire.
35th Reasoning – The arduous occupational work provides daily sustenance only to keep the fleshly body alive saps our
strength, but we are to continue to give of our excess time freely in the ministry work that demonstrates our charity work
is sincere and thus not tarnished/compromised by any possible worldly return for our ministry work.
Logically the ministry work is thus uncontaminated by The World – the two become unconnected (Matt.6v24, 22v21)
The secular work feeds The Body to just keep going, the ministry work feeds The Mind of The Recipient for eternal life.
32nd Instruction – TCs have the power/authority (as future Sons of God) but will not exercise this upon people whom they
are teaching, but rather freely give everything – being the correct mindset for their future position in The Millennium.
36th Reasoning – TCs set themselves as The Perfect Model upon which The Brethren (Christians) are to precisely imitate!
The question must be: What is your Christian leader truly like (behind the painted public façade)?
If you do not know, then why not? Because if they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then you would intimately know them!
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37th Reasoning – Contrast “The Difference”. TCs truly know their subject matter throughout and express “The Wisdom
of God” within their deportment. By contrast, “Professional Leaders of Religion” only need to know just a bit more
than do their deluded devotees to maintain “The Pretence of their worldly position” to live off what their devotees give!
What would “Yahweh desire to occur within The Environment” (being where is the HS located)?
2Thes. 3v8 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even} gratuitously/{without a cause}/freely/{for nothing}/{in vain}
2Thes. 3v8 og (the) bread/loaf (we) ate/consumed near/beside/with/against/alongside (the) {some/any/certain person},
2Thes. 3v8 og but in (to the [= within]) {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness
2Thes. 3v8 og also (to the) toil/sadness/painfulness/travail/hardship, (the) night also (the) day/{period of time}
2Thes. 3v8 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{be engaging with}/{labouring for} [middle voice, plural]
2Thes. 3v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to} [= so as] the not (to) {be heavy upon}/severe/overcharge/overbear
2Thes. 3v8 og {some/any/certain person} {of yourselves}.
2Thes. 3v8
= neither we (TCs) ate the bread gratuitously/freely near/with/alongside {any person},
but within the {sapping toil}/weariness also in the painfulness/hardship,
personally {toiling as occupation}/effecting/labouring the night also the day
so as not to be {heavy upon}/overbearing {any person} {of yourselves}.

Neither we (TCs) ate the bread freely alongside any person (TCs take no money from The Brethren for God's Word, Matt.10v8)

(By contrast, charlatan Christian leaders ensure there are many easy ways for deluded devotees to “give their money in elicited donations”)
(That is why they do it as “Professionals”, they “see a need” and “plug it” for their own worldly gain! - It is an abomination!)
but within the sapping toil also in hardship (TCs have secular work to feed their fleshly body, and thus able to give God's Word freely)
(By consequence, the TC is objective for Yahweh [and not of themselves] having no worldly motive to be doing anything else.)
personally toiling as occupation, the night also the day (more than a 12 hour day in secular work – then “ministry” is on top of that!)
so as not being heavy upon (by taking provisions from) any person of yourselves (people who desire to come to Yahweh).
(By contrast, how many Christian Leaders can make that statement? They behave as do all “Leaders of Religion” - of no distinction!)
Paul categorically states, he took nothing off The Brethren when he stayed with them, and further, he personally worked night and day in
“{occupational labour}” of secular work to provide support for his fleshly body thereby freeing him to be entirely objective in “The Lord's Work”.
Paul operating as a TC was not paid to be a minister (Matt.22v21) and performed secular work (Acts.18v1-3) to cover his fleshly costs.
But in addition, Paul provided his accurate ministry to The World – and we are instructed to imitate him (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6,
etc.,) noting the allegoric example of The Widow and The Rich Men offerings at The Temple (Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v3-4)
We are told in this verse and elsewhere, we are to imitate him Is this what we see occurring today by those people claiming to represent Yahweh?
Where “Leaders of Religion” call their “job” a vocation instead of secular work, then holiday is “the surplus”!
But for the lay preacher their secular work supports their body, then “holiday” is the ministry given freely!
Can the reader see where I am going with this? Taking note of the widow's example at the above citations.
Moreover, how Yahweh's judgement of the mind would occur within these two scenarios?
Paul shows us, he was sincerely motivated to deliver “The Word of God” for absolutely no worldly return (except personal religious abuse).
The question must be asked
What is the motivation of Christian leaders if they are “paid for their ministry”?
Some will be sincere, but misguided (as I constantly see when I audit their sermons – Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) – but the others will be motivated by
what is paid (being a return) - money, or fame, or position, or glory is received for “their ministry” to become The Charlatan Christian Leaders!
Thus, we ask the questions
What is the source of that ministry of which they “give” (for a worldly return)?
Is the source from The World to fulfil The World’s desire for a return from The World now for “The Immediacy” of an animalistic mind or from Yahweh, to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that will yield an invested return in the future (being the point Paul makes at Gal.1v10-12)?
We know the following is true
The person paying the piper calls the tune! And the piper plays to whatever audience invited to come to him!
Hopefully, the reader can understand what is occurring within The World and how it all links-in with what The Bible constantly warns!
These repeated warnings are given to edify us – and yet they are never taught by worldly Christian leaders! – So, do they really agapao us?
The answer is obvious!
2Thes. 3v9 og no/not/none because no/not/none (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have
2Thes. 3v9 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power,
2Thes. 3v9 og but that {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves] (the) stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type/example
2Thes. 3v9 og (we) give/bestow/grant {to yourselves} into/unto
2Thes. 3v9 og the (to) imitate/follow/copy/{strive to resemble} [middle voice] us/our/we.
2Thes. 3v9
= Not because we have/possess not the privilege/authority/power, (We TCs do have The Authority from Yahweh)
but that we give/grant ourselves (as) the model/pattern/mould/form unto {to yourselves} to personally imitate/copy us.

Not because we (TCs) have “not the authority” (hence, TCs have “The Authority” as Yahweh's demonstrable Ambassadors … … )
but that we (TCs) give ourselves (as) the model/template unto yourselves to personally imitate us (TCs)

(Inasmuch, we take the lowly position and guide by example, hence not “hypocrites”; likewise, you are to imitate us.)
(Yahweh does not want pressganged people – but contrite/humble people to rule The Future World [this nullifies present world leaders]!)

Paul states as being a foremost apostle (along with the pillars of Christianity Gal.2v9 – James [JC’s half-brother], Peter and John) then he could have
exacted pressure to receive “tithes” from those people whom he taught (if he followed worldly principles) – but he chose not to do this, but rather
performed secular work (tent making – Acts18v3) to provide for his fleshly support.
Why?
Because he was setting an example for all those people claiming to represent Yahweh should be following (1Cor.4v16, 11v1 and many others).
So, is this what {has been}/{is being} done throughout The Gospel Age – to include today?
The reader knows the answer to that question, without me having to write it down!
Therefore, as I state elsewhere
The religious leader will give a specific ministry tailored to “the punters” (“betting” on everlasting life) that will support his worldly
income. Sadly, we realise The Content is most unlikely to be accurate, but only presented for “The Worldly Return” (Matt.22v21, etc.)!
Consequently, those leaders giving a ministry that is paid for by The World (“filthy lucre” as some people might say) will serve the master
(Matt.6v24) who pays for the lifestyle we witness amongst those people whom we call “Leaders of Religion”. Else what becomes their true driver?
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Obviously if a person receives absolutely nothing from what they deliver to edify their neighbour – but only “abuse and persecution” from certain
sections of society who feel personally threatened by what is taught (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4) then clearly “what else can be their driver” – they
become a “True Martyr for The Cause” (that fulfils Yahweh's Desire)!
All I am trying to do is simply impress upon the reader – we together must think – use our mind and very carefully reason through the professionally
painted façade, else quite simply we will be deceived (because if, as we read, the TCs could almost [but not quite] be deceived Matt.24v24)!
Our “Leaders of Religion” are very smooth operators with many years of crafted skills to extract from what they supposedly give!
Consequently, those “ministers” who can be trusted, are people behaving responsibly as model citizens (see 1Tim.3v1-15, 2Tim.2v14-26, and
Titus.1v4-16), work hard in secular occupational work and then give their time in the ministry work freely – because obviously they have made the
separation between what is Caesar's and what is The Lord's (Matt.22v21, Mark.12v17, Luke.20v25 – obviously important to be written in three places).
The World gives for the body and The Lord gives for the mind, where the minister (not being paid by whatever for their ministry) must be truly
motivated to give what is correct because there is no worldly return (of whatever/wherever/whenever/however) to provide any incentive to deliver!
The World gives to the body that is to be ultimately destroyed, and The Lord gives to reform The Mind (= spirit/personality/desires/traits) so that it
might be retained and ideally placed within a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body that shall have guaranteed everlasting life.
So, what would the reader prefer – and to whom should they go for a (real) sermon – to gain “The Real Faith”?
It is all so utterly obvious when analysed and carefully considered – but no one is induced to make the connection – for obvious reasons!
That is why Yahweh can only find 144000 TCs out of some 3,000,000,000 Christians throughout The Gospel Age of some 2000 years!
All this is precisely what The Bible tells us at Matt.29v16, 22v14, Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4 (please see my local commentaries), but it is never taught!

33rd Instruction – Those people claiming to be Christians must work for their sustenance – else they should go hungry!
38th Reasoning – Those people claiming to be Christians must not live off the efforts of someone else (unless they are
genuinely incapacitated) because this sets the wrong standard – being self-indulgent within the community. This is not
the attitude to succeed in The Millennium – where to personally succeed, we must all mutually edify our neighbour.
17th Comment – Is this what we witness in The World today with certain religious leaders – or other people?
Some work very hard for little reward (and shall be blessed) – but very many live off other people and “short-change”
them of which “The Word of God” should be accurately taught so that all people might understand (Matt.24v14)!
30th Warning – Thus, there will be Brethren (Christians) who do not work to edify their neighbour in what they profess
to be doing, but rather be meddlesome/busybodies (= “political animals”) and not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
However, these people are very capable in giving verbal orders – so that other people “do their dirty work”!
34th Instruction – Those people being meddlesome/busybodies (= “political animals”) must find a useful occupation to
physically assist and aid one’s neighbour, rather than “live on the back” of the community like parasites.
39th Reasoning – Those people being meddlesome/busybodies are usually people living off what they glean from others –
to use intrigue/machination to their advantage and manipulate the environment. This supports self-indulgence, they
choose to “be the law” rather than subject themselves to The Law (Mark.12v30-31). Clearly TCs always subject
themselves in utter humility to Yahweh being The Law with patience through much worldly persecution, a totally different
mindset to that operating within political people using the present tools of The World (proving a seared mindset).
Warning – repeat - There are iniquitous Christian leaders who appear most wonderful in front of their huge adoring
flocks but are utterly delinquent to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire, and thus equally are “their flocks” (Rom.16v17-18).
Reasoning – repeat - Just because they have all the religious credentials to be a “religious leader” does not make them
“fit for purpose” (ref The Pharisees) in The Midst of Yahweh’s Special Greater Judgement. Use God’s Word as The Audit
Tool, thus intimately know God’s Word to become competent auditors – else we will certainly become utterly deceived!
Warning – repeat - Many Christian leaders deliberately “play-down” the requirement to be orderly, to have a
sane/rational mind, because people “like to be free to be disorderly, drunk on emotion” as we witness within many
charismatic congregations, where there is very little that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire, but much that fulfils the leaders’
desires to pleasure their deluded flock! That is why these devotees keep returning for “The Emotional Hype”!
These type of people (both leaders and devotees) are not fit to rule “The Resurrected World” in Righteousness!
Moreover, leaders of Christendom remaining quiet on this are equally condemned (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26).
2Thes. 3v10 og also For {at which too}/when (we) were toward/nearness/{accession to} {specifically yourselves},
2Thes. 3v10 og that/this/there/here (we) {transmitted a message}/enjoined/{(gave in) charge}/declared
2Thes. 3v10 og {to yourselves}:
2Thes. 3v10 og Because if {some/any/certain person} not (he/she) determines/{delights in}/desires/{be pleased}
2Thes. 3v10 og (to) {toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} [middle voice],
2Thes. 3v10 og {and/but not}/neither/nor (let him/her) eat/devour.
2Thes. 3v10
= For also when we were toward/near/with {specifically yourselves} (brethren aiming to become TCs),
that we (TCs) {transmitted a message}/commanded/declared {to yourselves}:
Because if {some/any/certain person} determines/desires/{delights-in} not to personally {toil in occupation}/labour,
neither let him/her eat.

For also when we were toward/near specifically yourselves (the brethren diligently aiming to become TCs)
that we (TCs) commanded to yourselves (the brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs):
Because if any person desires not to personally toil in occupation (both physical and spiritual),
neither let him/her eat (both physical and spiritual).
Thus, all people must put in a good day’s work for a good day’s pay - in both secular work and the spiritual work – where the “spiritual work”
payment comes from Yahweh (upon our resurrection – ideally at “The 1st Resurrection”, Matt.20v1-12) and not from The World.
Within all countries around The World there are certain people to varying degrees, who live on the backs of other people to the victim’s hurt!
These feckless people contribute nothing to society and put in little, or no work for what they receive from others – and this observation can be made of
those people from the very bottom, to the very top of society, hence showing this type of character is not socially derived!
This creates a cancerous mindset to self-indulge off the neighbour, being precisely the opposite to what we are taught it will be like in The Millennium
(within The Tanakh [The Old Testament of The Bible]). These people can be technically called “parasites” – and some of these parasites are
“foolish parasites”, because they are so mentally absorbed in their own desires and self-indulgences, they seriously damage/weaken their host!
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This can vary from perhaps agitators within politics and commerce at the low level in society. to perhaps certain bankers (demonstrated in 2008/9 CE)
within commerce, and politicians at the various levels within all countries who personally pretend to offer a service. Likewise, all these leaders are
abusing their position to furnish their own nest and second, “the nest” of those people having put them into that position (exposed in the UK , 20082010 CE, and equally occurs throughout all The World at this level [there are zero exceptions])!
However, I make no personal judgements – for that is Yahweh to perform, and not myself - I am just reporting what has occurred!
2Thes. 3v11 og (we) hear/listen/understand/respond For {some/any/certain persons}
2Thes. 3v11 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life} [plural]
2Thes. 3v11 og in {to [= within] yourselves} irregular/disorderly/insubordinately,
2Thes. 3v11 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (thing)
2Thes. 3v11 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{being engaged with}/{labouring for} [middle voice, plural], but
2Thes. 3v11 og (the) {working all around (people)}/{bustling about}/{being meddlesome}/busybodies [middle voice, plural].
2Thes. 3v11
= For we (TCs) hear/understand {some people} (are pretending to represent Yahweh and JC as The Word of God)
the {deporting themselves}/{occupying their life} irregularly/disorderly within yourselves, (who are aiming to become TCs)
{not at all} the personally {toiling as occupation}/labouring,
but the {walking all around people}/{being meddlesome}/busybodies.

For we (TCs) hear/understand some people (are pretending to be the most ardent representatives of Yahweh and JC as “The Word of God”)
(are) occupying their life irregularly/disorderly within yourselves (where the majority of this one group were trying to imitate Paul)
not at all personally toiling as occupation (copying Paul to be out in the ministry work – on the front line with our neighbours)
but (are) {walking all around people}/busybodies (talking about things – “supposedly organising” people [in the ministry work])

In my life of many years, I have seen this regularly occur – people not wanting to get their hands dirty – but prepared to “organise people”
and most proficiently “talk about the job” rather than really do anything physically to get the job done! Sadly, this is quite pandemic!

Considering this verse in a political sense, some people desire to take “positions of control” to direct other people by command rather than personally
lead by humility. Quite simply these leaders like to “Control People” - because (1) it is “kinder” to the hands and (2) the self-importance over the
minions is “pleasant”!
This is so typical in The World today – especially by those people taking the position “to lead over”, for the purpose - “to control people”.
As “a man of The World” at my mature age of 60+, having seen all “walks of life” – then I know there are so many people who find life much easier
“to yap” in the pretence of work, rather than perform any real work. They prefer to migrate into a position that will involve themselves within
political matters over individuals of small groups or larger groups that may include taking the place “of rule” over a country. We are instructed to
“avoid all such positions” if we choose to become a TC by operating outside the political operations of The World – where “the vortex” will draw us
into its Machiavellian machinations to survive in that position, creating a worldly mindset rather than a “spirit/personality/desires/traits that is
separate from the world of sin” = the “HS”. From Yahweh’s point of view – this worldly attitude to “Control People” is “The Wrong Mindset” driven by a mind that operates according to worldly methodology (as we witness throughout society, within all countries – there is absolutely no
exception). Finally, I would like to say - there is not much difference between the mindset of a political leader and that of a religious leader!
That is why Yahweh is waiting for 144000 individuals to validate themselves unto The World, being their mind operates according to Yahweh’s
Methodology that operates precisely in the opposite manner to that which freely operates within the “Leaders of The World”!
Furthermore, that is why absolutely all worldly leaders shall be removed when JCg returns at his 2nd 2nd C (some 3.5 years after “The 1st
Resurrection” [= JCg’s 1st 2nd C]) to install The Millennium (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3, 2Pet.3v8-13, etc.). This shall be “The Great Tribulation” that
has never been previously seen – nor shall be seen again - being that of “All worldly leaders” completely booted out of office and made the footstall
of JCg (Matt.22v44, Mark.12v36, Luke.20v42 based upon Psm.110v1).
2Thes. 3v12 og to the (persons) And {such these} (persons)
2Thes. 3v12 og (we) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare
2Thes. 3v12 og also (we) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort
2Thes. 3v12 og through (reason of) of the lord/master {of/from us}
2Thes. 3v12 og (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, that {amid/together/with (meta)}
2Thes. 3v12 og (of the) stillness/{desist from bustle or language}/{not meddlesome}/quietness
2Thes. 3v12 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{be engaging with}/{labouring for} [middle voice, plural]
2Thes. 3v12 og the (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves] (the) bread/loaf (they may/should) eat/devour.
2Thes. 3v12
= And to these such-like people we (TCs) {transmit a message}/command/declare also we exhort/entreat
through reason of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed
that with stillness/{desist from bustle/language}/{not meddlesome} (in other persons affairs, living off other people as might parasites)
to be personally {toiling as occupation}/labouring (so) they may/should eat their own bread.

And to these such-like people we (TCs) command also we exhort
through reason of our lord/master (God’s Word controlling our mind to become Christlike – is “The Goal”)
of the Anointed Jesus (because of “The Goal” JC set before us to achieve 144000 TCs before he returns, then we must instruct you … … )
that with stillness/{not meddlesome} (in other people’s affairs - but only concentrate upon ourselves, in a self-audit to what JC specifically did)
to be personally toiling as occupation (so) they might eat their own bread (to have a secular wage to pay for the upkeep of our fleshly body)
Paul instructs these such-like people not to “live on the backs” of those other people who are working, so they might freely be meddlesome in a
political/religious manner of interfering with the lives of other people. Therefore, these fraudulent people must refrain/desist from this practice if
they choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. Put in an honest day’s work to sustain the flesh – by physically edifying our neighbour, and then with our
remaining time we might then spiritually edify our neighbour in our accurate ministry work. In this manner we divorce ourselves from present worldly
methodology, and then we have a demonstrably separate and clean mind (unpolluted by the reasoning filth of The World – being of its methodology
sourced by Satan, through his cohorts/leaders). That is why JC said what he did at John.15v18-20, 17v15-16, John.19v36.
It is only by having a mind utterly free from the machinations of The World's methodology that shows us to be accurately teaching “The
Word of God” to The World freely/simply. Let us best start with our neighbours/strangers around us.
Can we really see our “professional” “Leaders of Religion” doing any of this?
That is why they are rejected by Yahweh – and only “The Few” 144000 TCs are elected/selected from out of “The Many” of some 3 billion
“Christians” out of The Gospel Age originally invited/called “for Sonship” (as JC teaches us at Matt.20v16, 22v14) for The Purpose to rule The
Resurrected World and teach “Righteousness” by example!

35th Instruction – Keep persevering in {working well}/{virtuous life}/{worthy deportment}, we must not weaken!
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18th Comment – Again we see another verse telling us: Christians are to be citizens of merit – having a deportment to be
respected throughout society. How many Christians can have this said about their lifestyle? Do they imitate Paul?
40th Reasoning – It is very difficult to maintain a high standard in our life – particularly when we are afflicted/persecuted
by people equally claiming to represent Yahweh! However, TCs must never personally retaliate but only use secular
instruments and thus maintain a calm detachment at a personal one-to-one level so as not to inflame the situation.
36th Instruction – Those people (most Christians) not obeying “The Word of God” being what The Bible accurately
translated teaches us (through TCs who accurately relay this information) then they should be marked/noted as being of
delinquent character so The Brethren might avoid close association with them.
19th Comment – What do we witness with some 37,000+ Christian schisms (2015 CE)? Many self-professed Christians
proudly displaying all manner of delinquent activity and some people are commended for it (within their own groupings)!
Some of the worst are worldly, (and the very worst, charlatan) Christian leaders themselves!
Do any of these people read The Bible? If not – why not? Who are acting as their instructors? Certainly not TCs!
37th Instruction – However these people must not be immediately ostracised out of the community, but rather they should
cautioned/warned/admonished/reproved so they might reform and thus through education gain the one/same
“spirit/personality/desires/traits that is separate from this world of (self-indulgent) sin” (“HS”). Clearly if they refuse to
be educated/reformed then as Paul instructs elsewhere – they are to be removed completely from The Brethren.
20th Comment – It would be better if the leaders resigned, but they shall not, liking life as it is, preferring to lap-up the
self-indulgent worldly return from the position they presently occupy! Consequently, they drag their flock down with them
(Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) by giving what worldly people want to receive - and pay handsomely for their entertainment!
41st Reasoning – Certain Brothers will hit a time of crisis in their life and cause a serious wobble in their behaviour –
however many of them are intrinsically good people and thus like the one lost sheep that has become entrapped within the
world – then we, of The Brethren, are to help them through this difficult time in their life with scriptural guidance.
However, those people being habitually sinful (to miss the mark of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) and desire no reform –
then these people are best left to The World so they might have The Millennium within which to learn (1Tim.1v20).
2Thes. 3v13 og {specifically yourselves} And (the) brothers/{The Brethren},
2Thes. 3v13 og not (you) {feel weak}/{fail in heart/motivation}/faint/{be weary} [in]
2Thes. 3v13 og (the) {doing/working good/well}/{virtuous living}/{worthily deportment} (plural).
2Thes. 3v13
= And {specifically yourselves} brothers/{The Brethren} (aiming to become TCs),
not yourselves {feel weak}/{be weary} (in) the {working well}/{virtuous living}/{worthily deportment}.

And specifically yourselves the (spiritual) brothers (aiming to become TCs)
not yourselves feel (spiritually) weak (in) the {working well}/{virtuous living} (by taking nothing away from our neighbour).

(People aiming to be TCs take absolutely nothing from people – but only give “their all” to edify their neighbour to the giver’s own hurt)
(This is hardly what we witness within our leaders (throughout all of politics, religion [and often within commerce]).

Paul’s encouragement here, is to The Brethren (who are trying their utmost best to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by aiming to become TCs in their own right)
to be living a virtuous life away from the worldly “machinations and intrigue” because Yahweh is specifically interested within our own individual
“synapse construction mapping”. This is our spirit/personality/desires/traits that defines “{specifically yourselves}” as an individual, to become
“The Heavenly Treasure” (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33); “heavenly” because Yahweh stores this mapping profile when we are dead/”asleep” to be
used in our resurrection; and “Treasure” because it is “the most important thing to us” – being that it describes “us” uniquely).
It is the spirit/personality/desires/traits that is being moulded/reformed (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15) by “The Word of God” actively operating within the
synapse construction that becomes “The Mapping” of which Yahweh retains as “The Heavenly Treasure” (see glossary) for “The
Awakening/Rousing” (= resurrection) into the ideal future position as a “Son of God” to rule alongside JCg in The Millennium (Matt.20v23).
In this future society, the present worldly system has been destroyed/removed/replaced by Yahweh through JCg (Rev.19v16-21) – so why would we
desire to have a mindset that operates upon “present day” principles – when it is destined for destruction along with our present fleshly body - unless
reformed in our “2 part life” (see glossary)?
Thus, we should ideally gain the correct “synapse construction mapping” that sincerely desires to operate under “The Word of God” and we should
start putting this into practice through both word and deed to gain “Real Faith” by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle – so we might personally
gain “The Wisdom of God” (where “wisdom” means “knowledge accurately applied within our lifestyle/deportment”)!
2Thes. 3v14 og if And {some/any/certain person} no/not/none (he/she) {attentively hearkens}/complies/obeys/submits

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

3v14 og
3v14 og
3v14 og
3v14 og
3v14 og
3v14

to the word/sayings/topics/reasoning {of/from us}
through (reason of) of the {written message}/epistle/letter,
(of the) this (specific) [person] (you) distinguish/{mark (for avoidance)}/note,
also not (you) {mix up together}/{associate closely}/{have company with}
that (he/she be) {respected/regarded (negatively)}/confounded/shamed,

(to the)

him,

= And if {some/any/certain person}
not he/she {attentively hearkens}/complies/obeys our (TCs) word/sayings/reasoning
through reason of this {written message}/epistle,
(then) you distinguish/{mark for avoidance} of the this specific person,
also not you {associate closely}/{have personal company with} to the him/her, that he/she be confounded/shamed.

And if any person not he/she {attentively hearkens}/obeys our (TCs) word/sayings/reasoning
through reason of this written message (being what we, TCs, teach by instruction and most importantly, by department),
(then) you (who are aiming to become TCs) mark for avoidance this specific (rebellious minded) person,
also not you (who are aiming to become TCs) have personal company with him/(her),
that he/(she) be confounded/shamed (unto repentance and return to “The Word of God” controlling his/her mind).
Paul’s important instruction for us, upon which we should hearken “People not {attentively hearken}/comply/obey The Apostle Paul’s epistles, then these people should be {marked for avoidance} and we
should not associate with them.”
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This comes directly from one of the Premier Apostles who shall personally become a future Son of God ruling in The Millennium to teach
“Righteousness” to “The Resurrected World” (being “The Inheritance” subordinate to “The Heirs” of which Paul is one, Rom.8v17, 23, etc.).
Yahweh has appointed Paul personal “Sonship” and “deemed him entirely worthy” of this most wonderful accolade.
What is The Sensible Advice that we, as mere humans at the end of The Gospel, should be doing?
We should in humility/contriteness, respond positively to this instruction being That we should imbue within us, entirely what Paul teaches for our edification towards what Yahweh Desires!
This is not a “pick and mix” situation - we either come to Yahweh entirely reliant upon what His Apostles teach us, - or not call ourselves
“Christians” in any manner, shape or form – else we are “hypocrites” to what we profess!
But what do we see within The World today?
Most Christian leaders (in name only) state
We should ignore certain things that Paul states in his epistles – especially what he writes specifically about “The Ministry and Wives”.
So, these declared “Christian leaders” presume to know more than Yahweh’s Premier Apostle?
These Christian Leaders are in for a very rude awakening/rousing within The Millennium, when their self-deluded arrogance will be brought very low
before JCg and Paul himself (Matt.8v12, etc.) - welding Yahweh’s infinite capability/power to express Yahweh’s HS!
Clearly they presently have no real humility, but puffed up with self-importance to be declaring themselves above what Paul teaches, and if they
refuse Yahweh’s Word now, then it may be reasoned they are operating under the same state of mind that is likely to refuse “The Word of God” in
The Millennium – see JC’s retort of those people in Chorazin (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13) mirroring the Christian Nation, but in particular our worldly
Christian leaders of today operating with the same mindset – and JC’s word of advice given at Luke.16v1-11, noting Paul’s comment at Rom.9v13.
Thus, what should we do with such-like deviant leaders?
Paul tells us the answer as given below – but if reform/readjustment is not forthcoming then they should be removed from JC’s flock!
With no doubt, they will remain with “their own flocks” operating with a different spirit/personality/desires/traits as that shown to us by JC’s
lifestyle/ministry emulated by Paul and the other TCs throughout The Gospel Age.
2Thes. 3v15 og also not {in that manner}/likewise/as (the) hateful/hostile/adversary/oppose/enemy
2Thes. 3v15 og (you) {to lead}/command/{to deem}/consider/account/{rule over}/think [middle voice],
2Thes. 3v15 og but (you) {to put in mind}/caution/warn/admonish/{reprove gently}
2Thes. 3v15 og {in that manner}/likewise/as (the) brother.
2Thes. 3v15
= also not {in that manner}/as the hateful/enemy to personally consider/deem/think,
but to caution/warn/admonish/reprove {in that manner}/as the brother.
(When reproving the unruly people then … … )

also not in that manner as the hateful/enemy (for you) to personally consider/deem (that reproved recipient )
but (this instruction is only given) to caution/warn/reprove in that manner as (given by) a (caring/loving) brother.
Paul asks us with the responsibility for The Maintenance of God’s Word in a harsh environment to gently caution/warn/admonish/reprove
“Christians” because they are a potential brother/sister who has presently swayed away from “The Real Faith” (= accurate Knowledge + Assurance
+ Fidelity) like the lost sheep out of the ninety-nine and can be brought back into The Fold (Matt.18v10-13, Luke.15v4-7).
If we personally choose not to go out of our way to bring these people back into fulfilling Yahweh's Desire, then we become personally accountable as
not {loving by principle}/agapao/{edifying love} those people presently operating outside Yahweh’s Methodology.
We must never place any form of prejudice in the path of another person’s salvation (1Cor.8v1-13, 9v19-23, Rom.14v1-23, etc.).
This is one reason why we must be completely neutral in all forms of worldly matters (principally politics and other pastimes).
Furthermore, this neutrality gives us immense protection from The World, secular leaders have no need to fear us (Rom.13v1-5).
TCs must give the recipient an opportunity to reform back to The Bible’s requirements by helping him/her wherever possible. However, if this person
refuses to reform (in all humility to repent from their ways and return to “The Real Faith” by imitating JC’s lifestyle – as best as they can), then as
we read elsewhere, Paul tells us, they must be rejected out of “the church”, else we may all become contaminated (“a little leaven grows throughout
the dough” 1Cor.5v7-8, Gal.6v9). This is what JC said about “The Professional Leaders of Religion” Matt.16v6, 11, Mark.8v15, Luke.12v1, with
their wayward (= worldly) thinking and behaviour. We are also told not to associate with these people in their worldly ways (1Cor.15v33), nor to
follow their lifestyle (Matt.23v3 – else we become drawn into The World’s Methodology. Being “drawn into The World” means “we errantly start
thinking in the same manner as do average people within The World operating what is considered to be, an acceptable lifestyle” as “The Norm” where our deportment then soon follows our thinking! We must get our mind correct – so the body correctly follows!
From a TC's (and Biblical) point of view – then it is clearly not acceptable to return to worldly reasoning (2Pet.2v18-22)!
So, we might ask What about my commentaries?
How are they given, and how should they be received?
Much time and effort has been expended to generate them, to get into the mind of The Scribe explaining what Yahweh desires from this Knowledge.
It is all freely given to become “The Very Bright Light” (of knowledge and understanding) that penetrates most deeply into society, being the myths
and rampant distortion practiced throughout The World – supposedly all done in “The Name” of JC and Yahweh, but as I show, it is so very far away
from JC’s and Yahweh’s “Character and Authority”!
So, should I be deemed as “An enemy of the state?”
No and Yes!
No! - To any person of The State (including its leaders at a personal level) – because all I am doing is giving extensive knowledge about Yahweh’s
“Plan for The Salvation of Mankind” that surely is to help Mankind. But sadly, Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan” is never taught by those people who
claim to represent Him, and yet are paid by The World, to deliver to The World, what The World wants to hear!
I will always remain neutral in any political issue else I validate worldly methodology and invalidate Yahweh’s Methodology in my works!
This I can never do! I must only canvass for The Millennium (being of its “Methodology”) – where I must subjugate myself to its “Authority”.
And yet Yes! - To “The Worldly State” of worldly methodology in all its forms of corruption and hypocrisy witnessed. Where I am duty bound to only teach
and act in “The One/Same Manner” as JC taught us, that shall ultimately yield The Millennium in due time according to Yahweh’s Desire.
In stating the above, – then who contends against me?
Only those people who gain from out of the present worldly system and of its customs that are being exposed as being alien to what Yahweh Desires.
Being those people having something to hide, else why be motivated to become hostile to what Yahweh teaches in The Bible that I accurately explain?
Then we read this at John.11v47-53.
Can the reader really understand what I am saying?
Personally “Get behind the painted façade” – and question “why” to at least three levels of reasoning – then “The Truth” drops out!
During an audit – only the people who are not following “The Procedures” become indignant when questioned about their activities!
By contrast, the people who follow “The Procedures” welcome an audit and praise the auditor for conducting a comprehensive investigation!
Therefore Who is driven by Agapao to deliver Agape to yield Mankind’s Salvation?
Again, I ask -
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Can you understand this – being the Machiavellian activity of our leaders’ minds covering things in “Darkness” so that we cannot see their
“hypocrisy” (Matt.23v1-3, throughout all the last 6000 years under Satan’s local Heaven/Authority)?
These world leaders (specifically of Politics and Religion) invalidate themselves to be placed by Yahweh within any position of responsibility in The
Millennium as JC so clearly told us at Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc., because the mind of these people is wrong, by not being
humble or contrite! They just want to “Control People” for a worldly return, and the more people they control, then the greater the return!
It shall not be like this in The Millennium under JCg’s rule through his 144000 TCs (Rev.19v16).

Good News – repeat - Paul states “peace/prosperity/rest” being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this world’s pain.
21st Comment – Paul states, grace also peace/prosperity/rest comes from Yahweh, and Paul is desirous this should
occur in everything The Brethren might do as their own unique changing circumstances might dictate.
42nd Reasoning – Because as The Brethren start to imitate TCs then their circumstances will change due to the increased
affliction/persecution that will inevitably occur (John.16v1-4) by pious religious people having their hypocrisy exposed
by “The Wisdom of God” being made publicly manifest by The Brethren imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.
22nd Comment – Paul confirms the authenticity of his letter by a signature. Sadly, many “worldly scholars” to gain a
worldly “qualification of divinity” will contrive all manner of possibilities to rubbish Yahweh’s Word and suggest all
these epistles/letters are of 2nd or 3rd century CE origin – only because they choose not to understand the full “Word
of God” lying just beneath the surface of these Epistles because they are fearful of the implications upon their lifestyle!
21st Good News – Gifts and favours will be dispensed between the TCs and brethren sourced by Yahweh dispensed by JCg
22nd Good News – The gifts and favours of JCg as The Word of God operating within compliant “Early Adopters” come
from the wisdom operating within the TCs that develop the HS within TCs and brethren aiming to become TCs.
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (to spread The
Gospel), (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim, (4) good habits,
(5) pleasing persona, (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment. All of which come together in a TC to best
promote/publicise “The Word of God” to yield the next generation of TCs (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota).
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God”
teaches how we should think. Because we now think differently to worldly people, then we (1) freely help our neighbour
for no return and (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life. Item (1) means we have friends and (2) means we
have no enemies. This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, a goal for which to aim, good habits,
pleasing persona, extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to promote/publicise “The Word of God” to yield
more TCs. The problem is this, it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being “hypocrites”, who then hate TCs!
2Thes. 3v16 og he And the lord/master of the peace/prosperity/rest (he) give/bestow/grant {to yourselves}
2Thes. 3v16 og the peace/prosperity/rest through (reason of)
2Thes. 3v16 og (of the) every (thing) in (to the [= within]) every (way)
2Thes. 3v16 og (to the) {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way.
2Thes. 3v16 og The lord/master [JCg] {amid/together/with (meta)} (of the) all {of yourselves}.
= And he,
2Thes. 3v16
the lord/master of the peace/prosperity/rest he give {to yourselves} the peace/prosperity/rest
through reason of the every thing within every {changing circumstance}/{occurring means}.
The lord/master (JCg as “The Word of God”) (be) together/with all {of yourselves}.

And he (JCg being “The Word of God” to teach us how to reform our mind away from worldly methodology, and unto Yahweh’s Methodology),
the lord/master of the peace/prosperity/rest, he give to yourselves the peace/prosperity/rest (that Yahweh’s Methodology delivers)
through reason of everything (in what we do) within every changing circumstance (that occurs within our life).
The lord/master (JCg as God’s Word controlling our mind) (be) together with all of yourselves.
Yahweh sources all {intrinsically good/ideal} things into The Universe and Paul here, is requesting the Brethren become so aligned with Yahweh
through reason of JCg (being “The Word of God” – Rev.19v13) – so they might receive all the benefits this very close bipartisan alliance yields.
I have discussed in other epistles what “peace/prosperity/rest” means, and thus just lifted-out what I wrote in Eph.2v14.
Eph.2v14 (part) commentary.
I need to explain “peace/prosperity/rest” because this terminology appears to run against the “trials/tribulations/afflictions” of which we are told
will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle – that imitates JC’s lifestyle.
The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.
“Peace” is gained from the accurate Knowledge (as “The Word of God” of which JC was/is). “The Knowledge” releases us hearkening
individuals, from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization (global warming, rising sea levels, lack of food and
clean/pure resources, all forms of pollution, selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources, tribalisation’ within nations, phishing, social media,
software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.). This “Knowledge” “releases
our stress” because we know Yahweh will step in “before all flesh is destroyed” (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20) and “save the situation” by replacing this
present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium.
Also “good moral behaviour” personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality, this personally delivers “rest”
from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour. Likewise, if we defraud no person, then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to
see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution.
“Prosperity” does not mean “material prosperity” as stated by charlatan Christian leaders in their “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain!
This prosperity is the “heavenly treasure” comprising of the “synapse construction mapping” of The Mind (that precisely defines us as individuals)
becoming more Christlike, thus, being worthy to be placed within a heavenly/spiritual/celestial body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”.
JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of “The Knowledge” given as “The Word of God”, and is accepted by receptive/hearkening people
who carefully reason upon “The Knowledge” to realise it is the only way forward for Mankind as a whole. Thus, they freely choose to imitate JC’s
ministry/lifestyle and so become the one/same in spirit/personality/desires/traits and in this manner JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs
(formally as heathen/foreigners/strangers) but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons (by metaphorically becoming “sons of
Abraham”). Moreover, these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9) to their husband (JCg) at the 1st
2nd C of JCg (= The 1st Resurrection”) being as one metaphoric flesh (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32, and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).
As explained earlier, we have taken upon ourselves JC’s spirit/personality/desires/traits because we have taken upon ourselves his knowledge (as
“The Word of God”) and faithfully acted upon it, rather than ignoring it and doing our “own worldly thing” to please our animalistic emotions lusting
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to please “The Immediacy”. By consequence, Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the accidents of what we might actually do
– thus, we are not judged upon The Law of Moses, but rather on what JC did for us (by fulfilling The Law). This occurs, because we truly are trying
to imitate him by what we do to others (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt), and thus, we do not sin/offend, but only “sidestep/trespass”.
“Rest” is gained from the above two, we have separated ourselves away from “The Mental Toil” of The World when its members strive after worthless
vanity, both of The Mind and of The Flesh. I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial “rainy day” but
we must not make money the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind - that certainly is not “rest”.
However, I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World, certainly of commerce, but also of politics and religion - where all three are
“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World under Satan’s present tenure (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4), do not waste our time supporting them!
Returning to this verse
Because Paul knows “The Extremely Loyal and Faithful” Brethren of Thessalonica are working hard to imitate Paul and become TCs in their own
right – so they might become “beloved” (meaning, “agapao + phileo + storge” [= edifying + attractively + family loved]) by Yahweh and thus
receive adoption from “The Loving Father”.
We too, are encouraged to do likewise.
Yahweh through JCg has stretched out His hand to welcome all people into “The Sheep Fold of JCg” (Luke.12v32, John.10v1-16) – to be like “a hen
drawing her chickens underneath her wing” for protection (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34) – it now becomes our personal responsibility [middle voice] to
respond and run to Him by imitating His Beloved Son, JC (Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.), to the very best we are able. “Imitate Paul as he imitates JC”
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17).
If we do not personally do this when given the accurate knowledge as contained within The Bible and carefully explained on this website –
then who can we blame – except ourselves (Matt.8v12, etc. when “The Dawn of Realisation” occurs, being too late to gain what was in
the palm of our hand, and we had personally tossed it aside without a care - as do our reckless “Professional Leaders of Religion”)!
2Thes. 3v17 og The greeting/salutation to the [= in/with/by/on] my/{of me}/mine (to the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand
2Thes. 3v17 og (of the) Paul, who/which/that (it) is (the) indication/sign/miracle/token/wonder in (to the [= within]) every
2Thes. 3v17 og {written message}/epistle/letter; {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so (I) write/scribe/engrave:
2Thes. 3v17
= The greeting with my hand, of the Paul,
that it is the indication/sign within every {written message}/epistle, likewise I write:-

The greeting with my hand, of Paul,
that is the sign within every written message, likewise I write:Paul decides to ensure false messages that purport to come in his name are rebuffed by the addition of his signature to give the indication/sign of the
letter’s authenticity.
However, our many worldly Christian scholars trying to appear sagacious (for a worthless worldly paper doctorate [as viewed by Yahweh]) suggest
this epistle was not written by Paul but someone else much later trying to give credibility to this letter, an imposter adding this closing comment.
Our “worldly eminent” scholars having mused with a worldly mind, then state this 2nd epistle to The Thessalonians cannot be written by Paul because
(1) it has no inspirational insight where much of it appears to be a copy of 1Thesalonians and (2) contradicts “The Coming of JC”. I explain how
wrong they are in their very short-sighted “worldly reasoning” in my commentary given in 1Thes.5v1, and when actually we give any real thought to
what they state, we realise that they have “shot themselves in the foot” with that argument! Because we could reason, if there is no real inspirational
knowledge, – then why would someone bother to write it, – by taking the trouble to rewrite what was already given in 1Thesalonnians? We must be
motivated to do something, and truly when we digest what Paul wrote in his two letters, we then realise the 1st letter praises their near perfect existence,
and the 2nd letter warns them of worldly Christian leaders and “worldly learned scholars” (of today) coming onto the scene to take them away from
their near perfect state (Acts.20v29)! This is perhaps why our “worldly eminent” scholars wish to decry this letter!
Paul was actively driven to write these letters because he sincerely cared for them to achieve “The Goal of Sonship” to fulfil Yahweh’s
Desire – Paul wants them to succeed!
This attitude is in direct contrast to the output from our “worldly learned Christian scholars”, which is why we are taught to ignore them!
How perfect does the reader think we are regarding Yahweh’s Desire being collectively fulfilled within us, when having some 1700+ years
over which time our worldly Christian leaders and “worldly learned scholars” have become proficiently skilled in “The Art of Deviancy”?
Where, our “Professional Leaders of Religion” have not the faintest idea of how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (when we audit their
output in their works and sermons against specifically what The Bible instructs of us)!
When the apostles then, were warning of this insidious development (2Pet.2v1, 1John.2v18-19, 2Cor.11v4, etc.,) coming in only some 30 years after
JC’s murder and resurrection, yet now 2000 years later without the restraint of the original apostles to stem the rampant corruption of God’s Word!

2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.
2Thes.

3v18 og The grace/{gift/favour}/benefit of the lord/master {of/from us}
3v18 og (of the) Jesus (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed {amid/together/with (meta)}
3v18 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}.
3v18
= The gift/favour/benefit of our lord/master of the Jesus of the Christ/Anointed

(of the)

all {of yourselves}.

(be) together/with of all {of yourselves}.
Amen.

The gift/favour/benefit (that “The Word of God” delivers within a repentant/contrite/hearkening mind)

([1] guidance on how to minimise our hurt within The World today, and possibly/maybe [2] a position alongside JCg in The Millennium)

of our lord/master (JCg as “The Word of God” controlling our mind to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)
the Anointed Jesus (having established “The Golden/Kingly Standard” for us to precisely imitate for the one/same Goal of which he achieved)
(be) together/with all of yourselves.
Amen.
The reader can see the sincerity of Paul’s concern for those people within JC’s flock of which Paul is helping to build. It oozes out of the text.
What a wonderful example for us all to follow!
A 4th Revision addition.
Conclusion. After reading my commentaries we can understand why our presumptuous “worldly Christian Scholars” would want to slander “The
Word of God” given to us by Yahweh’s faithful and premier scribe Paul in a vain attempt to discredit its authenticity, because they desire to strike these
instructions and warnings from out of our mind! It is so important for our sanity and personal spiritual growth to ideally yield everlasting life; we must
ignore their “spiritually blind musings” and “treat their output with the contempt it deserves” as does Yahweh, – they clearly have nothing better to
do with their present life!
I now recall The Late Joshua Daniel giving a sermon repeated on 14th Feb. 2021
He quoted some Christian leaders as stating Come to Jesus as you are and live with him as you are!
He rebuffed this by stating No this is wrong!
Citing Gal.3v27 “put on Christ” to mean “imitate him” (Gal.4v12, 1Cor.11v1).
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Then he gave the allegory of being in an “Upside down car!
If you put your foot on the accelerator you cannot go anywhere, you must first get the wheels onto the road!
Hence, we must “overturn ourselves” from this present world, to become entirely Christlike – before we can progress forward!
Do we want to be blind? No, we should want to go out and find the truth (Matt.7v7-8)!
When “self” grows then we have abandoned godly things.
When we seek godly things then we suppress the self to become The Last/Least within the world.
This is all valuable teaching and instruction – to which we should ascribe - if we are desirous to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.
We must not add succour to the present world and of its methodology, when Yahweh shall overturn all this with a new Heaven (Authority) and a new
Earth (systems/procedures/protocols/mechanisms [being “what supports Mankind” - as does “the Earth”], 2Pet.3v13, Rev.21v1).
Amen!
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Appendix
Reference sources:
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English. ISBN 1-878442-81-3,
The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament. ISBN 0-310-95070-8,
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures.
Concordant Greek Text
Concordance:

King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance. ISBN 0-7852-4723-8
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible. ISBN 0-529-07235-1

Lexicon

The New Analytical Geek Lexicon. ISBN 0-943575-33-8
The Analytical Greek Lexicon. Zondervan.

Grammar

Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar. ISBN 0-310-25087-0
Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics. ISBN 0-310-21895-0

Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions. KJV, RS, PME, NEB.
Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance.
The Jerusalem Bible.
NAS
NWT
Reference Material:

Publications and books from four different Christian schisms
Of which I consider the closest to “1st Century Christianity”, even though
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis, they are much
superior to the more popular schisms (both the very old and new)!
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines.
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